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Candidates battle it out in debate 
By Michelle Evans 
Before the largest crowd ever 
assembled for a . student body 
presidential candidate debate 
at UNH. ten . candidates 
managed tq present themselves 
as individuals. · 
·.'The _purpose of this debate 
is more of an informational 
forum,'' said · election 
coordinator (raig Dickens, 
introducing the candidates. • 
''The candidates will' not be 
addressing -each oth"er. It will Greek Senate president; Sue 
be more of a chance to let you _ Tarolli, a representative of the 
kno:w how the cand idates feel Commuter Transfer Center: 
about issues pertinent ·to the and Am{ Ra pp, a Student 
entire student body." _ _ ::- - -~--~------
Moderator Jonathan Cohen lN EWs ANAl..1 YSIS i 
introduced the five panelists; 
· each of whom . would pose 
questions to all four candidate_ 
teams: former president Karen 
Johnson: Phil Coughlin, 
Student Senate business · 
manager; Tom Colarusso~ 
Ambassa_dor. 
The team of Neil Barrett and 
Henry Vance kicked off the 
opening s _tatehients by 
announcing their withdrawal 
from the race . Ba-rrett 
encouraged his supp_o'rters to make an int r O duct O ry 
vote for "the candidates who . statement, after • thanking 
have a similar platform"--Chris !Jarrett for his support. 
Fauske and Dan Landrigan . 
"A vote . for Fauske and . 
Landrigan woulcl be a vote for 
us,·· Barrett said. " We do not 
want to h_urt each other, orthe 
goals we're -s.triving for." 
"I ' hope this might be the 
beginning of a ' trend_," said 
Fauske, the next candid:1te to 
For the remainder of the two 
hour debate the eight 
c:rndidMes fielded questions 
from the panel, impressingthis 
repo.rter, for the most part with 
the preparation evident in their 
seemingly spontaneous 
DEBATE, page 23_ 
Student Body Presidential candidates debated in the MUB on Wedn~sday. Candidates include (left to right) Chris Fauske, Dan Landrigan, John 
Davis and !ed Eynon. Missing are Dari Carr and Christine Guimont. (Jim Millard photo) 
Athletes grades to 
.he examined' 
By Michelle Evans 
Athletes' grades will · be 
surveyed · by the Academic · 
Standards Committee of the 
. Academic Senate. according to 
committee chairperson 
Rosemary Wang. 
"Hints that something may 
not be entirely kosher came to 
the attention of the commit-
. tee," said · Professor Darrett 
Rutman, a member of the 
-INSIDE-
committee: 
"The committee would agree 
they'~e · just hints," Rutman 
qdded. "The- athletic depart-
ment should neither be 
maligned nor let off the hook 
without further investigation." 
., Wang c _on-firmed that 
"questions have been- raised", 
but said .that the primary 
reason for the survey will be to · 
collect data which is not 
presently available. 
"At least wnile I've been 
working with .the committee, 
we have not looked at athletes' 
grades as a group," Wang said. 
"Other campuses talkabout 
athletes not meeting standards, 
and getting special privileges," 
Wang said. "We qon't kM~ _if _ 
GRADES, page 24 
· The largest snow storm pf the season hit Durham on · Thursday, causing ~lasses and Kari-Van 
services to be cancelled. (Scott Young photo) · 
Cash fares approved fOr Kari-Van 
Trent Arterberry performed 
in the Granite State room 
Wednesday night. See 
review. page 17. 
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By John Gold 
. Cash fare boxes will be -
instalied in COAST (Coopera-
tive Alliance of Seacoast 
Transportation) busses. which 
should increase· ridership, 
according to Phyllis Forbes, . 
UNH director of administra-
tive services . 
The University has approved 
"in principle" the use. of cash 
fare boxes in its Kari.,. Van 
busses which would allow 
riders to Lise money inste'ad of . 
'having to · bui1 ti'ckets in matching funds, according 'to . UNH'sapprovaloftheboxes 
advance:· to use the busses. Forbes. - . '· was announced · at CO AS T's . 
· "They . will increase the Forbes also said however, quarterly · meeting Tuesday 
convenience of getting _on the the U niversitv would not be afternoon. 
busses," William · Puffer, of ,-'absorbing a~y administr~tive University officials had 
COAST said: · costs·· ans1ng trom the use of previously opposed the use of 
COAST officfals · h·ope to · the boxes. · cash fares bec£11:1se they were 
have the boxes installed this . "Ever:1ione forgets it costs to · worried money on the busses 
summer. Puffer said, do these things,_"· Forb~s said , might endanger student 
The boxes cost anvwhere referring -to handl'ing the drivers, Forbes said. -
from $ I 00 to $400 to bl.iv and · money the fare boxes would · Followi•ng a sq..1d_y qy the 
· install, Puffer said. Money to generate. "Someone's got:to Strafford Regional Planning 
do this will come from the take out the cash boxes, and KARI-VAN, page 26 
U niversity and federal ___ count the money." 
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Tony Nevin • is dedicated tO supporting ·peace· 
By Margaret Consalvi 
Professor John A. Nevin, of 
the UN H Psychology depart-
ment. was perched in his office 
like a wizened owl ponderi-ng a 
great puzzlement. 
_ Considered -a (igure ·or 
moralit,i and .action, his views 
and acti~ns .have -earn~d him a 
great -amount of respect from 
colleagues and students alike. 
Nevin, 50, is the facu.lty 
advisor :. of . the UN H peace 
group , Students for Disarm-
ament and Peace (SDP). 
Although he stresses that he is 
· by no means · the leader of the 
group, it 1s clearly evident he 
receives the utmost respect_and 
admiration of the group . "He 
creates ·enthusiasm," - Pascal 
· Molinea~1x, ·a member of SOP 
said . ··He makes us feel that 
_we 're really the ones doing 
most of the organization. He's 
b~hi~.d the sce_ne. I appreciate 
him. -
_"I have the highest regard for 
·him. He's a leader in h-is field of 
expertise, highly productive 
and on the basis of the ta I.ks I've 
heard him give he appears to be 
an excellent teacher," Kenneth 
Fuld, assistan·t professor · of 
Psychology said. "On top of 
these superior a_cademic 
achievements, he finds time to 
make· a major commitment to 
what I think he considers, and I 
woul_d agree, to · be the most 
pressing issue of the time." 
Nevin said he is . "simply 
furious at the thought of our 
resources being used to make 
suicidal _weapons." This is not -
because he is afraid of death, 
but because he is angered at the 
prospect of the extinction of 
the species. "We'd be gone 
before we _· could do anything 
about it." 
••He looks for ways to 
communicate to people about 
ttiese concerns,·: _ Dr. William 
M. Ba.um; associate professor 
of Psychology said. One Sl!Ch 
path of communication is_ a 
demonstration at Pease Air 
-Force Base, Saturday March 
. 31'from 12 to 2 p.ni . 
Nevin said this will be ·a 
.. p u b I i c d·e mo n st ra ti o n · of 
concern." 
"He's willing to talk 
end lcssly if someone wants· to 
hear, but he won't impose 
himself o·n someone. He's ven _ 
forcbear ing." Baum said, .· ·t 
would describe him as · an 
unusually morally aw,:irc 
person . He's co_ncerned with 
moral and e_thic;;d issues. It \\'as 
because of his concern that he 
got interested in the question of 
the fate of mankind." 
Chris Prunier. a UN H 
student and member of -SOP 
c-a 11 e d N e v i n a .. ti re less 
inspiration." Baum ·said, '"He 
has prodded me into action . He 
has convinced me .everyone 
·Disarmament students active 
-By Margaret Consalvi 
. Since November 1-983, the 
group Students for Disarm-
ament and Peace (SOP) has 
been . acfrv.e in · presenting 
oppos.ition to the nuclear arms 
race. . 
This gr"ou"j-, is attenipting to 
do something about nuclear 
arms, discussing upcoming 
events at weekly meetings . 
.. 45 minutes to one . hour is 
spent on bt1sincss,"' Carole 
Renselaer, a group . member 
said ... After, :there is . a 
dis'cLission ~n the bocik we \ire 
presently reading, Nuclear 
War: Whar \ in it /<Jr ·rcni , by 
Ground . Zero." .This ' is to 
. ---. . 
·"basica_lly 1s the largest most Am <me wishing to get 
importa'1._1t threat to· ri1ankind . · inrnl{ed in this org,;nizatio~ is 
We're sd cldse to the actual - encouraged to attend the 
possibility, <)f nuclear · Monday night meetings. 
devastation, we're virtualh ori The ·group has planned ror . 
the brink of extinction." - the future a peaceful vigil _at 
The group has brought P_c a-s e Air f-" 0 re e Ba Se 
outside speakers, i'ncli.ldi ng the · (.Saturday· ·March 3 I, 12 to· 2. 
·well known author and adidS t p.m .): i1 sho\\'ing of In rlu~ Kii1l 
Dr. Helen Caldicott.- to UN H. <~/ Prussia (Monday April 9 at .7 
The,· orga ni1ed discussion ~ and 9:30 p.m' .. Strafford room 
groups · following the ,showing of the MU B): a Caldicott film 
of 7he Day A.lier: conducted · focusing on the effects M 
vigils at Pease Air Fo1 .. ce Base nuclear war on children: and 
and. on carnpi.1s, pa,rtieipatcd i_n c,c!ii,p:JJti,()n.al:.:!fHOgram q:il . 
thc"-'f-'{cczc r'~tdr'dn 'cafnp' aign, , I ' A • d I t" d nuc ea:r ~'c;,i.p~.,n1'i, ;an re a e .. , 
s.· t 1· n1 ll I c'l t " d E U r O m i S S i I e R . . h " is~ues ,at Oyster . :i\·er qHJg · 
negotiation~, as an, edqcatio!}~tl Scht:)()I (April 19 at 12:30 p.m .): 
experience for s_·tudents and · B · · · a possible MU mini-course in 
faculty, , and insured th ~lt thcfall:andthemonthlyfa.ston 
should do what--thcy can -to either Yale, · whe1\~ he majored 
insurc _-thc· future safety <.)Lthc in Mechanical Engineering-; ot' 
world." Columbia, where he did 
Nevin sits tran4tiilly ·at the graduate work in Pscyhology ~ 
w_eekly meeting of SOP. He The light admiringly reflects , 
twirls his pen and fidgets with off the ~golden ch,;in of his , 
his neany trimmed heard. This pocket watch . "My \iew.'.' he 
docs not express nervousness, continued, "is -when a great 
bur merch the .sense that he -is mas~ .~)f citizens express n;oral 
_ deer,ly involved in thought. revuls ion at . suicida l deter-
He's ..trying .to solve· a problem. rence, something wil l be done. 
..He's a · real scientist. He · -We need a growing grass roots 
loves research, He- loves the · movement ... i'nvolving mil lions 
process of defining a problem 1:en~cting the idea 01· safety in 
and figtrring out how to deterrence ; by nuclea1: 
generate answers. Once he's weapons. _ 
~omm-itted t~ a _ corn;se of Nevin looks at the problem 
action, he follows,. through with: ' of,, nu-clear ·weap<lns from a 
tremendous .energ~." Baum "hehav-iorist analytical point or 
said . . · . vi-cw." He's a dedicated 
Ncvf;i'is committed , to this : behaviorist with a gre·at 
cause· ;.ind puti much - of his . ~irlmirntion for R F Skinner. 
_ .. cncrgy"·intoit. Hiseyesflash~'., Through his research on 
deeply concerned signal when animal - bch~vior. - he said he 
asked what he thinks of the - realizes .it is not easy to change 
nuclear arms build tip. "I throw behavior. · _ 
up or I get so mad I pound .. People sec · the shcHt term 
things," Nevin said . rewards of ni.1clear dcterren~c 
It's hard to imagine this Port which ·: arc sr:naller but ,more 
Washington, . NY native as immediate. They don't wimt to 
doing eitl;ier of these things: He wait for the larger hut more 
leans easil.\· back in his chair. certain rewards -of a nuclear 
He exud~s the air of - an arms buildown," he said. 
energetic ivy league profes:.. Nevin . said' he hcfievcs a 
sional. In fact his tan pin huildown is a · very .. risky 
striped 9xford, brown Levi btJsiness" but •~it is not a hig risk; 
~ords, and Timberland_ bmit_ NEVIN, page 6 
shoes _ seem representative of -
prepare members for an 
effective counter in arg~1ments 
concerning nuclear arms. 
critical nuesti·ons a bout nuclear 
'1 the 6 of the month. Al.so, they _ -
wcaptrns policy were raised at are tryin·g to organize a group 
.. , have _ strong feelings · 
towards nuclear arms . Feelings 
,ifr great but they don't do a 
lot" said Rensclaer. . 
the campaif!.n appearances of · ... to take _plaGC· in the National 
all 1 candidates !"or Nati-onal Pilgi:in?age-- to re_vcrsc ·the 
Political Office. n·uclear arms race to be held in 
They have also co·-sponsorcd · · · Washington, D.C. this spring. 
This _ group : is trying _to appearances of candidates\\ ho 
gave a central place· in their Meetings are held Moriday 
campaigns to the nuclear peril evenings .at . 7:30 p.m. in 
· channel these _lce:lings t()_ 
Productive· 111£'~1~" ., .... -:1 •Lt, . --r:~ - · Herrnan · Egaik ces 
what__ - confronting human kind. - Hamilton Smith Hall. 
IEWS II_ BRIEF ~ 
INTERNATIONAL 
·Common · Market 
crisis worsens 
The IO member nations of. the -European 
Common · Market again failed ·to settle the_ir 
differences over. finances and farm subsidies, 
worsening the present crisis coricetning financial 
difficulties . .Great Britain was again isolated at the 
end of" an emergency foreign ministers' meeting 
over its demand for a $ I billion refund on its 
contribution to the European Economic 
Community's budget. · 
·,nATIONAt 
More Girl Sco:ut -
cookies tainted 
The ·Food and -Drug Administration said pins, 
needles and other foreigri objects I-rave been found 
in' Girl Scout cookies in scattered parts of the 
countrv, and the agency is not sure whether the 
objects were in the cookies when they . left the 
factory. The FBI entered the investigation this week • 
with more than 30 reports of metal objects in the , 






The National Endowment for the Humanities 
has announced a grants program for individuals 
under 2 t to spend a summer carrying out their 
-. •
1 
•' l · · ·: =;= ........... _,,...,'"''"' r.nh t:"\rA;~r-tc ThP 
own no~-~red1t _humanities research projects. The 
Young Scholars r1u!',1a111 ....... ~"-·~ · -- 0 ----- --
nationally for outstanding research and writing 
projects in such fields as history, philosoph,y, and 
the study of literature. The projects are to be carried 
out during the summer of 1985. The a·pplication 
deadline is September 15.1984, and guidelines are 
avai-lable by writing to Young Scholars Guidelines, 
Rm. 426, The National Endowment for the 
Humanities, Washington, D.C., 20506. 
lDC. K. > .... - ~ 
--s~;brook reactor 
questioned 
Seabrook's second nuclear reactor may not be 
built. but electrical utility customers throughout 
· New England will pay either wa~,. 'The plant's 
builder. Public Service Co. of New Hampshire, 
offered to cancel construction of the - second 
reactor, but only if the company is guaranteed a 
share of the savings New England expects to realize 
from t~e importing - ◊r-c·11:~r- 1--c~';,~ci'Y;~ 
hydropower. · · · 
Hart -wins in 
Connecticut 
Democratic Presidential Candidate Senator 
Gary Hart won more than half o( the votes in 
Connecticut in that state's primaries Tuesday. Hart 
received 55.5 percent of the Democratic vote, while 
; Walter Mondale won 33 percent, and the Reverend 
Jesse Jackson took nine percent. 8)1 winning · in 
Connecticu_t, Hart made a clean sweep of all six 
New England primaries and caucuses. Walter· 
Mondale explained the most lopsided victory yet as 
having not spent very much time or money in 
Connecticut, and some Mondale supporters 
· conceded that Hart was the cle~r favorite in this 
state . . 
WEATHER 
The National Weather Service says we'll be 
having snow flurries ending la fr in the day, possibly 
mixed with rain. Saturday will be warmer, still with 
a chance of flurries, but Sunday and Monday will 
be clearing and milder. 
t.r,r, ·--· 1~_'/:_'\'.-" , ) ~ ,·..JJ -1'➔ !i',,'.J,,. ,.i-.fi- ◄ 'JI ·j--Jr 
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Scale model or-the newly proposed health facilities building to replace Hood House. (John Gold 
photo) · · · · 
New health facility .. planned 
By Kenneth L. Fish 
A $2.48 million health 
facility may be built to rep,lace 
Hood House if the UN H 
funding request is approved by 
the state legislature in January 
of 1985. • 
code." Sanborn said. adding 
that the basement should have 
two exits to meet life safety 
code guidelines. 
. and the more efficient use oJ 
floor space. 
Bostin Associates. , building 
consultants from New York. 
HOOD HOUSE, page 11 
Senate to propose 
By Henry Soule 
The Student Senate will . 
formally , recommend . that · 
Career Planning and Place-
ment implement pre-screening 
du.ring this week's meeting of 
the· Senate, according to Roy 
Lenardson, student body :vice 
president. 
"Pre-~creening is a process in 
· which · your resume is 
forwarded to the company. 
where the interviewer goes · 
through the applications and 
selects the' people he wants to 
.see," Lenardsori said. "The way 
it is now, you wait in line to siim 
up for an interview, and all of 
the extra people have their 
resumes g ·iven to the; 
interviewer." 
The Senate is in the process 
of finalizing the results of a 
survey they sent to over I 00 
employers and -15 colleges and , 
universities. Lenardson said • . 
, emploi'ers . saw many advan-: 
tage_s fo · pr·e-screeni~g,;~~h- a:'f· 
having a better sa:·mplmg and 
more familiarity with · students 
prior to the interview. 
Seventy Six percent prefer to 
pre~scre~n at school where they 
recruit. and 73 percent are 
interviewing as · many or more 
students as when they were not 
pre-screening. · 
Lenardson said he recog- · 
nizes students with a moderate 
GPA may be at a disadvantage 
in pre-screening. but said only 
13:4 perc~t of _ employers 
SCREENING, pag~ ~ 
ROY LENARDSON 
· · The ... requesr•• is"· part ' of this. 
year's $15 mjllion University 
System o( New H_ampshire 
capital budget to be reviewed 
-bX Governor John Sununu in 
Ap-r'il or May. The total 
a·mount requested by UN H for 
renovation . projects is $5.9 
Danwell, White. and 
Arnold. Architects . of. 
Hanover. NH, designed the 
proposed structure four years 
3go. . _. · , 
Interim President Gordon 
Haaland said that at that time 
Jordan: Growing w~th yi9.lence 
million. . . - . . 
'}, _Hood fi'o'use. thee· campus 
he~fth ,f ?<ci(ity built ln ·1931. has . 
many proble'ms. according to · 
Dean of Students Gregg 
Sanborn. 
'"Main corri4ors are only six 
feet \3/ide--a hospital facility 
should have eight feet. The . 
basement has a dead-end 
corridor. These a re. both 
vio~ations of the · life safety 
$70.000 were approved for By Maureen O'Neil 
planning purposes. but no · June Jordan remembers 
construction funds were growing up in the _New York 
approved. City · black · ghetto · Bedford-
i · ·:;r~~ •~--project is on ·, the ' Styvesant as Iiving;in a world of 
extended1;. list of the Board · of violence. It was a world she was 
Trusteet. :,They ·will review· it determinedr to leave when she 
wi"thin the next month:·; en~ere'd Bar·nard Colleg~, New 
Haaland said. Y orJ< City in 1954. Last year 
Dr. Peter Patterson, director she became a full professor of 
of Hood House, said there is · English at State University of 
little size difference between New York. Stonv Brook. 
Hood -House and the proposed'" Jordan sees gr~owing up in a 
health facility. The difference. ghetto as having a positive 
he said. would be in the effect on her turning her into a , 
configuration of the buildin& fighter. _Her weapon? Words. 
Student reps walk for UNH 
By Joe Gervais . 
. The guides for campus tours 
are not paid. They are students 
asking only a chance to sell 
their university to -incoming 
students. 
The student admissions 
representative program, now in 
its tenth year, uses 35 st_udents, 
each working four hours a 
week, to represent the UN H 
student body to prospective • 
freshman and transfer 
,students. 
Getting a room 
in ~ 84 easier 
By- Henry Soule 
· An increased number of 
people who have dropped out 
or the room draw process 
sh~n1ld ma kc getting on -
campu,-; housing easier this 
year. according • to Carol 
· 'Bischoff. head of residential 
life. 
3,079 students applied for 
on-campus housing this year, 
but only 2,807 signed the Room 
and Board Agreement and paid 
·their $100 deposit. according to 
Bischoff. '. 
Along with the new 
apartment complex, these 272 
students who have dropped out 
should help ease overcrowding 
in traditional residence halls. 
she said. 
Bischoff emphasized the new 
student apartments, located on 
Strafford Avenue Extensi<in. 
have been a major facto1: in 
Residential · Life\ abilit~·- to 
house all returning students , 
and the approximately 2.100 
incoming freshmen. 
243 students who arc now 
living in residence halls will be 
fr10ving to the apartments. and 
another 400 arc on the waiting 
list. Bischoff said she hopes to 
open the halls next fall with a 
small . number oL students in 
lounges, and expects to place 
those few in the rooms which 
are assigned to "no shows." 
She does not sec any need for 
a lottery this year. 
· Last year, Rcsidcntia-1 Life 
received· 2,982 applications for 
housing, and 2,799 students 
paid the $100 deposit. with 183 
dropping out of the system. 
. ROOM DRAW ,' page 8 
In addition to giving the two 
campus tours each day the reps · 
conduct the bulk of. the 2000 
admission interviews· each year. 
The reps come from differing 
backgrounds. buttheir reasons 
for doing the job witho~t 
receiving pay or academic 
credit are mainly the same. 
"It (the program) really 
makes me appreciate my school 
so much more and helps with 
the everyday gripes," said . 
social work major Jenny Hirsh. 
''It (the in.terview) can real)~, 
pick me up in the middle of a 
bad day when I can tell 
someone how good this sch_ool 
is," hotel administration major 
Ted Pfeiffer said. 
The training associated with 
the . program teaches the 
student reps more about the 
university than the normal 
student would know as well as 
which facts are 'important to 
someone new to the Durham 
area. 
For instance. the tour 
. mentions that Hamilton Smith 
Hall was one of the . four 
original campus buildings and 
used to be the librarv and that 
all freshmen will go· there ·tor 
English. or· that Hood House is 
staffed by four full-time 
STUDENT, .pa_ge 12 
Jordan has written 14 books 
for . adults · and child.ren 
including volµmes of poetry. In 
198 I_ she published Civil Wars 
th.e ,fii~t ,colle~tion qf political . 
Jordan . also- spoke to 
students' and faculty on 
Monday. See page four. 
essays ever written by a black . 
w o. m a n . I n i t J • o rd a n 
documents her political 
response to events of the last 
twenty years. 
Her enemy · is the same as 
when she was growing up: 
violence. She has watched it 
take varying forms from war in 
El Salvador to rape. Jordan, 
who sees herself as a very 
op.timistic person. said she feels 
it is possible to end destruction 
in the world. Humanity, which 
she has great faith in, will be the 
deciding force she said. 
''I believe we (the American 
people) are an extremely mixed 
,people with humane inclin-
ations and a great sense_ of 
humor." Jordan said in a calm 
positiv·e 
1
ton~ . ~haracteristic' of 
her manner. . 
- However' sh·e said she 
doesn't feel these character-
istics are · portrayed in our 
government, Thi_s petite 
creative woman has her own 
ideas · on how to make the 
system more representative of 
· the American people's ideas. 
Jordan imagines T.V. and 
video being used to present 
government l;>ills to the public. 
· She sees it being done two or 
three times a week and people 
voting by a button device at 
home. 
"Sure it would - work," 
Jordan answered in a 
characteristically lyrical voice, 
"Government would be more 
JORDAN, page 26 
Jane Jordan (Maria Blais photo) 
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Jordan speaks on feminization and world politics 
By Maureen O'Neil Month. i~ages. C>f war ·and destruction, 
describing children being 
blown up and a woman with no . 
arms. 
year 2000, the figures show. 
black and his panic · feminine-
h e.a d ed · househoJds · will 
dominate the ranks of the poor. 
the first time," and dedicated to 
the New· Bedford rape victim~ The· tables of · contents in 
feminist publications are proof 
that there is · a growing 
subconscious maturity about 
global issues: 
- "We've begun to succeed in · 
taking control. of our -own 
lives," Jordan said. .. A 
consequence of this self respect 
today · is women as global · 
revolutionaries." 
However, Jordan stressed · •'There is still little shelter 
The poem discussed the 
restraints society places on 
women such as not being able 
·to walk alone at night and not According to June Jordan, a 
political writer and- poet, 
magazines like Ms. feature 
She cited the · triumph of 
Sandinista revolutionaries in 
Nicaragua in 1979 as an 
example of women's involve-
ment in world politics, because 
that k110wledge of world , and safety for women," Jordan 
problems has not prevented - said, referring to the recent being able to dress in certain 
conviction of four men m ways which might be labeled. 
' articles on El Sal-vador, Haitian 
refugees, welfare, unemploy-
ment, and housing problems 
because of a shift in the 
national women's movement 
-away from personal liberation. 
Jordan spoke to 160 people 
in the Memorial Union 
Building Monday nfght on 
"Feminism and Global 
Politics." The lecture was part 
of UNH's Women's History 
.women dominated a US 
delegation to Nicaragua at that 
time. 
At the opening. of her talk, 
Jordan read "War Zone," a 
poem she wrote a bout her ow!l 
experiences on the Nicaraguan 
border. The poetn expressed 
women from becoming victims 
of pov~rty ana violence. 
••we've (women) begun to 
· claim the whole world as our 
experience even thou-gh - our 
own experiences have been 
horrid," Jordan said in her 
high-pitched voice. 
Jordan cited figures from the 
US Commission . on Civil 
Rights, showing that eighty 
percent of the world's poor are 
women . and children. By the 
conne~tion with the gang rape A section of the poem reads: 
of a New Bedford, Mass .. 
woman at Big Dan's bar. · •·1 have been raped because I 
••There is something taken 
away in a woman when .she •is 
raped," said Jordan, who is 
herself a rape victim. ••why -
should someone be capable of 
such an evil act without fear?" 
Jordan closed with a poem 
she wrote after being raped "for 
have been wrong. This poem is 
not consent: I am not wrong. 
Wrong is not my name. Lam 
the history of th·e rejection of 
who I am. And who the hell-set 
things up this waY.?"· 
Campus Crusade for Christ sponsors cult talk 
By Dan Landrigan 
Campus Crusade -for Christ 
(CCC) and cults are ••as 
different as . day and · night," 
according to John Contoveros. 
Contoveros, director of 
UNH CCC spoke Tuesday 
night to I 00 people iJ1c.-a CCC-
sponsored program entitled 
.••contemporary Cults in 
America." · 
Contoveros identified five 
·identif)1ing features of a .cult:. 
•isolation of recruits~~-~---, .,. 
•intensive indoctrination: 
•enslaving social structure: . 
•economic exploitation: 
•concealed beliefs. 
He noted that the presence of 
one of these. does not label a 
group as a cult, nor does every 
cult exhibit every one of these 
features. Rather. if two or more 
of these signs are exhibited by a 
group, Contoveros said, the 
group is probably a cult. 
Contoveros said · the 
in.tention of his speech was not . 
to convert people, but to point 
out the differences between 
Biblical Christianitv and the · 
beliefs of cults su~ch ·as · the 
Unification Church, the Way, 
and the Mormon Church. 
· The Way is the only 
organization identified by 
Contoveros as a cult . which is 
officially recognized by the 
U niversitv. 
The Unification Church 
believes Christ failed in his 
mission on earth and that 
Reverend Sun M~1ung Moon is 
here as the second Mess·iah, 
Contove_ros said. By contrast, 
the Bible teaches that Christ's 
death was part of God's plan 
and that it paid for all our sins. 
he said. · · · 
The Way doesn't believe in 1 
the concept of the Trinity, the 
idea that the Father. Son; and 
Holy Ghost form one God, and 
preaches the Trinity as a pagan 
idea. ·· 
Dr. Victor Paul Wierwille,· 
the founder of The· Way, 
manipulates the text of the 
Bible, adds words to it, and 
claims that the original 
SUMMER POSITIONS . . . . ~ 
AVAILABLE-
. I 
Varian/Extrion Division in Gloucester, MA is currently seeking applications 
for Summer Employment in the following areas: · ~- · 
• Electrical Engineering 
• Mechanical Engineering 
• Computer Science· 
• (;hemistry 
Varian is engaged in the manufacture of complex, large scale equipment 
used in the fabrication of semi-conduc_tors. If you are interested in a chal-
lenging summer position with the opportunity to gain excellent hands-on 
· experience, we must have your resume by Aprr/ 11th. Please forward to: 
Summer Employment Administrator 
VARIAN ASSOCIATES, INC. 
Blackburn Industrial Park 
Gloucester, MA 01930 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
varian 
meaning of the Scriptures have 
been lost, Contoveros said. 
The Way sponsors classes 
entitled ··Power for abundant 
living," whi~h Contoveros said 
don't introduce people to the 
real doctrines of The Way at 
their outset. 
The Mormons have created a 
false history of the US. claimed 
to have translated their main 
doctrines from .. retoi-med 
Egyptian hieroglyphics" which, 
Contoveros said, doesn't exist. 
Mormon theology is 
unstable, Contoveros said, 
pointing out that there. have 
. been 3900 revisions and -
changes in the · book of 
Mormon since 1830, while the 
Bible has remamed unchanged 
since it was written almost 2000 
years · ago. 
Contoveros said he also 
disagrees with the - Mormon 
theor? t~at ~ _person's behavior 
on earth atfects whether he 
go_es to heaven. The only way to 
salvation is through acceptance 
of Jesus Christ, he argued. 
CCC is a 12-year- campus 
organization . which, Conto-
veros said, works to •·present_ 
Biblical Christianity to help 
men and women grow as 
strong, .mature .Christians." 
d;_ 
Pull Ahead of 
the Competition 
S.TVN 
Has Compensated Openings 
for the positions of: 
General _ ¥anager 
News · Director 
Publicity Director 





Application Deadline . is 4/13 
STVN 




- By Andrea Parker 
Student -body Presidential 
candidate Chris Fauske and his 
running mate Dan Landrigan 
picked µp the endorsement of 
. the Democratic Student 
Organization ( DSO) yesterday. 
Other candidates for the 
position expressed disap-
pointment that the DS0 did 
not contact them to discuss 
issues. 
After discussions among 
_DSO members, . co-chair 
Michelle Champaigne said the 
organization decided in favor 
of the endorsement. 
"We need an active 
president," Cham,paigne said. 
She said the Fauske/ Landri-
gan · platform most closely 
matched the DS0 obligation of 
getting students involved·. -
"Thev're not afraid . to 
disagreeJ with the administra-
tion in defense of the students, 
Peter Dunfey, DS0 organizer 
said. · 
Ifs time for a change. I think 
Chris Faus.ke and Dan 
Landrigan are the most in tune 
with the students and ·. will he 
the most effective at reaching 
out and giving them more say 
in student government." · 
Fauske said he is pleased 
with the endorser11ent. ••1 think 
it reflects well upon our 
campaign and the rising 
suppo_rt from ordinary students 
who ~re actively involved in 
genuine student concerns, 
rather than the incestuous 
affairs of the Student Senate," 
Fauske said. · 
· DSO co-chairperson David 
White said he also' likes Fauske 
-and Landrigan_ for · their , 
intention to exert pressure on 
the town of Durham to ··ease · 
up" on voting registration · 
guidelines. _ 
DSO Treasurer Heather 
0'Mara· said, ••These (Fauske 
and Landrigan) are the only 
two who've ever communicated 
with . us (the DS0) and that 
shows they're willing to talk to 
people, and bring the students 
into the process." 
Fauske said the endorsement 
was a chance "'to · build a 
coalition of active' students and 
to have an active Student 
Senate they need and. deserve, 
-and to recruit many more 
useful senators. . 
·•The thing is to make 
st_udents feel important. As a 
FAUSKE, page 9 
is now accepting applications 
for two summer work positions. 
Summe·r Work Study 
-Students Prefe_rred 
Contact Linda Tibbetts, 
Commuter / Transfer Center, 
Room 136, · 
MUB for further information --
and applications. 
HOW DO YOU READ THE 
BOSTON GLOBE? 
There are probably as -many ways to read the Globe 
· as there are people who read it. For some, · it is as 
much a part of the day as getting dressed, -or brushing 
your teeth, and each has his/ her own par[icuJar ( or 
peculiar) way of doing it. 
PAGE FIVE . 
iCALENDAR 
FRIDAY~ March 30 
UN H DANCE TH EATER: Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. , 
·General $1. Students: Faculty / Staff. Alumni and Senior Ci.tizens$3 . . 
NATIONAL WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH: "Reading and . 
Writing: A New Partnership," Jane Hansen, UNH Education · -
Department. Berkshire Room, _ New England Center. 8 p,m. 
SATURDAY, March 31 
UN H DANCE THEATER: Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. 
Genera l $4, Students, Faculty / Staff, Alumni and Senior Citizens $3. 
SlJNDAY, April 1 
MUSO FILM SERIES: "Modern Times," Strafford Room, MUB, 
7 & 9:JO p.m. $1. . 
UN H CELEBRITY SERIES: The Liederkreis Ensemble. The 1980 
Na umberg Award-winning ensem.ble performs works ranging from 
the Licbeslieder waltzes to Stephen Foster.Johnson Theater, Paul 
Arts. 8 p,m. General $8. Fac_ulty / Staff $7, Students $6. 
. J\'10NDAV, April 2 
MURKLAND CLUB LECTURE SERIES: "The Conservatism of 
Comedy: A Study of the Ideology and Aesthetics of National 
Historical Corned ies in Early Nineteenth Century France, "Barbara 
T. Cooper, French and Italian, Faculty Center, 7:J0..:9 p.m. 
TRADITION AL JAZZ SER I ES:. Dave Whitney Quintet. Strafford 
Room, MU B, 8 p,m. Admission $3.50 / general: $2.50 / student. 
. TUESDAY, April 3 . 
WOMEN'S STUDIES _SEMINAR SERIES: "Survey of Women 
Composers," Peggy Vagts, Music Department. 
Hillsborough/ Sullivan Room. MU B, 12:J0-2 p.m. 
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA: David Seiler. director. Johnson 
Theat\r, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. 
he New Hampshire (U 1s pu 1s e an 1stnbuted semi-
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151 
.. nf the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business 
_ Jffice hours: Monday - Friday IO AM-2 PM., Academic year subscription: 
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH .03824. Advertisers should 
check their ads the first day. The New Haµipshire will in no case -be 
responsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part of an . 
· adv.ertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified 
, immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The- New 
. Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH,Durham, NH, 03824. 11,000 copies pa.issue 
, printed by Journal Tribune, Biddeford Maine, _ , . . . 
CATALYST is interested in how members. of the 
UNH community go about this daily task.- Jfyou are 
am•ong this breed of avid Globe readers,. we want to 
· hear about it. 
UNH MEDIATION l!IROJECT 
Please send us a written statement of no more than 
250 words desrcibing how you read .the · Globe. 
Include comments, criticisms, interesting anecdotes, 
·any part of yOur be!Javior that is uniquely exclusive 
to YQU. 
Send contributions to: Edward Putnam 
c/ o The New Hampshire 
Rm 151 MUB 
A · DISPUT-E RESOLUTION PROGSIAM 
for ._ disputes betwe•n 
LANDLORDS &-'tENANTS - BETWEEN ROOMMATES 
AND/OR NEIGHBORS 
. HAVING -PROBLEMS WITH ••• 
subletting o deposits o ,oommGtes 
noise o repairs o - pets 
If you h9ve any of these problems or other landlord-tenant ;;;~~erns, call 862-3612~r 
come to the mediation project room 136, Memorial . Union Building: · 
_The Mepiation Project is a service of the Commut_er/Transfer Center. 
i 
! 
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·NOTICES 
ACADEMIC 
SUMMER FELLOWSHIP. PROGRAM IN 
NU1:~ITIONAL SCIENCES: Sponsored b> 
Nut_nt1onal Assessment and Counseling Servce. 
Experien.:e in Nutritional Assessment and 
Counseling. Open to 4ualified seniors or ra:cnt 
graduates. Twelve weeks in summer. Human 
Nutrition Centei". Stipend r1rovided. Submit 
resumes to D()ris Irwin. Human Nutrition Center. 
Campus. · · 
CAREER 
JOB HUNTING SUPPORi· GROUP: Sp(~nsored 
by Career Planning and Pla::ement and Co"unseling 
and Testing. Peer support during the _jo-b hunting 
precess. Six weeks meeting·on Mondays beg.inning 
Math 26 · through •. April JO. CounscJing and 
Testing Center, &hofield Housc.-4 to 6 •p.m. · 
MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by 
Career Planning and Pla::cmcnt. For students who 
find it diffrult to ~hedulc regular ,)ppointments. 
Monday. April 2. Hatony I able. Memorial U111on. 
I :JO to J:JO p.m. 
FUTURES CAREER PLANNING WORK-
SHOP: Sponsored by .Career Planning and 
Pla::cment. Workshop f(l::using on seltrtingcareers 
and majors. m::upational investigation. da::ision 
making , an_d job hunting. Mon.day. April 2. 
Senate/ Merrima.:k Room. Memorial Union. J to 
4:30 p.m. 
RESUME WRli'iNG WORKSHOP: Sponsored 
by Career Plann'ing and Pla:ement. La::turc and 
di~ussion sessions devoted to written job-getting 
comrnuni::ation ta::hniques. resumes. cover letters. 
ct:: . Tuesday. April .\ Forum Room. Library. 
noon. 
CUJBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
.LINDA WORSTER CONCERT: Sponsored by 
Catholi.: Student Organization . Friday. MaICh JO. 
New Hampshire Hall, 8 p.rn. $3 admission. Ti::kets 
. available at Catholi.: Student Center. MU B 
. information desk or at door. 
NICHE COFFEEHOUSE: Various teas,coflees. 
baked goods and entertainment by Mike 
DeAngelis in relaxed. fr:endly atmosphere. 
Saturday. Ma1ch J 1. Room· 7L. Devine. 8 p.m. to 
· midnight. 
HAHAI CLUB INFORMAL DISCUSSION: 
Invites you to attend regular di~ussions on issues 
con:crning pea::c and the building of a new world 
order. .. Monday. April 2. ·Hanover . Room. 
Memorial Un.ion. 8 p.m. -
J*D*6 FANTASY ROLE PLAY FESTIVAL: 
Sponsored b~, Simulation Games Club and J* 0*6. 
Wetomes all DM\ and serious players of D&D. 
TRAVELLER. a·nd CHAMPIONS. We run a 
c~mpaign~finding se~vi::e" Meet us at the '#' sign 
farthest from the k1thcn. Tuesday, April J and 
·Wednesday. April 4. Cafeteria. Mem.orial Union. 
11 :JO a.rn. to 2 p.m. 
HANDICAPPED AW AR EN-ESS WEEK: 
Sponsored by Hand capped Studc1it Organization. 
Exhibits. simulations. Wheethair and blindfold 
tours of campus. Wednesday. April 4. and 
Thursday. April 5. Strafford Room. Memorial 
Union, 9 a.m. to4 p.m. Films. Wednesday. April4. 
Carrol Room·, Memorial Union. 7:30 p.m. 
-UNH WILDCATS VERSUS GRANITE STATE 
.STAINLESS STEELERS:- Sponsored · bv 
Handi.:appcd Student Organization. .. Whectha(r 
basketball. Thursda~:. April 5, Gym. Field House. 
7:30 p.m. $2 admission. 
HEALTH 
HEALTH SERVICES STUDENT CONSUMER 
BO~RD MEETING: Sponsored by Health 
Servc.Ts. Monday. April 2, Confcren:c Room, 
Hood House,. 10 a.m : 
SONS AND DAUGHTERS 01- ALCOHOLICS 
· SUPPORT GROUP: Sponsored b:, Health 
Scrvi::cs . Open . to family or close friends or 
atoholi.:s. drug troubled pC()plc. or problem 
drinkers. Interested people ma~-parfripate. Group 
meets on weekly hasis. Monda) . Aprii 2. 
Underwood House. J:J0 to ·5 p._m. 
SPIRITED AND NON-SPIRITED DRINK 
DEMONSTRATION: Sponsored by Health 
Edu::ation Center. Program demonstrates how io 
mix atoholc drinks properly and ·int1·~)d trcs · 
altcrn~1tive beverages. Fa:ts about atohol and its 
effa::ts also din1sscd . . Monday. April 2. Sawyer·. 
6:30 p.m . 
LIQUOR AND YOUR LOVE LIFE: Sponsorc-d 
by Health Edtration Center. Parfripants ma~. 
explore their values rega_rding atohol and 
sexuality and di~uss what has infl1'.tcn:cd those . 
values. Tuesday. April J. Hi.1ddleston. 8 n.m. 
BOOZOM ETER: Sponsored by Health Edu:::ation 
·Center. Students may examine ~ind di~uss their 
attitudes and values - towards atohol and other 
related issues. Tuesday. Anril J. Williamson . 9:30 
p.m. 
_ALCOHOLISM: Sponsored by Health Edtcation 
Center. Wednesday. April 4. Alexander: 7 p.m. 
CONTRACEPTION - CHOICES NOT HOPE: 
Spbnsored by Health Edtcation Center. 
W_orkshop presents fa:tors that affa::tcontra:epti.on 
chore and di~usses _types of contra::eption now 
available and communi.:ation and responsibilty in 
relationshi.ps. Weqnesday. April 4. Hetzel 8 p.m. 
GENERAL 
T~JG OF WAR ·oN_ CANCER: Sponsored b~: 
H1t::l-t:(ck Hall. To raise rnonn for the Ameri.:an 
Carter S(ciety. Coed tcanis ·consist or dorms. 
fraternities and sororities. Saturda\. Ma1ch JI. 
- Lower Quad. I p.rn . $10 cntr; lee . ~rec to wat:h. 
STUDENT BODY . PRESll)ENT AND VICE 
· PRESIDENT E I.ECTIONS :- Sponsored bS 
Student Senate. Tuesda:,. April J and Wednesday. 
April 4. Stillings. Philbrook and Huddleston. 11 
a.rn . to I p.m. and 4 to 6 p.m. Libran·: Memorial 
Union. WSBE. Kin!.!.sbun and Stoke.
0
9:45 a.m . to 
4 p.m. ~ -
HELP WITH WRITING RESEARCH 
PAPERS: "A.ressing Info in the Library." Group 
size limited. Tuesday. April J. TASk Center. 
Stoke. 12:J0 to 2 p.m. or 4 to 5:30 p.m . Call 862-
3698 [or resern1tions. 
ibLJR~AM RED CROS.S ~BLOOD SERVICES 
ST,UQ_ENT COMMITTEE M f:EJING: To plan 
spring blood d'rivc. Tuesday. Ap.ri'I J. '12 Dover 
· Road. next to Exxon Station. Durham. 7 p.m. 
Anj·one i_nterestcd is· wetome or call 868-2753. 
ORGANIZING AND WRITING THE PAPER: 
·Tuesday.April I 0. T ASk Center. Stoke. 12:J0 to 2 
p.m. or 4 ,to 5 p.m. ·Groun size limited. Call 862-
3698 foi· reservations. ~~· _ fi::,,;-,i ., . . - •· 
AN N U A L U N I' V ER S IT Y -- FO t K CL. U B 
LUNCHEON AND FASHION SHOW: Benefits 
our &hol,trship Fund. Porteous will prO\idc ·c;c-
-cat:hing. . display of latr:s.t . sprin·g and summc1· 
fashio11s after a relaxing go't1rmct lu1Theon 
prepare_d b) UN H \ H ottl 40Jclass. Tucsda:,. April 
24. Gi·anite State Room. Memoria!Union. ··noon. 
$8 per person. F<')r reservations. · Carol Taft: 25 · 
Woodbridge Road. Durham. no later than Aprd 
IO. Babysitting.call Claire Mc-frnda. 868-5751 01~ 
Carolyn Churchell. 868-7257-. Chocks payable t-o 
UN H Folk Club. 
TENTH ANNUAL COUNSEi.lNG CO N-
- FERENCE: Sponsored b:,· UNH Counsc:Ji-ng 
Graduate Students. Keynote address by Dugald 
Arou::kle. Workshops wi.11 cover wide range or 
issues in:lud.ing counselor lccnsu1:e, issues in 
private pra:ti.:e. in:est. ca.ting disorders. and 
alternative families. Frida y. May 4. • Alumni 
Center. 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. For registration 
information, 862-1730 . 
C-LASS·RING SALES --NEVIN--< continued f roin page 2) 
April 4th and 5th 
_\y !._dnesday and Thursday 
, Outside Strafford.Room :' 
Memorial Union 
10:00 AM - 3:00 PM 
$I0.00 deposit · 
, . _ Sponsored By . 
.'SENIOR KEY HONOR SOCIETY_ 
I ~ • •. ~-. - • • 
compared to annihalation. We . 
need a change in our national 
and in_terriational beha'vior. 
Nevin also holds the view 
~hat there "may be a certain 
innate aggres·sio"n in humans 
but we_ can_ learn not to b~ 
~g~~·ess1ve ~1th practice ... After 
~II, he said, "1f a baby bites 
someone, they wouldn't bite 
the ba~y back." In his opinion, 
the !1111!tary gives practice in 
continuing aggression. · 
"In my dreamy hopes, I _ 
- al_Iow myself to believ,e warfare . : 
. will no longer play a major role 
somed~y._" ~e said, "I have to 
! be opt1rr:11st1c or I wouldn't b'e 




As students here at the the students. Then and only 
University we have become then ca,n we move forward to 
very concerned with the lack of attack even bigger issues . 
studentinputintotheaffairsof We have outlined our 
student government. Student experience on our flyers and 
" indifference" to the issues that please look at the vast and 
effect them has grown to. such varied experience · we have in 
proportions that a reduction in order to carry out the positions 
the drop period from mid- of t!ie Student Body President 
semester to three weeks was and Student Bod v · Vice-
passed through the Academic· President. With this back-
Senate without so much as a ground we have outlined a 
single vocal objection b.y the platform of realistic, 
students. a chi e v ab i e go a Is. and 
Our names are John Davis objectives that we shall work to 
and Ted Eynon, we are running carry out in our administra-
for Student Body President tion. 
· and Student Body Vice-. Drop Period:· We will work 
President on the basis that our to reverse the Academi c 
experience shall preverit this Senate's decision shortening 
type of student indifference the drop period to three weeks 
·from ever occuring again. We (from mid-semester). Taking 
have worked many semesters in office on May I we shall work 
the Student Senate, Academic over the summer to reverse· this 
Senate, and Gree·k Senate decisio;1 that is not in the 
_dealing with issues · that effect student's interest. 
students. Our administration Library: Since the library has 
would believe in and would passed its original intended 
work for better student stack -capacity and therefore is 
communication and aware- cutting into student study · 
ne-ss. Student government can space, we advocate the 
do n0thing for the students if beginning of plans to expand 
the students don't back student the library. Until this is fiscally 
government. We believe this is possible we will work for the 
what is occurring today. creation of more studv space 
Students don't feel that the and increasing stud/ areas 
Senate represents them, and it open 24 hours. 
is our duty as an incoming 
administration to get the _ Honors Program: The 
Senate movi.ng, moving so that creation of this type of program 
it represents the wishes pf the we · support whole · heartedly, 
students. rnoving so it acts on the question at hand is . the 
what effects the students. and . qualifications for entrance into 
moving toward · bet-ter th;is ·program. We believe 
,.communicµtlon wi·th the stud,e.nts _·presently enrolled as 
· students. Q'ni~' then "will the · -w~ll ~s-- tb~~e bei-ng admitted as c:: 
· Senate regain the confidence of DA VlS,,i>ag{ 21 
DRS. All£ & MENARD . 
OPTOMETRlSTS 
_.- •, • 5· 
•Eye examinations· 
•Permalens ext~,nded wear -lenses 
•Polycon gas permeable lenses . 
•Vuarnet and Ray Ban Sunglas~es 
•Complete Eyeglass Servi•ce 





Mon Tues . 
Thurs . Fri . 9-5 




Mon. Thurs Fr, 9 5 
Tu " s .9 fi 
W"d s;-,, 9 12 
UniversityTheater 1 
UNH Dance Theater Company , 
In concert, directed by Jean Brown, 
Larry Roberts~n, and Gay Nardone 
Johnson Theater 
Paul Creative Arts Center 
University of New Hampshire 
Durham 
March 28 through 31 at 8 p.m. 
· March 29 at 2 p.m. 
Previews: March 26 and 27 at 8 p.m. 
General: . $4 · 
UNH students, employees, alumni; 
Senior citizens: $3 
Pr·eviews: $1 
Reservations: 862-2290 
Dinner theater package with 
New England Center Restaurant 
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Fo.rest -Park 
residents recycle 
By Jennifer Adkins cans and bottles . 
Forest J?ark is . learning to The group began with a 
appreciate garbage under the · survey to sec if recycling would 
dir~ction of five students from work in the communit\'. 
Applied Community Devel - Even though only 36. percent 
opment 508. · of those .s u rveved k n-ew 
For their semester project. rec~1cling existed f n .the area 
Caroline Crusn, Kathv an,d only 7 pe.rcent used the 
Murray, Andre Garron, Ja~ facilities, almost everyone -
Ogilvil and David Weisberg surveyed was interested in a · 
de.sigAcd a "recycling and recycling program ' in the 
awareness program," said community, Cruso sai:d. 
Cruso . Their goal is to educate Community · intere~t came 
the community of married from a wish to clean up the 
students about the benefits of environment. Other reasons 
recycling and get them actively included educating their 
involved in recycling their own RECYCLfNG~ page 22 
Recycling club members include (left to right) Andre Garron,. 
Jan Oglivre.; Carolyn Cruso, Kathy Murray and Dave 
Weisberg. (John Gold photo) 
· ~- · . ·. Cl1arfottc~ W cb 
~ Annual and Moving SALE 
20% off •entire stock except for Raumagarn 
Up to 50% off'discontinued yarns 
Moving to 119 Water Street 
(Formerly- Youlands ) 
Sometime in May 
Raumangarn 
Norwegian Yarn 





Mac Auslan Shetland 
778-1417 
Exeter, NH 03833 · 
-FINDING A JOB 
LEARN HOW TO FIND 
THE HIDDEN JOB MARKET 




_ Pr.oaram sponsored bu . , 
career Plann1na ·a Placement sarulce 
THE SHORTEST DISTANCE , 
BETWEEN YOUR ENGINEERING 
. DEGREE AND MANAGEMENT 
COULD BE O.C.S. 
If O.C.S. (Army Officer 
Candidate School) looks tangential 
at·first, look -again. Look at it from 
.management's point of view. . •-
Management wants engineering · 
skill_ plus lea.de~hip abilify}n the 
people it moves up the ladder. 
O.C.S. is a great place to . 
get started on leadership. It is a 14-
week challenge to your mental 
and physical toughness. And if you 
pass the tests, you will come out 
strong, sure and in great shape- _ 
a commissioned officer in the 
Army,-ready to exercise the leader- ,-:: . -
ship that civilian companies put such a premium on. 
· - - If you are about to get your degree in.engineering, the O.C.S. chal-': 
lenge cou_ld be your best_next step. _ · . -
To find out more about O.C.S., call the Commanding Officer in 
your area: ARMY. 
BE Al L YOU CAM BE. 
PAGE.SEVEN 
* 
Interested in becoming · 
a Commuter or Greek 
Senator? 
Vote Apl 3 & _4 
Petitions will be 
available Tues. 27th 
in the 'Senate office 
room 130, MUB 
Petitions will be due 
no later than 
1 :00 Mon. 2nd 








t ThompSon School student wins forestry award 
By Edmund Mander 
· Two UNH seniors were 
recently - recognized _as 
••Forestrv Students of the 
Year" b)' the Granite .State 
_ division of the Society of 
American Foresters. 
David Paine, of Plaistow.· 
·. NH~ was named outstanding 
forestry student 10 the 
University's · forest resources 
progr<;1m. 
The Thompson School of 
Applied Science forest 
technician student of the year 
award wen·t to Craig Houghton 
of Keene, NH. 
, According to Don Quigl~y. 
summer oau camo counseler Positions 
· in Manchester New Hampshire , 
College work-study pr"eferred 
Contact: Frank Mitchell, Pine l_sland 4 -H Center, 
2849 Brown Ave, Manchester N.H. _03103 
Tel:_ 627-5637 . 
Flower. Special, 
'· . , , 
Freesia - 50¢ ea. · 
·Tulips - Iris - Daffodils · - 60¢ /$4.80 dz. -. 
(Mini) Carnations - 70¢ stem 
Carnations - 30¢ ea. 
THE STRAFFORDJIOUSE 
and THE STRAFFORD.JIANOR 
. Student Rental~ 1.1nd Sutnmer . R~ntals 
(All UHIJt,i~s I net ud~d)"-
~ ~ .~ -· 
-·;; 
Single and dou~1e occupa,ncv .. f~pins . . · 
Electric heat with individual 1~e~tmostats. · 
_ Wall to wall carpeting. _ . / · 
. .' All rooms completely .furnished. _ 
· Refrigerator; ,stove, .and sink in each roon( ' · 
Telephone and television jacks. 
TV Cable available. 
Parking ava,ilable; Laundromat. 
Lounge area; Year-round Patio. 
assista.nt ·professor of for_estry 
technc)logy in the Thompson 
Scho-ol, . the awards are 
presehted periodically for 
acad~mic excellence and 
comrr1itinent to a career 
f orest,,v 
The ~~ards were made at the 
Feb. 3 meeting of the Society of 
Amet·ican Foresters in 
· Campton, NH. 
Houghton said · he is 
delighted by the exposure the 
prize has given him within the 
for e.s t r y f i e 1 d . A t t h e 
p r.e s e n t a t i o n c e r e m o n y , 
Houghton said, he met 
prospective employers, as well 
as other area peopl,e i.nvolved in 
forestry. 
"It's good for my resume," 
said _ Houghton, who plans to 
transfer to a four-year program 
from the Thompson . School 
t_wo-year program. · . 
According to Houghton, as 
landowners become more 
aware of the diverse uses to 
which their land can be put, the 
demand for forestry consul-
tants will increase. Houghton 
said he - i·s · considering 
employment with the County 
Extension Service, based in 
_ Pistachio's lcecre.am Shoppe 
·_ "The last winter FREEZE is at Pistachio's_!" 
·:·Sherbert FREEZE 
only .90¢ 
Come to Pistachio's 
_and· enjoy the _ last _ 
· winter FREEZE 
April 2-April 6 
(good only 4/2 through 4/6) 
hours: Monday through Friday 11 am to 11 pm 
· Satu.rday and Sunday 12 noon' to 11 pm 
A _ , ...,:______ _ - -
Durham, which offers 
information and consultation 
services to landowners. 
Paine was unavailable f,or 
comment on his award. 
•ROOM DRAW· 
_ ( continued from p_age 3) 
Because· there was still not 
enough room . to house all 
applicants, a lottery was held in 
which 225 students were 
required to find . off-ca ri1pus 
hous_ing. 
Millions of· runners aci-oss the 
country are joining forces with the 
American Heart Association. · 
The result is the Heart and Sole 
Classic, a running event with two 
goals-to contrit;>ute to the lifesaving 
progran:is of the At-IA .and to make 
· everyone aware of the card_iovascula 
benefits.of running. . 
Together, runner an·d heart_ 
research organization strive to lead 
· this co_untry to a .healthier, happier 
way of life by demonstrating that run-, 
nin_g is a good,:wa~to,tma,Latil\Q,, .. _,,_.""" ,, 
" lifelon~ffitness-and have fun at the 
same time. -· , . · •. , . 
Runners can also qualify for prizes 
through the Heart and Sole Classic. 
To suppqrt the Heart and Sole 
Classrc, contact your local American 
Heart Association office. 
SUMMER JOBS WITH SPECIAL' 
:POP-ULATIONS 
EAS-TER SEAL ACHIEV·EMENT 
CENTER 
N_EW DURHAM,, N .H. 
Camp Coun~elors and Program Directors are 
needed for a residential camping program · 
for physically ·handicapped, developmentally 
disabled and _emotionally involved children .. 
Chaperones ,are needed for a unique alternative vacation 
; program.for mildly retarded adults. 
· Food ·Service Director-, Cooks, Kitchen Assistants, and 
Reg:isterecl Nur_ses are also 'needed. · · 
Th~, Strafford- Ho~se and the Strafford Manor are located 
.Salary, Room, Board, Accident and Medical Insurance. and 
an outstanding experience with a great 'team q(people . . in -the h.eart of Durham, NH with all the facilities of the · · 
Universi~y of New f1ampshire wit_hin walking .distance . . 
Rental _Officeat 
The Strafford house 
868-2192 
1 4 Strafford Ave. -. 
Durham, -NH 
More injormatio·n at Campus P(acement Office or -
- write o_r call: · 
Director 
·• Camping and Leisure Services, De/Jt . HJl, 




. . . 
Civili1.disohei;diance --dis-cussed ,-· 
. . . -~ ' 
By Christine Miller disobedience?. 
Feminism always gets linked Wo'men fight for their rights 
with racism, sexism and · and other causes with acts of 
militarism,- · according to civil disobedience, yet 
Englis·h profe"ssor· Jean somehow the women's purpose 
Kennard. · gets tossed aside and somewhat 
"Women it:1 their ,, fight for ignored.-
ema nc ipa ti on,: o(t¢n: find A brief .history of women 
·themselves fighting for peace." involved in discivil acts was 
involved in acts of civil 
,disobedience in _ 1981 and 1982. 
These women . said, ·'"We 
can_not yell loud enough. 7' 
Therefore, the women felt they · 
had to block the door to the 
Pentagon an<;l Wall Street, 
Kennard said. They feel they 
must be noticed in order to be 
Have yourkeys in your han.d _when 
you leave your car 'to go into your 
residence. If someoneis watching,-
go to a-neighbor's door. 
Kennard said. covered. Susan B. Anthon)' 
The organizers of National· and Harriet Tubman were used 
Women's Histor~, month as eximples of wor1en who 
· heard. .---~'=~~~~----~---~~----. 
. sponsored a movie, Tuesday, in fought for their rights with acts 
the Forum' Room at the of civil disobedience. 
Library. The- movie, "Louder· The remainder of the movie 
than our Words"-dealt with the involved reporting ana 
issue of wome_n and civil interviewing of w-omen · 
-SCREENING- . 
( continued from pag_e 3) 
.A brief discussion session . 
followed the movie. Professor 
Ro~ert M unel asked the _group · 
to think about exactly what it is 
that civil disobedience gets at. 
to be gone. Lo'ck your 
door when you are 
sleeping in your room. 





Hats, totes, golf shirts, sweatshirts 
Businesses, clubs, organizations · 
Many styles available 
· No order too small 
Long sleeve T-shirts 
wi_L11 ::;leeve priming 
31 31 Layf ayette Road 
Portsmouth, NH 03824 
Lock doors when you 
leave your room, 
regardless of the 
interviewed - rank ·academic length of time you plan 
standing m:ost important i~ ·· -------1111111------------------~, ..... .._ ____ -_. ... 11111111_ ... _-..--..-~----1 co n sider i ng a student for a j Ob. . w,1@1f,1;r,,;,;;,,,K;:;;<;;;@i;i'!!it%;;@j;W1r;£;@;,,'%@mi}@s!%?,i,j;@rn:@,;';l;•,'c•,Ii!mrni;;;@mtl\@i;i:•,rnt@'•M>m•;':,;,,;;,r"'';';';';!;n,rn;;rnrm,mt,M,rnilil,isi@M:M;,'K,,'m@N@i@;i,;:;;,;;;,;;,@?,c,l~j,KW.il,,i;ll@.im:i%%i:i;;,t,,;_;:,wt@@,WI,rrnm,tMi,J?,@i'.<"i;ll@@slMxMi,fili~W-..lliillffil$'i\l~M@,.'sli?i&'m~t'W'&q 
''This is a more realistic- · 
approach. Com·panies want to 
see the best people, not people 
. who can stand in ·a line,'~ h~ 
said: 
Lenardson also em-phasi:1oed:, 
"Career ·· Planning 'and . 
Placement is p supplement, not · 
a job searc.:hing service. 
.Students should .not use it .as a 
crutch.'' '· · · 
. Sooner Or Later . . . 
You'll Get Responsibili_ty Like This •. 
. . . . . IDTheNavy It's Sooner. . 





_ An entertainment alternative 
. presents 
. - Mike DeAngelis _,_ 
FAUSKE Dan · 
Room 71, Devine Hall 
March.31st 8-12pm .· LANDRIGAN i·• 
For STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT t. Free Admission 
·. . ·. ~t;~im~~::::~l:::::;e!· -,~. I.· r .. :___ ~_,_~fi~u-n---de~d-...ib-..y ... P_F_o~-------........ ...,J 
THE 3rd ANnUAL 
STUDENT TALENT SHOW 
. -
to be held April 27-28th in the MUB PUB 
Pri·zas 1 st s 1 50 . 
2nd $50 
3rd Two SCOPE Concert Tickets 
. . . - . . 
·Hurry, registration deadline is April 18th_ 
Brought to you by PFO, Student A-ctivities, SCOPE, MUSO and 
The 3rd Annual Student Talent Show Committee and . 
Theta Chi Fraternity 
Pick up your .a-pplication in Room 126 in the ·MuB 
---------~---HOOD HOUSE-' ------------
we re hired to 9etermine · and_ Physical Plant Develop-
w he rh er renovation or ment committee of the Board 
replacement would be more of Truste e s," Sanborn 
economical. Sanborn said. explained . 
··we looked at renovation Haaland saidr;that plans for 
first, but since most of the walls the old Hood House were ""very 
are structural, we foun·d that uncertain ." 
the · cost of renovation would Plans for the new building 
nearly equal that of a whole / specify a two-stor~' structure to· 
new facilitv," he said. be located where Wolfe and 
""Hood House's eventual fate Richardson -Houses presently 
would be . decided by· the stand, on Ballard St. It would 
~niversity and the Property have a lirnite_d in-patient. clinic 
< continued from page 3) 
and extended out,,-patient 
facilities. Plans alsot inc!ude 
space for laborator'ies, a 
women's clinic, a large wajting 
room and administrat·ive 
offices. The design allows for 
full access to hanqicapped , 
persons . 
""Hood House was .originally 
built as an in-patient facility 
With a small out-patient 
capability. We hand le over 
40,000 out-p_atie_I]_t cases each 
Fall 1984 Field Exoeriences 
I op opp<>llllnilit·,. 
\ppl~ ru,\, _- ,l't ,rlll'd11lt· at prl'--
n•f.!i,tr,1titu1 
BIKE SALES 
8 q_w \(, lli , tori1· l'n·,t·n,rtinn lnll'rn. 
8.~--1:!7 \ lfr , 1·natin11 ",alt·,. \irlinl' . , .1. 
",:'-.00 hr. 
- :-L\-tOS \I ark t•ting / Sa In. \I a jor 
·l'll'rtronir ( 11 .. '\ II ~6.'>0: hr. 
X.~it,:- . :\l;inag1·111t·11t / B11~ing lntl'rn . 
m;ti<•r l{t'laih·r-. '-2:'-0 "k. 
TREK-NISHIKI-CANNONDALE 
Racing and-touring Supplies > · • • 
FITKI_T 
Durham Bille 
19 Jenkins Court, Durham 
868-5634 
Hours: Mon.-F~i. 12-5 
Sat. 9-12 
year now," Patterson said . 
'"The wiring is ancient as 1s 
the. plumbing. Our doorways 
are so narrow ... a hospital bed 
could not get through them in a , 
hurry. We have patients go 
down two flights to · the lab, 
then have them come back up 
for a prescription--pretty tricky 
_ for a person who might have a 
cast on,'" he explained. 
Benson, Corzilious, Matus-
zewski, Architects from 
Manchester, NH, built a scale 
model last year of the proposed 
health facility and the 
surroundipg landmfpe. 
Patterson said the ""idea is to 
keep it (the building) in the 
over-all blend of the rest of the 
University. We don't wa·nt it 
looking like an albatross." 
For a Fine 
Breakfast Buff et 
All you can eat 
Sat. & Sun.: 9:00-1:00 
Saturday $3.95 
Sunda9 $4.50 
Lower Square Downtown Dover 
749-3636 
Discover • • • 
.,, U.S.NewS -&: ~ --_ 
World Report , • ~. 
35¢ a week brings you the news you n~·ed ttf keep:u~> ~ -· 
with what's happening. . . ~- _ · · · . ·, __ -
... what's going to affect you, _your career, your 
future. · · ·· 
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-pr[ce. Just fiH out 




D YES, send me. 23 weeks of 
U.S.News & World Report for only 
$7.97. I'll save 50% off the regular 
subscription rate and 77% off the 
cover price. 
Name ______ _________ _ 
School Name ____________ _ 
Address __________ Apt. __ _ 
City/State Zip __ _ 
Mail coupon to: 
U.S.News & World Report 
2400 N St., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20037 
Listen for the News Blimp, or.wuNH, brought to you 








doctors and 12 full-time nurses · 
and · that serious med ica I 
problems · are taken to the 
hospital in Dover. •. 
Student Representatives· say 
they enjoy being part of the 
admissions staff. Assistant 
Director of Admissions, 
Martha Jackson says, "We put 
the students in positions of 
authority," and that, "for the 
mome~t they personify UN H." 
Rick Finnegan, a pre-med 
business administration major_ 
said he sees the program as a 
way to return something to 
UN H . "I view myself as selling 
the school to good students," 
and thereby, '"improving the 
same thing I'm going through." 
Interviewing is claimed to be 
the . most challenging and 
beneficial part of the program 




August 3, 1984 
The Gennan Summer School of the Atlantic 
at ~he University of Rhode Island 
German will be the sole language of communication and Ger-
man life and culture the heart of this accredited intensive 
language program available at all levels. 
Live and socialize in comfortable surroundings, minutes away 
from Rhode Island's beaches and scenic Newport. 
Earn 8 undergrc;1duate or graduate credits. 
Business people from international firms, and those who 
simply want to learn or improve their German, may take advan-
tage of this course. In order to accommodate professionals 
with limited time. it is ,_possible to enroll in the program for 
· either three or six weeks. 
For details: Dr. Otto Dornberg, 
Department of Languages, 
University of Rhod~-lsland, 
Kingston, RI 02881 (401). 792-5911. 
< continued from page 3) 
meet with according to pohtical skills that are needed in the real 
science major Scott Lincoln. world." t-dd~ Ted. Pfeiffer. 'Td 
"YOU develop interpersonal 
pay them for all the experience 
I'm gaining._" · 
. Jenny Hirsh guides students and parents on a tour of th~ UNH campus. (Jim Millard photo) 




·-----;.· =·-- -=---=--· iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii .. l£_)· ... ------------------------------------
STUDENl ELECTIONS 
For SBP & SBUP/ commuters I &reeks 





.·· Kings 10-4 
Stoke 10~4 
. ' 
Pining-Halls 11-1 ·4.:6 
UOT-E! _) .. *Bring Student- ID 's 
THE NEW HAMPSHIR:E FRIE>AY, 'M~RCH .13®;-l.984' r . PAGe THIRTEEN , . 
The noo11~n · card 1011 
1
- weekend soecial 
Sat. March ,31st Sun. April 1st 
20%·0FF , . 
all "miscellaneous" items 
stickers, erasers, buuons, 
water pistols, key chains 
. bubble stuff, mugs, 
jump ropes, wiffle balls 
· etc. 
upstairs at .town & campus 
where our regular 20% book 
discount most always-applies 
to sp"eci~I orders, too .. -
64 main street- durham - 868-9661 
MAJOR EVENT INTER-N. 
(a paid position) 
The Student Activities Programming O.ffice is 
_looking for- an intern to aid in the planning, 
promoting, and implementation of maJor 
UNH events. 
-full-time undergraduate student 
-demonstrated academic success 
-presently-a sophomore or junior 
- -familiarity with or participation in 
· student organizations, campii~ 
events, or similar activity. . _ 
-experience in planning or coordinating 
major events desirable 
Job descriptions, applications, 
and more information 
are available}n Rm.12~ . ,•. 
of the Memorial Union Building. 
App_lj_~_ation deadline if 
FRIDAY, APRIL 13, 1984. · 
◊. muso AND SCOPE P,ROUDL V PRESEIIT ... 
• I . • • 
CZ tl 
Thursday, April ~th, · 8:00 p.m. 
. Granite State Hoom-M.UB 
. I . . . 
Students-$6.00/ Public-$10.00 
· Tickets for reser'(ed seating available 
1 iri advance· at 'th~· MUB Ticket ·office . 
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Editorial 
Endorsenient: 
Vote Fauske /Landrigan 
· Everfone's saying how nice it is that four 
t,eams are running for Student Body President 
·and Vice President next' year. Interest is back; 
they say, and apathy is gone. But it looks like 
we are doomed to -another year of stable, 
· politically suave, but a farce. seems fo be getting the most support from that · 
body of student represen:tatives. But if.elected·,-
it's likely that they'd con:tinue with the long 
meetings and endless committees that get 
things done but dori't really reach out to 
J responsible, but less thari effective student 
government. Bec-aus_e regardless ,of how many· 
candidates there tire, it .sccin.s they're ull :mying 
the same old things in order to get elected. 
Consider expe-rience, something the 
candidates forever urge us to con_sider. {\.ll 
candidates have their share of time sitting on 
committees and __ councils: they kriow _how· 
student government works. But Fauske and 
Landrigan have ~xperience be),'Oi1d the others., 
because as -.writers for several -studen-t 
studen_ts. _ Another t<:~ain stresses - their 
involvement in the Greek system at UNH: but 
_ are they_ backed because they are qualified or 
beca·use they are in fraternities? 
Except Chris Fauske and Dan Landrigan .. 
newspapers, they have watched the political 
process and seen its merits and flaws. 
Fauske · and Landrigan come from · different 
backgrounds; they will approach student 
government in a new _ way. Fauske and 
Landrigan deserve your vote next Tuesday and 
Wednesday. 
Most importantly, consider what the- can-
Fauske and Landrigan are void of ·these 
inter.ests. Their experience; first and foremost, 
is that of students. They are_ resident and 
commuler: they have explored U.NH through 
the academic and ·extracurricular programs: 
and they are not seeking office to move up the 
political ladder, or to beef up their resume. 
Consi4er the a ppearence of the candidates at 
·Wednesday's debate. All except Fauske and 
Landrigan (and Christine Guimont) wore 
coats and ties. Why? Students don't wear ties at 
UNH, and to wear one at the debate was 
didates say. In a sense they all sound good:after 
alt who would be against increasin[! the 
_amount of money the University gets from the 
state, the number of parking spaces here, or 
student i"nvolvement in activities? It's the 
approach to all this that makes the difference. Fauske and Landrigan wiH bring new ideas--
and more importantly, a new approach--to 
-~tudent government at UNH. Put them there. 
One pair of candidates, for exa-mple, is 
straight out of the Senate, and, incidently, 
·Letters 
To the Editor: 
After my first year as a student 
here at · UNH; I am left with one 
indelible impression of how anti- . 
Greek this university is. From 
administration down ·to students. 
The question that must first come 
to mind is, why? Are fraternities 
and sororities full of baby killers or 
psychotic rapists? Does the Greek 
system _encourage decadent 
behavior among its members'? 
Does' the Greek system somehow 
ruin UN H's reputation? I can only 
answer these questions with' a 
resounding no! 
Animal House is quickly applied 
to the 1,000 individuals who 
compose UNH's Greek system. I.t 
is ·this close-ininded ignorance that 
builds walls betwtcin Greeks and 
non-Greeks. 
The solution to the problem is 
not getting rid of Greeks as Colby 
did. Instead, we must encourage 
the understanding of individual 
preferences, as MIT does. There, 
approximately 85 percent of al.I 
men live in fraternities. Those who 
do not wish to live in fraternities 
are allowed ·to live in dorms and 
_those who wish to join frats also 
have that choice. This type of 
open-mindedness will hopefully 
ease the animosity towards 
Greeks. Those who do not want to 
join the Greek system should not 
and that is fine. Those who wish to 
_ participate in it however s9ould 
not be condemned for it. After all 
The Greek sys-km obviously is 
not the moral cesspool that some 
claim it is. There a~e no grounds 
for the accusation that fraternities 
are less moral than the rest of fhe 
college. Granted fraternities do 
have a soda! purpose. and 
.therefore do have parties. But, so 
do most dorms, and many a college 
student can be found in Nick's on 
any night. So to say that our soda! 
functions make us morally 
unacceptable is ridiculous. ln _fact, 
there is no proof of that argument, 
and I challenge anyone to show me 
proof that Greeks are - morally 
decadent. Sure everyone has a 
friend who had a roommate that 
· we all are supposed to be here to 
learn, not just from books, but 
from ·each other. Let's encourage 
divers_it}' ·not inhibit it. 
pledged a fraternity and. had' t~-l~ 
some hornbte inmgs, uu< , .. ., _ 
heard very few first hand stories, 
and fewer still about fraternities 
that still exist here. · 
The only reason I can come _to 
that explains ihis _ animosity is 
ignorance: People just do - pot 
know. anything about Greeks. 
They do not know about how we 
work and out-donate any dorm· on 
campus dur~ng blood drive. And 
they don't know how much money 
we · contribute to charities 
annually. In fact, they .really know 
nothing about'the Qreeks. People 
just assume awful horror stories / 
_about Qreeks and quickly 
convince themselves that the 
fraternities/ sororities are full of 
monsters, morally decadent and 
intellectual idiots. The all ' too 
familiar image of John Belushi in 
,Michael D. Hatem 
Kappa-Sigma Ftaternity 
Dining 
· To the Editor: 
I am going to make his as quick 
and· to the point as possible, with 
the · 'point being that · Dining· 
Services at UNH can be more of a 
hassle than it's worth . After 
returning from winter break I did 
what probably a number of other 
students did: I misplaced my 
dining card. After I went to 
Kingsbury to get a temporary card 
(which is only good for eight 
meal~) they told me to go to 
Thompson Hall to get my picture 
taken for a permanent .olie. Before 
doing this, I waited to see if my 
other olie would turn up because I 
d:idn't feel like donating ten bucks 
to the Dining Services. It didn't so 
I went back to T-Hall with my 
money and my tempornry ID. 
They said because they now put 
both the ID and the meal ticket on 
one card that I needed my ID as, 
well. so back to my dorm I went. '_ 
By this time I was wondenng if it concerning students. Dan L1ndrigan on Tuesday and 
was worth all tbis to eat their I believe Chris Fauske and Dan Wednesday _and offer the whole 
institutionalized food. Landrigan are the two candrdate~;..: Univers_ity ~ chance to work with 
Four days after getting my most suited foLJhis ta~L Durin_!:t these two ni-<)st dedicated and ahlc 
te-mpofary card. my wallet was ' Wednesday\ ' debate Fauske _and of people. 
stolen 'Yi.th t_he card in it, but since Land_rigan consistent-ly , showed . 
T-Hall said that my permanent one themselves the only 1ea111 capable 
would be _ ready in 3-4 weeks I of tackling · the issues. and 
figured I would just wait until then. teamwork is important in this job. · 
I k11ew that according to the I have known Chris and Dan for 
University it was my fault my a long time in ·both a personal and · 
walle-t was srolen, therefore they profess.i~rnal capacity and k-now 
would again charge me. them to be two pcop_le committed 
When I returned from spring to getting the best results in the 
_ break (3 ½ weeks after taking my best way. They both have a grasp 
picture) I called Kingsbury to see if for -the intricacies of negotiation 
it was ready. It wasn't. · This and an ability to comprehend the 
happened for the entire week µntil · . facts behind · the statistics and 
finally I was told that my card was · arguments. _ - . 
lost by the ,company who UNH - Chris and Dan are the only two 
sends them to, and I had to get my candidates · who offer a real 
picture taken -again. "free · of solution to the issues, and are the 
charge'·'. I was given a computer~ only candidates not · from the 
card that saiq_ on _ it "no charge". Student Senate: that body that has 
but when I got to T -Hall the 'sweet' - promised so many times to reform 
girl at the desk insisted that I owed but has iet to do so. 
ten dollars for it. I was furious. so I In ·dosing, therefore. I urge you 
Dennis DuBois 




on Tues, Wed 
April .3 aiid 4 
laughed at her and left. all to support Chris Fauske an_c:l_ ' ,__ ____________ __, 
It doesn't bother me.that I won't 
be eating thc!)r food. 'but what 
about my ID? This lack of 
communication between UN H 
administrators has me wondering. 
Maybe if I go down tomorrow to 
get an ID they'll have-it ready by 




To the Editor: 
There is an election for student 
body-president and vice president 
approaching with speed: · It has 
been difficult for all-of us to meet 
all the candidates, vet Chris 
Fauske and Dan Land~igan have 
done their utmost to do so. 
They are· running , a campaign 
based upon communication and 
on meeting as many students ·as · 
possible. Tbe-y- are doing -this not -
by going 'to 'H ousc Council 
meetings but by talking to 
individual students. This is exactly 
what is required by our future 
leaders: the ability -to r¢cognize _ 
and address the issues mo.st 
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Carr/Guimont 
To lhe Editor: · 
We w~uld like to express our 
endorsement of Dan Carr and _ 
Chris. Guimont for the · offices of 
Student . Body President and 
To the Editor: Student Body Vice-President. We 
Ori' April 3rd and 4th . we )_ls· feel that they arc tlie most qualified 
students of UNH willhc asked tc) candidates for the ' following 
cast our vote for Student Body reasons: .· , 
President and Student Body Vice I) Dan and Chris, through their 
Presidcf1l. This _year we have hecn involvement in ·student Senate, 
given _a wide variety of candidates. have demonstrated that they are 
All appear qualified and have committed to the positions anEI . 
presented platforms which deal have put in hours far beyond what 
with issues that will . affect their job descriptions entail. 
evc1'yone. But two candidates offer 2) They have served - on the 
the experience and determination Student Senate longer than an~' of 
which make them the ideal choice •· the other candidates. ·-
for these poshjons. They offer rhe 3) The platform that they are · 
variety or perspectives that would running on --=-- MU B renovations, · 
he _ beneficial to all: male and improvements on the present 
female, out-=-of-state and resident, advising system, increased 
political ·science and engineering allotments from state budget, 
majors. non-Greek and Greek, wa•iver of mandatory health fee, 
future commuter and on-campus. · cla ri fica t ion of the h ofrors 
These two candidates arc Dan programs, cash boxes in the Kari-
-Carr and_ Christine Guimont. · ·vans, alternative study spaces and 
With so many candidates and up-keep of those aiready in the 
issues it could be a confusing task · dorms, and strong communication 
to chose the right pair. But when with the student body - should 
it comes down to experience and · appeal to everyone, whether they 
desire to strive to achieve the goals arc commuters, Greeks, dorm 
that will benefit the whole Student residents, or faculty. . 
Body, Dan Carr and Christine If you haven't taken time out to 
Guimont arc the candidates for the look at the candidates please do so! 
job. . Dan · Carr and Chris 'Guimont 
So on April 3rd ·and 4th cast a - are two personable, · intelligent, 
vote that will make the difference: respectable, arid outgoing students . 
vote Carr and Guimont. · · who are conceroed about our 
· Jennifer Parsons student body. 
' Your vote can make the 
• 
difference: Vote Carr and 
Guimont on April 3rd and 4th. 
Joanne M. Leary 
Alpha Chi Omega member 
Derrick P. Nelson 
Sigma Nµ · President and 
Fresh(llan Camp Exec Staff 
• 
To the Editor: 
This letter is written as a 
personal endorsement of Dan Carr 
and Christine Guimont · · for 
Stud·ent ·sod,_r President and · 
Student Bod)' - . Vice-P.resident, 
respectively. · 
As a · Resident Assi:Stan-t in the 
Upper Qm1d wher'e both Dari and ,. 
Christine reside, i have seen both 
of them as responsible :and matu-re 
residents. Dan is acfo1e in Randall 
HaU House CounciLas President 
and has also been working on: 
Student Senate for the past' year as 
Personnel Officer. Christine 
represented Hitchcock and Devine 
Hall as Senator her freshman year 
and heads up the Residential Life 
Committee· in the Senate. Their_ 
work in the Residence Halls is only 
a small -portion of the experierice · 
they have;, that qualfiies Jherr1 for 
these positions. · 
Dan and Christine are also 
offering the students the most 
diversified ticket to vote for, that 
is, students would be :voting for a 
male and a female, a Greek and a 
, non-Greek, a commuter and .a 
resident. Most of " all, Dan and 
Christine are hard wo·rk-ing, caring 
· and enthusiastic: three qualities I 
find necessary for the offices they 
seek. · 
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ra:e and support Chris and Uan m 
their quest for office. 
We urge all yoters . that have , 
supported .•, us and would have 
voteci for the Varce/ Barrett frket 
to cast their vote-for Chris Fauske , 
. and Dan Landrigan. A .vote for 
Fauske/ Landrigan is a vote for 
Van:e/Barrett. Caution should be 
taken when casting your vote, for 
the -Varce/ Barrett ti:ket will 
To the Editor: 
The Ticket for the Student Body 
President of Henry Van:e and Neal 
Barrett withdrew from the ra:e at 
the beginning of · Wednesday's . 
debate. A lot of time and thought 
was put into that dceision. We , 
docided that the goals we have are 
those of Chris Fauske and Dan 
Landrigan and would be defeating 
our purpose if both ti::kets 
remained in the ra:e. We docided, 
indepen<lent of Chris and Dan, 
that we would withdraw from the ' 
remain on the ballot, andchceking , 
our frket would he a wasted vote. 
Our dceision was. diffrult, but 
properly made. We will continue 
to be involved in the University 
government and help Chris and ·· 
Dan in their goal. Finaliy . we 
en:ourage all students tocast their 
votes on April 3 and 4. . 
· · Henry Van:e 
Neal Barrett 
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Arts & Features 
Mixed bag at dance c_oncert 
By Patricia Heard the jazz choreography filled 
The UNH Dance Theater · with ballet affectations . 
. : Company's annual concert at It - was apparent that 
· the Johnson Theater last 11ight Nardone gave wav to an 
helped strengthen the work. 
Perhaps the best part of this 
work was Brown's . choice of 
·musi.c, composed by UNH 
senior David Corell. Mr.· 
Corell's unusual score was 
hauntingly beautiful. Check it 
out. 
Phyliis Powers rehearses a jazz routine for the UNH Dance · 
Theater C<;>mP?!!Y Concert. . . . 
Hardwick creates 
N.Y. images 
By Rae Ann Hoyt 
To listen to . the fiction 
writing of Elizabeth Hardwick 
is to be struck by images of New 
York City: Bloomingdale store 
windows filled with cruise 
wear, umbrellas in the rain on 
Forty Second Street.and weird 
people in the New York City 
· Public Library. 
. Hardwick, a well known 
literary ·critic and novelist, 
presented a fiction reading 
Monday night sponsored by 
the UNH Writers Series . 
Hardwick was introduced by 
English Professor Tom 
Williams who called -her a 
critical and literarv force. 
.Williams said Hardwick was 
,the first _ woman to ear.n the 
George Jean Nathan award for 
dramatic criticism. · 
Hardwick, weari.ng a black 
pleated skirt and a bright jade . 
green scarf, read from a short 
story called "Back Issues." . 
"I guess you could call it a 
fiction," she said ... I call it 'Back 
Iss·ues,' the back issues being 
back issues of old literary 
magazines which have for me a 
tristesse like an old love affoir. 
In the South where I grew up, 
back issues had another 
me-anrng: · it ,meant old 
boyfriends." 
"Back Issues" began with a 
series of images of the post 
Christmas shopping season. It 
seemed more an essav on New 
York than a short ~tory, y_et 
there was something that urged --
the reader on and clearly mad~ _ 
it fiction. Hardwick's images; . 
were vivid. and while they-' ' 
applied to New York, . they·· 
apply to almost any othtl= hig -
and heaven knows i-t was fillid 
with a mystical spirit for the 
whole month of December and 
Fifth Avenue shone . with a 
great light and all was well with 
the buying and selling of 
clothes," Hardwick said, 
reading from her work. 
Her description of 42nd 
Street captured the bleak 
weather and the gray , pallet 
tones of dirty snow and car 
e;xhaust. 
"Forty-second Street does 
not appear this morning to 
have enjoyed a particular good 
Christmas season. · Instead it 
_ has the thick and sluggish air of 
having endured the predicted 
sh.:mp of the times and it is not 
on its way to the Caribbean," 
she said. 
Hardwick read with traces of · 
the southern accent of her 
youth, ·throwing in wittv; 
intelledual jokes which only 
the tweedy professors caught 
and entirely understood. With -
one hand poised on her hips, 
HARDWICK, age 19 
city as well. · _ ·_ .. 
"Dark cold, and misty .'"itt~ 
~an:uary o(__ tryi~ year, 1981:''· · 
B]oomingdale's did befrer than 
exp~c!ed_in the c;:'hr,istmas:sales 
, featured a mixed bag of dance impulse to puf t~o much _ 
i genres, and mixed talent. dancing into to,o sr11all music 
\ _Except for two of the jazz · phrases~ making it impossible . 
pieces choreographed by Gay for the ensemble to dance with 
Nardone and performed by the technical · clarity. The · male 
ensemble, the performance had, ensemble sections were the-high 
· few high points in its sea of points. Their shee,r gusto and 
mediocrity. __ s tage presence made all other 
Often it is easy to lay the imperfections disappear and 
cause of dissatisfaction solev conveyed the intended upbe·at, · 
on the dancers, but it was clea·r - hoedown, feeling. 
last night that it was a The next piece "One is One," · 
· combination of factors-the a modern work choreographed 
faculty choreography, the by Jean Brown and dancers, 
costumes ·, and, perhaps , had moments of visual 
rehearsal time, that failed to perfection, although the t.heme 
generate much more than of this piece failed to make 
politeapplausefromthealmost itself clear. A lack of 
full-house. cohesiveness between the five 
Opening night jitters were sections, with titles such as 
appare-nt in the first piece, "And all alone," "Together," 
"Highball, Red ball, Cannon- "P~sserby," an_d the seeming 
ball Express," choreographed · naivete on the dancers part 
.by Nardone to · the music of clouded the otherwise good 
Carol Hall and Billy Joel. This choreography and dancing. 
upbeat piece was clouded by The solo sections, danced 
the en_s,emble's inability to well by Kathleen Dickie, were 
complete each movement fully, the most powerful. The group 
giving it a half-danced look; section entitled "Together"was 
The cowboy costum·es and the also strong. The setting, a lone 
profuse can-can skirt waving street lamp wit.h various 
did not seem to fit the music or projections on a backdrop 
The.two balret presentations, 
•·La Bavadere Pas de Deux" 
(choreography by M. Petipa) 
and the "Giselle" pa s de deux 
(choreography by Coralli and . 
Perrot) were satisfying, 
although the technical 
difficulty 'bf these works made 
itself shown. The "Bayadere" 
· was danced competantly by 
Cathleen Coleman. Scott 
Marble, partner in both cases, 
danced commendably. His 
regal carriage, jumping talent, 
and undeniable stage presence 
brought a true sense of 
professionalism to the 
performances. 
Laurence Robertson's new 
modern ballet entitled 
"Arboretum" was. eerie and 
interesting. At times the work's 
innovation bordered on -
absurdity. At one point, 
Coleman in the lead role, was 
rolled on top of a sort of human 
conveyor belt which made the 
DANCE, pag~ _19 
Students and-Arterberry 
make exciting entertainment , · 
By Maureen O'Neil 
When Mime Trent Arter-
berry pulled three students 
·from the audience Wednesdav · 
night and _ pretended to b~ 
riding around in a car with 
them, the audience laughed 
hysterically. 
Another stunt he performed 
in his show Wed. night 
included pretending to be a 
policeman arresting the 
passengers of the invisible car. 
The audience related to the 
experience of being halted o·n 
the road by the boys in blue. 
Arterberry had an ability to 
play on the young audience's 
natural sense of humor. Thefr 
acceptance of his testing the{r 
good na_ture was exemplified 
by one male student he 
detained after the arrest scene. 
He brought the student -up 
Qn stage and prete.nded to hit 
baseballs. After playing other . 
tricks on the · UN Her ' . 
Arterberry smeared white 
make-up all over the student's 
fa_c~ then sent him off stage Mime artist Trent Arterberry in ·performmic~e. \Yednesday ·in 
' With an "honotarv fool" Trent the ?ranite State EOOm_ . . (Peter Florence photo) 
Arterbe_rry T -shirt. admitted the question of heads as Arterberrv acted outa 
Playrng mostly college'. Reagan's inanimateness 1s professional gam/ with sound . 
circuits, Boston - based de.batable. _ . ~ffectsofplayerscolliding. -
Arterberry does audience, A_not .her number the 
participation as a regular part audience loved was "T.y." The erni'°of this number was 
of his program. Another :',rterber~y had them_laugh11:1g especially comical when 
feature is impressi.ons of !ml1}e~1 _atel_y w_1th ~Is Arterberry acted out the 
inanimate objects Art~rberry !.mpress1on ;, ,of a ~1d say:mg .. National Anthem "with sound 
calls "stump the,,.mime ... " _T. V. T. V. over_ and over 1n a· · effects of jets and fireworks . 
Taking requests from"'·',the ht_t~e squeaky voice. . . After imitating the taking 
audience, he proceeded to . · ·· ~e. cont1~ued the _ s~ow down of the flag he· fell to the 
contort his bodv into a 1m1tatmg eatmg and dnnkmg.. stage snoring. -
Rubick's Cube, an ~Id sneaker . sounding and looking IIKe , . Arterberrv has -done such 
and a piec:e -.of bacon. He · piggy college st~de1_1ts. Visions· acts for the~ last . twelve years, 
refused a request to imitate of- the UN H WIidcat football enjoying .. elementary school 
Ronald Rea~:rn .although he team were in the stmi-ents' and college audi-ences the most. 
--
,;· _i"'~1Jl-•.i -~.,_\;\C 
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Ron-Howard scores whimsical · .  hit with Splash 
By Consuelo Congreve for Bauer. and her wonder 
Splash, A Brian Grazer at discovering what life on the 
Production of a Ron Howard Sl;l~fac~ is like. Another strong 
Film. Written bv Lowell Ganz pomt 1s Bauer's brother (John 
& Babaloo Mandel and Bruce Candy), a misfit prankster. 
Jay Friedman: Directed bv Hannah. as Madison, is 
Ron Howard. Starring Tom waif-like and ethereal. She is lit 
Hanks, Daryl Hannah, Eugene beautifully by the ca.mera, an·d 
Levy, _ and John Candv. A . man~' shots are of her gazing 
Buena Vista Disney Release. adonngly at Bauer. or he at her. 
Ron Howard and Disney's One e~pecially heartwarming 
latest · movie, Splash sounds seen~ involves _Bauer giving 
like a dumb fish storv but turns - Madison the first wrapped gift 
out." to -be a funny, ~himsical, she has ever received. She takes 
. and . thoroughly eptertai-ning th_e small blue box wrapped 
sleeper. with a white ribbon and 
·The ,plot is simple . Bachelor:· cuddles it in delight, even 
Arlen Ba_ue_r (Tom Hanks) falls . · kissing it. 
·in love with mermaid Madison .. Aren't you _ going to open 
(Dar~J · Hannah), who saves - it?" Bauer asks. 
.him from drowning and who "'There's more?" she asks in 
,l9oks like a normal huma·n on i·ncredulous delight. The gift is 
dry !and. He d<?esn't ~ind- out a pair of 17th-cerit~ry wind up 
_ s~e 1s a mermaid until she is d()lls that dance to a baro-iue 
disc_overe<;I anq taken away by tune - per(ect for Madison 
an -_ obsessed scientist; Walter ·. who loves music an_d daricing. 
__ Korn9luth _(~ugen~ Levy). . _ . John Candy is uproariously 
The movie is carried along b)' · - funny as the fat and flirtv 
the , chtldish delight Madi-son Freddie. He has. some of th~ · 
who_· _fakes . , i_n ~e ,r love'• si~~est and · most laughable· 
lines of the mo.vie. and is the 
kind of guy who throws change 
on the floor around pretty 
women so· that he can · bend 
down and look ,up their dresses. 
Candy's huge frame and babv 
face compliment the characte~ · 
perfectly. · . · 
Hanks as the beleagured 
Bauer is likeable with his cute·. 
smile and his overwhelming 
love for Madison. Bauer is the 
kind of guy that everything bad 
happens t.o, who gets drul).k 
a~d ends up lying on a bar with. : 
his face in the_ pretzel bowl, : 
wh():s old girlfriend leaves him · 
and _who·~ _ brother is messing 
up his business·. It's a delight to 
see · ·hii:n . · so happy with 
Madison. . 
Splash is a ·movie that will 
_ ~eep you smiling days after 
you've seen it. There's alwavs -
something going on in the 
movie, and the characters are 
fresh and engagin·g. · After 
seeing Splash, yo_u 'H be 
tempted to go to the f'ield 
House_ and play in the water. 
TwQ wo~k,~ from the Fig,?ratively exhibet at the.art gall~ries,Colin Berry's "'Muin" and Gre or 
Dunham_ s _ Haymarket I_ • (Scott Young photo) · g y 
• 
in show 
A:llen Baq.er(Tom Hanks) walks into his apartment to find that 
his me~maid girlfriend (Daryl Hannah) ._ has a statue of a 
mermaid. t_ransplanted into his. bedroo~ in the fiim -Spla~1. 
Celebrate art , 
at Hotel,Dinner 
· ::B-y . .Rae·Alfn,1-Joyt ."· _- · - . - "1;~\ d,,q ~•is,. roast . veal. "with 
_ ''You gotta have Arts'' is a C oac het'ia st u (fj ng. The · 
Channel 4 . television slogan,' stuffing contains spinach, • 
but 'Telebrati-Qn of the Arts" is apples. bacori and spices. The 
the theme -of the next Hotel" stuffing adds good texture to 
Administrati-on- Gourmet _the meat, and the sweetness of 
dinner to be held on April 13 apples with the crunc;h'hlbacon 
1and 14. gives· a ri.1ce flavor/' ... 
The dinner; _ according · tct . -After vegetables and salads. 
Marketing Director Sandra a dessert · of Chocolate 
Clifford, is designed ·to appeal . Fettucinni will be served. This 
· to all the senses. While the meal -arti~tic creation · combines · 
itseif will be an art, the dinrier choco-late crepes, choco.late 
will utilize resources from ·the - sauce and whipped cream and 
UNH Art, Music, and Theater ·is sure to add po·unds. 
Departments. The students ·in the··~ Hotel 
"Music majors wirI '.be program go through· a· v~riety 
presenting pieces during the of stages in planning ·a~ dinner. 
By Maureen O'Neil · · b)1 jurors Sondra Freckleton w~s done fast year from a cocktails and _ the UN H jazz "The fi'rst step is to develop a 
" The "-Figuratively" exhibit in and Nathan Gofdstein~ ,photograph of her brother. combo will play after dinn_er for ·· theme and a menu." Clifford 
Raul .- Creative Arts Center . The subject of B~rry's piece, Elliot mostly draws -her family . dancing: We're having an art said . . 
{]allery -wa.s . created to giv~ his mother, confronts the because it is a subject she is · gallery as part of our overall "'We hold a test dinner for the 
·. New . England artists a viewer, filling the frame. She involved with and likes to theme. Two· pieces of modern director of the Hotel program. 
sn_owcase accurd.ing to Gallery seems compassionate _ and concentrate on one theme. . dance will be performed by the other faculty and other 
Dl'rector:· Susa-n·'Faxon Olney. approachable"' sitting· in her Elli t J'k h cl -.- _ -.. _ da!1ce stu~ents,_ and we're also culinary experts . . We prepare 
It's . even give.n ~ UN ff · art chair with her hands ·neatiy " 0 1 es er :~wi~gs to , going to be having Dan Booth, the meal, serve _ 1t course by 
students · an ·opportunity to folc;ied . He .. ·de p-icts•, h.e r say pe~ple areO.K: ' 1 t~mk of a professional mime,;, said Beth course ·and at the end we sit 
b e __ c -o me - prof e.'S:s i o 11 a Uy sensitively with soft lines .. • ~h~?ubJ\ct_s·-at ~m)~mg 
1,,m . me, Adam,- front ·-of th-e h·ouse down a~d have a critique." 
recognized. -. · .. - , · _ · ·~1 like the.feeling I get from,. a € me OLW at am. . manager. Sloan said . 
. UN H junior· Corin Berrv is .. it;" Berry saicFin an interview, _ Sh_ e us·tiall~' w. or_ks· on , a . "We want to encompass as , All the students agree that 
·one pf two first p·_rize winne;s _in "It is endearing the -wav she many aspects of the arts, but we creating a gourmet Ho-tel 
I k 
.1 background larger than the 32"-·_ the competition. · He plans ·1
0 
oo sat the viewer." · .want them to : s_µpplement the dinner brings together all the 
B 
· by 40" limit set bv the show. · 
.spend his $200 prize rnone';' on _ <;rry said _ he inade a "D · .1 meal, _ .not overwhelm it. The ski l Is le a r n e d in the . . . - avid" is rep· rese_ntatiYeof.her . ' 
a trip to England and France dec1s10n to purstieart his senior food is consio·ered an art here," Department. They also agree 
th
. A · ·1 h h ·11 h vear in h'gh -h I M · · · larger work's · line qua:Iities but" Acta· m -s•aid. · ., . tha· t the';' face a ·· cont1·nual 
is . pn w ere, e wi ave a -! . . - • I . sc oo . aJormg -. on a smaller scale . . 
chance to see the great masters m pamtmg he focuses hiitwork . . .The 'meal will be a culinary challenge to pre·sent an elegant 
works. ' m·ostly on figures. _ _ Her lines have .emotional d~light, according to Peter di-ning evening, and keep the 
'· Berry-, a Bachelor of Fine Another UNH student impact in her drawings like the " Sloan, - back: of the house themes exciting year to year. 
Arts .degree candidate, said he senior Patty Elliot, is als~- German Expressionist manager who supervises Clifford said the Hotel 
submitted his charcoal drawing exhibiting in the "Figuratively" _ paintings. Although she likesA cooking the meals. dinners have had increasi·ng · 
"Mum" just hoping to get into show. Like Berry, this is the her work to be expressive, she "The dinner will begin with a popularity over the years. · 
the show.· The PCAC first competition she has doesn't want it to · be selection of both hot and cold "We had an old mailing list 
sponsored the exhibit; inviting entered, and she didn't have ·confrontational and uses lines pastry and vegetable hors and sent out 857 letters theh 
New England artists to submff any exp~~tations. to preser:i!_ people intelJigently d 'ouevres. It will be followed by added 160 new names to the 
slides oft.heir work to be judged He_~ pencil dr~wing "David" · and sensitively. · a chilled honey dew soup, and mailing list. Not only is it a 
Coming Tuesday in Arts- and 
<;oi,erage. ofa'ii, excitin,g.music , 
Features -
weekend · 
. then rosettes of so-le served w~th town event but students are 
a white wine sauce;" Sloan said. finally beg1nning to realize just 
"After the fish .co.urse we'll be how much of a bargain the 
serving a pear sorbet. We serve dinners are ," sh_c said . 
the sorbet between the meat -. "All the money we make on 
and fish course to cleanse the the dinners gets turned back 
pata·te." he ·said . - into the c;lepartment to help 
"'T he ·main course," S loa n HOTEL, page 19 
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Nardone in the honky-tonk, 
funk jazz fashion. "Night Out," 
was to the music of 
,' 'S ophis_!ica ted Lady" and 
.. Hold ·I'm · Co min'." The· 
dancers were inspired and the 
e~µberance, joy, and seeming Hardwick gestured with the manages t
o strike the audience 
;pther. -She · continuaUy made . with picture after- picture, 
• :eye contact with her audience, emotion after emotion. 
looking over her glasses. The most refreshing thing 
"The New York Public about Hard wick's writing is 
Library," she .said, "not much that she upholds the craft of 
.· to be done · with that. You writing, combining with 
would not want tci say that it intelligent dialogue arid a 
has the smell of the to.,mb-;it"i; superb vocabulary toward · a 
. ease w·ith the strenuous 
choreography spilled out into 
the audience. Nardone and the 
· en·semble · were at their high· 
· point here. The male ensemble 
shone especially_ bright. 
its steady underpaid clerks; but fine result. · 
it does have the smell ofa tomb Hardwick earned an AB and \ 
'and that is not unpleasant for~ MA at the Univ~rsity of 1 
day of study." · Kentucky. After postgraduate · 
Her ability to create vivid work at Columbia she was a 
portraits for · the reader was professor at Barnard College. 
1 
shown in her descriptions of the Hardwick is a member of the 
peoplewho~allthelibrarytheir American Academv and . 
home. Institute of Arts and Letters. 
In the library, Ha.rd wick's She is the author of. The 
narrator ~ees a · variety of Ghostly Lover, The Simple 
bizarre · character.s fr.om Truth, and Sleepless Nights. 
obsessed scholars to lad'ies She is a re.gul.:::ir contributer to - -
researching_theif genealogy to . numerous literary magazines . 
immigrants. · Hard wick's eyes · and has authored several works 
showed her amusement with of_ literary criticism. 
these charactets'as .she read. 
-OANCE-
One man in particular 
attracted her attention, a dark 
skinned ma·n reading a book on 
nervous diseases. The narrator (con_tinued from p~·ge 17) -
discovers that he is a Greek . 
immigrant, and her meeting · audience laugh uncomfortably. -
with him causes her to think · The · majority of the work . 
about the meaning O f conveyed a true .sense of 
Americannes.s. . lushness and abundant nature, 
"I will remember him," she however. ; 
said, "in the_conservative black The corps, c}ressed in green · 
· and white so well-suited to a unitards, danced a series of 
displaced martyr, . a teacher of movement patterns that 
English." . resembled budding leaves or 
"Not ·the heart to imagine a blossoms. A tendency for 
bright closet of turtleneck visual glut because of too much 
jerseys and zipperedj~ckets he unorganized movement was 
may be wearing· out there in tempered by the b~autif_µl live 
Queens, known as the borough solo piano music of Franz 
of cemeteri_es~" she said. Liszt. 
HardwicR's sty.le of fiction lS Without doubt, ~he evenings 
easier to digest reading than show-stoppers were two jazz 
,hearing, never the less, it pieces choreograph~d by_ 
The final piece, Nardone's 
"Up.town Hoofin"' was a soft 
shoe number in the Broadway 
tradition, with · tux, white 
gloves, hat and cane. The .. . 
exuberance and technical 
proficiency of the dancers 
stood out and left the-audience 
wanting more. Phyllis .Powers· 
ai:id f>au_la Vinzi, dancing 
without .the ensemble at times 
were especially good. ' 
The concert, although 
generally disappointing, had 
moments of brilliance when 
everything came together. All 
of the pieces had redeeming 
qualities. The UNH ·Dance 
Theater Company can be seen 
through Saturday evening at 
the Johnson Theater. 
T.J. lllhaalar 
PAGE NINETEEN 
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< continued from i>a2e 1s >· 
~a-ke the . ndxt dinn~~s m~ore 
and ·more.' sp~ctacula·r, ·,, 
General Manager Ellen Frisbie 
said. . 
Sloan saicr the best · th~ng 
about the dinners is. that 
. students get the feeling of what 
it's like to open and run a 
restaurant. 
Clifford agreed with him, 
saying, "You get 250 people)n 
one night, and you learn to rely 
on past skills and to exp_~ct 
perfect.ion." 
and Thi SIDOllars 





· · Applications for the 
.· f ollowi_ng positions 
are due ·· today, 6 p._m~ · 
· Editor~in-Chief · .. • .. 
News·' EcfltOr .{2) . , v• • -
· Managing Editor ' .. ,:, . 
~F@r:u.m. E-ditozr -. - ,, -·~ ~:';-'.l(t. 
I •. . • FeatUres Editor ._· . · .... ··. 
. . ·. , · ...... '. Gr_aphic- Marlager .. > .. · 
·· Asst. Business Mar18g8r 
.., •' .., • I 
- ~, ... 
< •• 
Make inquiries at Ttr~ New·HarTipshire ()fficH .··. . 
. ,- · · · Room_· l51, MUB or _call 862~--1490. , · i • · - _ • _· 
.·· - . . .... - . . ' ~ . 
. . ·Get involved with the • · . · ·· ·.. -· . 
. BEST STUDENT:PA.PER -• ·. . - ~ . . , ' - . .. 
. . ··1n .town!. .·· • --·.·. · · 
-------------------DAVIS--------------------
freshmen should have the right years old and much · of the 
to participate in.the program. origi·nal equipment and 
. We will work for realistic original furnishings are still in 
standards for the Hon ors place. The MU B fee increased 
Program. Standards th.at are frotn fifty dollars to sixty this 
not so strict as to create a two year and this will help alleviate 
class system at UN H ~ those some of the worst problems, i.e. 
that are honor students and East / West Lounge will be 
those that are not. ~ renovated, ceiling tiles will be 
Repeated Course · Rule: This replaced, and rooms will be, 
is another issue that could carpeted. We support further 
possibly come through the MU B renovations and working 
Academic Senate. Students with the MU B Board of 
that repeat courses now have Governo.rs · to achi·eve · much 
the grade replaced by the new needed fund raising and repairs. 
grade and only an asterick Kari-Van Cash Boxes: We 
marks the fact that the course support the installation of cash 
was repeat~d. The proposed boxes on the Kari-Van buses.· 
change states that the two w ·e believe that public 
grade·s will .· be averaged ridership is needed to offset the 
together to form one grade. We subsidy paid by the U niversit.v 
beli.eve that if a student makes every year. The Kari-Van as a 
the commitment to repeat a part of COAST should be able 
course he. deserves the grade to break even if not · make a 
from the course repeated not an profit. If adequafr seGurity 
average of the two. We as an measures are taken there 
. administration· will work to see should be no problem with the 
that this change in the repeated i_nstallation of a box on every 
course rule is never passed Kari-Van bus thus eliminating· 
through the Academic Senate . . the awkward ticket system that 
MU B Renovations: It is exists today. 
. · much need.ed· and we strongly Commuter Parking: For a 
· suppor~ this. The building is 2~. long time this has l?_~en a ver~1 
( continued from page 6) 
sticky issue that nothing ha·s 
been done about. We·advocate 
eliminating the division of 
parking lots _ between 
Faculty/ Staff and Commuters. 
Everyone pa'ys the same 
parking . fees, everyone should 
have the same right to every 
parking place. We also .. 
advocate looking at the most 
cost ef~ective way to provide 
more parking. Co.nstruction of . 
new lots passed the Field 
House and the . running of 
shuttle buses between '"A" lot, 
the new lots, and the center of 
campus _is a possibility .much 
more feasible than the 
construction of a mult.i-Ievel 
parkin.12: .2:ara-2:e. · 
D.ijferentia/" Tuitions: We 
believe that every student here 
pays their tuition for the total 
college experience. The nine to 
twelve courses in a student's 
major shouldn't make the 
difference in what a student 
. pays to attend this institution. 
If an engineer must pay more 
than an English major just 
because he is an engineer and 
his rrogram i_s more ~~p~nsive, 
Millions of runners across the country are 
joining forces with th~ American Heart 
Association. 
AAmerican Heart 
V Association . 
The result is the Heart and Sole Classic, a 
running event with two goals-to -contribute to 
the lifesaving pr0grams of the AHA, and to -
make everyone·aware ·of the cardiovascular 
benefits of running. 
To support the Heart and Sole Classic, con-
tact your local American Heart Association 
office. · · 
let's just have him pay tor the 
program, not his whole college 
career. An engineer must take 
Group I. I I, and III 's just like 
everyone else. We will work 
against the implementation of• 
differential tuition and we will 
. work for the further use of 
differential charg.es. Differen-
tial charges would mean· that 
that same engineering student 
would just pay extra for his 
engineering core requirements 
not for his Group I, IL and 
I II's. If engineering coµrses are 
more expensive let's have the· 
engineers just pay for those 
courses, not their whole college 
careers. 
Administrative Decisions: 
Orie of the most upM:: lli ng 
trends in recent University 
Administration and Trustee 
action is their frequent decision 
making while the students are 
not in session. The new Alcohol 
Policy for the dorms was made 
over the summer, the leasing 
out of the University Bookstore 
was done , between s-emesters 
and prices were raised on 
washers and dryers in the 
dorms before students came 
back to school from summer 
break. Student government 
should have made the students 
- aware that these decisions were 
coming, they should have tried 
harder to delay the , decisions · 
until students were here ·at . 
school and their voices could be 
heard. Our administration will 
work to ensure that this type of 
decision making is never done 
again. We wi-11 work.to keep the 
students informed of the issues. 
Informed about what is coming 
that effec ts u::, 1:tml we will work 
to mobilize the students so that 
their interests are worked for. 
We are John Davis and Te<;i 
Eynon and we would like your 
support and vote on April 3rd 
and 4th . 
STVN -
Will repeat the 
Student Body Presidential 
Debate via videotape this Monday. 
At 7~·0f) pm in: Randall TV ·Lounge 
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45 "G i ve it -" 11 Old r'rench coin 
46 Ger'shwin tune 12 "- of-Al catra z" 
ACROSS 
1 Separat i ons 47 Colorado s ki resort 13 Re peat 
- 8 Welsh ·- 48 In favor of 14 Des pots 
15 Labor• 49 Track event 21 Reduce to a 
16 Gl uttony , (2 wds.) standard 
17 Car gear 51 Unit of weight 24 Sp iri tua l 
· -•1-8 Ri per 52 Thoughtfu l 26 Quick l ooks 
· 19 Society· of doctprs 54 Usually (3 wds.) 28 Await decision 
20 Adolescent - 56 °Fishi ng spear 29 Poke 
22 Turkish measure 57 West African 31 Consider 
· 23 Spanish dance varmi nt (2 wds.) 32 Movie, in Madrid 
25 Opening 58 Burn marks 34 North American 
26 FBI agent . 59 Greek mixing tree 
27 .The Beeh,i ve State vessels 35 Wrestle 
_28 Pr i ck up 36 Plants a new 
29 "Get Smart"' actor, DOWN forest 
. Edward - . - 37 Of the H_igh Priest 
30 Embryonic layer 1 Geological layer 39 Burst apart 
32 Hai.sting machines. 2 Reduce to ashes · 40 Connective tissue 
33 Feeling 3 Cuban cigars 41 Easter hats 
35 Ground up by 4 "- Got Yo u 43 Entrants in 
rubbing Under My Skin" 49-Across 
38 Edible crustacean 5 Ita l ian painter 46 Menu item 
(2 •ds.) 6 --en-scene 47 Pineapple type 
42 Ki ngdom 7 Rai l road cars 49 l'ncan labor draft 
43 lmi•tate 8 ·comment 50 East Indian grass 
44 --American 9 Say i ng 53 "Quiet please!"' 
culture 10 At any - 55 Soak 
CROSSWORD ANSWERS, page 2_6 
_· By JEFF MACNELLY 
3·30 .-
BLOOM COUNTY 
By BERKE BREATHED, 
I 5AIV, l51HE.R€ ANY 
CHANCE, 1Hlff 1H€ . 
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< continued from page 7) 
children and renewing 
resources, Cruso said . 
"Since there arc a lot of kids 
at Forest Park, we wanted to 
begin the awareness program 
· with them," Cruso said. 
The group has arra nged a 
poster contest to do this . The 
contest will be held Saturday, · 
April 7. The . children wilf be 
separated into age groups and 
be instructed to draw anyth ing 
involved with ecology. 
Burger King donated Burger 
King dinners as prizes . Two 
prizes will be awarded with in 
each age group on the basis of 
their drawing . 
The recycling group wil l be 
working closely with Students . 
for Recycling who will pick up 
. the cans and bott les from 
' Forest Park every Saturday 
morning . · 
The UN H club collects a 
pick-up truck full of cans and 
bottles each Saturday - from 
bins in nine areas around the 
campus, Cruso said. 
· The ten active members of 
the Students for Recycling 
bring the load to the Leavitt · 
Service Center where they 
crush and bag it. 
The money the club gets in 
return for the metal and glass 
goes toward the club fu[!d to 
firiancc recycling costs. 
The club is saving money to 
buy a· glass cru_sher that would 
make the ·,process mo.re 
efficient, Cruso sa id. · 
'Kathy Mur'ra5J sai'-lt people.at 
Fores t Park "were wil liDg t6 
recycle provided it wasn't much 
of a hass le ." -Barrels will be set 
up next to the town garbage bin 
in Forest Park. · 
"Once it's a routine, 
,. recvclii:ig is just like putt'ing out 
the' garbage:•' Murray said. 
The group plans to · have 
Forest Park active ly recyc ling 
by April I 3,, Cruso said . 
Now play jng : . 
DEATHSTALKER .. R .. 
shows at 
6:30 and 8:30 
br}_ng_~ copy 
of this ·ad for 
_ . further savings . 
-" -. _ ; _ . 1 2 for 1 ·pr ice ___ , 
2 Adu lts $1.75 
2 Chi ldren $ 1.00 
2 Seniors $1 .00 
___.__,___ Offer expires -~'" 
0 
- May 29, 1984 i 
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------------------· DEBATE-.-----------------------\ .... 
( continued from . page l) 
. - I 
answers. you. 
Landrigan presented the Carr's sta temcnts were 
opening statement for his team, vocalized loudly and enthusi-: 
stressing as his maJor point, astically, while thumping the 
·~the difference between the table for emphasis . He and 
candidates." Guimont demonstrated their 
"We have .people here who teamwork by alternating brieL 
are saying, 'be activist', pe0ple sloganized .statements about 
· who think thev can bu" an their backgrou.nd and goals. · 
· election through ads ii{ the A rpajor tenet of their 
newspaper, people . who think platform-is the need for MUB 
, they have the support of the renovation. "Strafford room. 
administration fclr one · reason Better chairs. What do vou 
or ·another," Landrigan said. think?" he asked .the cro~d, 
Landrtgan described what he making use of the excited 
sees as "stagnatiqn" - in the gestures which characterized 
student government. much of his speech. 
"We want to get the Senate john Davis, the last 
ouL talking · to people, no-t candidate to rriake a sta~emenL 
spending time in the Senate sounded strong when he 
office," Landrigan . said : "We claimed "Ted (Eynon) and I 
feel we should be vocal on the cpmbined have more experi-
issues, not simply waiting to ·ence in student organizations , 
find out what the Ad mini- than any _team up here." 
strative reaction is going to be." ·"Running an issue-oriented 
Of the . present . student campaign ·means . you must 
government, Landrigan said, "I have the ~xperience to ·act on 
don't think the administration' the issues," - Davis sa.id. "We 
· likes them or dislikes them--1 believe an issue - oriented 
don't think it pa:/S any campaign is . the on·Iy way to 
attention to them, and as a gain student support, ar1d, push 
result, I don't think students' for studenr awareness." 
needs arc responded to." Fauske and _ Landrigan 
_ Although tuke Kramer said, showed a refreshing honesty on 
"I realize the alcohol policy is the stage. When Kramer and 
not the priority of all students," Carr ·suggested the possibility 
·he used the policy as the focus of a parking garage to. solve 
ofhisintroductory .statement. UNH's eternal parking 
.~ramcr explained how he dilemmas, Landrigan coolly 
would use means available to re -plied, '·'Anybody whb 
him .as a ~ ~ud e n,t.J,c,a d c r, such as s c r i o u s I y b e I i e v e s · t h i s 
traveling - to Concord · with university is going to build- a 
student petitions, to · affect parking garage is a fool." · 
changes in Universit); policy. Carr seemed the best 
"Don't be silent, be . an informed on the current state of 
activist." concluded -the newest student' issues a-nd admini-
tea m . to anno.µ nce their strative policy. When the i~sue 
candidacy; .· . t~i-, - _ ·:" ·: · .of repeated courses was ra,ised 
D a n · Ca r r a-n d C h r 1 s · by & n au di en c·e · in ember, 
Guimont were the, next pair to Carr pointed out that the 
make a statement, Carr proposal to average in repeated 
emphasizing his team's unity. course grades has 2!,lready 
"We are· a team," Carr said. "failed in committee," and is 
"We;, w:oFk' together, ·w~tL .We therefore no longer an issue. 
issues seemed rather stale, and 
as a candidate, his image was 
overshadowed ✓by his more 
assertive opponents. 
Davis' articulate manner 
slightly overwhelmed his 
· running mate, who .' along with 
Jack Martin, Kramer's running 
mate, were the least vocal 
members of the group. _ 
Fauske tended towordin.ess, 
and his- focus on the issues was 
occasionally superceded by , 
abstract requests for students 
to· take this election into their 
own hands. 
The turnout of 250 students 
far surpassed that for . the last 
candidates' debate. three years 
ago; according to · a Student 
Senate source. · - · 
.. It's very important to air 
different points of view," said 
senior Kate Adams. ·:You 
could . tell who was more 
Iogical--if someone was · 
promising too much. It's good 
to see more than signs. This was 
spontaneous--what comes off 
the top of their heads. It's more 
believable." . · 
Dickens,. whose · election 
committee " .came up with the -
·•idea ·while we were sitting 
around talking," expressed 
concern - that students don't 
know what the student 
government candidates stand 
for. 
"This was a forum to . get . 
students to make an informed 
vote," Dickens' said. "Hope-
fully, it served that purpose."_ 
The debate did . give , 
candidates the opportunity to 
re iterate sta1;1ds on issues · 
already published in campaign 
statements. 
But under the hot lights of 
the STVN cameras, candidates 
s w ea t e d o u t t h e tr u e 
revelations: a first glimpse of 
their public personas under 
"' p,ressure .' have tn ·the Pc!St~ am:f'wdvil){o,r;, ·Kramer's · stand on most 
r;:: ~7 
~--~ 
m-uso F-llffl SERIES PRE-SENTS ... 
Sunday, · April I st 
Strafford R ooni ·· 
lntheMUB 




Charlie attacks the machin_e age in unforgettable fashion, witp sha.rp , 
pokes at other social ills and :the :struggle of modern day survi~a1 :· .The 
Tramp~s last screen appearance and Chaplin's last silent film. 
Student Body Presidential.candidate Dan Cai:r and vice-president 
candjdate Christine Guimont. (Jim Millard _photo) 
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They're the gold bars of a second lieut~nant ih th~ · 
· Army Nurse Corps. As' an Army Nurse, you 11 be an officer, 
· with all the respect and dignity that go with being an' officer. 
· You'U have the opportunity to continue your educa- · 
tion, to add a variety of professional skills, to grow in your 
profession. ' ' , ' ' 
. If you're working on your BSN_or if you already have a . 
BSN and are-registered to practice in the United States or 
Puerto Rico, you could be eligi-
. ble to become an Army Nurse. 
· To find out what 
you want to know 
about Army Nursing, 
call MAJ Deborah A. 
Bell. Call collect: 
301-677-4891 or 301-
677-4706. 








( continued from page I) 
that's true without· the data." 
"This is a question th.at has 
come up national!)'," R utrnan 
agreed. "Schoo.ls tend to worry 
about this. We want to make 
sure there's nothing to worry 
about." 
UN H participated in a data 
gathering exercise performed 
by the NCAA in December of 
1983, according to John Kr~us, 
d i rec t o r of I n s t i t u t i o-n a I 
Research. 
The University was not 
provided with an analysis of 
this information which was 
used for a nation-wide study 
concerning NCAA academic 
. rulings. · · 
The research will cover "the 
broad spectrum" of grades and 
graduation, R utrnan said, and 
will surve~; both men's and 
women's sports. 
The research will be done 
over the corning summer, and 
. the results studied by next 
year's Academic Standards 
Committee, Wang said. · 
Last fall, the men's athletic 
department c~nducted its own 
survey of . the · graduation 
records of the football, 
basketball, and hockey teams, 
according to Director Andy 
Mooradian. 
. The object of this survey, 
Mooradian said, was to 
ascertain that the department's 
standards met the U niversitv's. 
R u t m ~ n ·· s· i:l"i' tP he w a s 
"hesitant" to discuss the 
committee's research plaris. 
"These things can tend to 
lead to guilt by virtue of the . 
investigation," Rutman said. 
Founded 1946 
One of New York's oldest and finest Private 
Camping Centers for children from age 6 
through ·t6 has a number of challenging-staff 
positions for your consideration. Located in 
the Adirondack Mountains, our staff and . 
campers coine from the world over. We invite 
your Interest~ 
We -offer challenging opportunities m Group 
Leadership, Wat~rfront, Tennis,- Creative Arts, 
Tripping, Crafts ( Ceramics, W oodshop ), Archery, 
Radio, General Staff, U pperclass pers(?ns, Graduate 
Students and Faculty welcome. 
Students are to sign up for interviews 
the week of March 26 in 
Career Planning and Place"!ent office. · 
'--A_p_a_r_tme __ "t_s_f_o_r R_e_n_t__, [.] 
Cape Cod Summer - HYANNIS - Town 
or beach/GALS- Stop here you've found 
it - Alone or with friends(2 per room) with 
own fridge & kitchen priviledges, use of 
cable Tv. Apts. & cottages $50.00 and up 
weekly . Season only. College atmosphere 
1-T/8-1158 or 1-729-0905 
Spacious two bedroom apartment for 
summer sublet / fa!I option. Wood 
panelling in large sunny living room with 
fireplace. Quiet residential area, backyard 
barbecue grill. Hardwood floors, $120 for 
summer sublet. Call 868-.1658 and keep 
trying. 
SUMMER SUBLET: ·Awesome Location, ·· 
Downtown Durham - Right above 
Houghton's Hard_war·e. Warited ... 3 
females. Apartment will be mostly 
furnished. $pacious living room, good 
sized, kitchen, 2 bedrooms, and a bath. 
Rent $150.00 month. Security deposit. 
Cal Rhonda al 868-7565 
Summer Sublet/fall option - 3 Bedrooms; 
$300/ mo. On Kari-Van. Off street 
parking,. no utilities. Call 749-5367. Keep 
trying. In Dover on 108 5- miles from 
Durham. 
Two Roomates Wanted for Apartment in 
Dover. Centrally · located; 3 be<:lroom, 
living room & kitchen. Only $125 per 
person includes heat & hot water. A real 
steal. Call Craig or Brian at 749-0646 
Summer _Sublet: Central . Ave. Dover, 
furnished price negotiable . Call 749-
0646 evenings. 
Durham Apartment - Two BR apartment 
for rent in September $350 - includes all 
uti.lities. On Kari-Van route. Call .868-
5921 
Room for rent - Durham Kari Van route -
$175. No smoking or alcohol - private 
entrance - cooking & b@th Call 868-5921 
In Dover - 4 bedrooms, living room, 
kitchen & bath, a nice large apartment. 
Centrally located. $d565 per month 
includes he-at. Lease required no pets 
Call ' 742- 7908 between 7-9 p.m. 
Red Tower Apar1-rnen! availab~le for next 
ye·ar! Fall & Spring Semester - 230/ per 
month, includes everything·bu_t electricity 
- 12 month lease - Security· deopsit! Will 
have to pay difference of summer sublet. 
1 Female roommate Nonsmoke(. 
Centrally located in Dover in a restored 
colonial 3 bedrooms, living r_oom, kitchen 
Near Kari van. $500 per mo·nth includes 
heat & el·ectricity.Lease required no pets. 
Call 742-7908 between 7 & 9 P.M. 
Help wanted j[ll] 
Wanted immediately a caring_ person to 
do gardening, light housekeeping and 
assist in errands for ·an older woman who 
walks with a c·ane @nd needs a friend. 
Guaranteed fun times, if you have reliable 
transportation and _can spare 3-5 hrs / wk. 
Social work / nursing, etc. majors a plus. 
minimum wage, lus gas' allowance: 
Intrinsic rewards abound! Call Penny at 2-
1679, or 868-9802. · 
"NEW ENGLAND BOYS CAMP" -
(Mass.) Counselor Positions for. Prag.ram 
Specialists: Baseball, Canoeing, Cycling, 
Sailing, Swimming, Tennis, and 
Waterskiing, Arts and CRafts, Computers, 
Drama / Music, Photography, Overnight 
Camping, Woodworking. Send detai·ls, 
references - Camp Mah-Kee-Nae, 190 
Linden Avenue; Glen Ridge, NJ 07028 
For summer work at Salis.bury Besch two 
individuals . Desirable with some 
photographic experience. - Salary & 
commissior:i. After 6 p.m. 926-5714-
"SEASONAL OR FUNTIME EMPLOY-
MENT" Experienced painters wanted 
Minimum 2 yrs. Experien·ce. PHone 868-
2524 M-TR after 5:30 Mr. K_errigan 
Wanted immediately a caring person to 
do gardening, light housekeeping and 
assist in errands for an older woman who 
walks with a cane and needs a friend. 
_Guaranteed fun times, if you have reliable 
transportation and can· spare 3-5 hrs/wk. 
Social work / nursing, etc. Majors a plus. 
Minimum wage, plus gas . allowance. 
.Intrinsic rewa.rds abuond! Call Pefnny atr 
2-1679 or 868-9802 
SUMMER JOBS- Ogunquit, Maine. 
Oceanside Hotel needs chamber maids. 
Salary, tips, room provided. Call (207) 
·363-6566 or write Mr. Blake, Box 555, 
York Harber, ME 03911 
SPARE TIME / WORK WHEN YOU WANT-
Earn an exciting income representing 
Virginia Based Health and Beauty 
Co.mrany setting up Operations iri the 
NH / Maine Area. Need key people for 
tr a i n i n g a n d s u p e r vi s i on . W r it e 
McCarthy / Rozek for interview 
apoIntment 10 Market Street 
Po r t s m o u t h , ·N H O 3 8 0 1 I n c I u d e 
Information abo_ut yourself 
· Professors Spare Time. Let your proven 
ability finally earn you _money. Rapidly 
expanding US Company has an opening 
for key •person to develop and manage 
local distribution. No experience 
necessary. Cari develop into ca-reer. For 
interview appointment Write McCar-
thy/Rozek 10 Market St . Ports. NH 03801 
Include information about yourself ___ _ 
TUTOR needed for Probability and Stats 
course (EE546) Top dollar paid if you're 
VERY good. I need helpBAD! Call Steve, 
868-1 041 After 5PM 
CLASSIFIED· 
OVERSEAS JOBS .. Summer, yr. round. 
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All 
fields. $900,2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free 
info. Write IJC, PO Bx 52-NH Corona Del 
Mar, CA 92625 . 
Want to sublet FROM 9 Woodman Ave. 2 
·females wish to sublet f.or summer w/ fall 
option FROM apartments. If you are 
leaving & are interested, please call 
Karen after 5 PM 868-5967. Leave 
message or call Julie 868-7219 
WANTED -- I need the paperback 
ELIZABETH THE GREAT by Elizabeth 
Jenkins Will pay list price, would like it 
without highlighting, if possible. I need it 
as soon as ossible, Please call Karen after 
5 PM 868-5967. Leave message. 
TUTa°R needed for Probability and Stats 
course (EE546) TSop dollar paid if you're 
VERY good.· I need help BAD! Call Steve, 
868-1 04 f after 5PM 
l -==- I~ 
1983 Toyota Corrolla SR5, liftback, 
19,000 miles, AM/FM / Cassette. 5 speed 
$16,500. adroam 862-2202 daytime, 
659-2415 evening. 
FOR SALE: 9 RM Newenglander, 4-5 
bdrms. Rochester. Over V? acre. Excellent 
condition and location. VA assumable. 
49,900 Call 332-5885 . 
Cndominium in Dover, on Kari van route. 
2 bedroom 11/7 bath, woodstove, all 
appliances. $46,500'. 00 Call after 5 p.m. 
749-4128 
For sale 1974 455 Buick Cent1Jrium, both 
sports and l·uxury car. Power seats, power 
windows. A.&P. cruise control. Excellent 
running cond., five good tires new brak·~ -
and mouthful. No rust. $850 or b.o. Call 
Wang 749-9213 · 
Model 466 - Portable singer sewing 
machine excellent condition. Call 
Suzanne 862-2050 ~:00-4:40 $110.00 
or Best offer . 
1977 VW RABBIT - Super condition with 
stereo / tapoe. CB, and new michelin tires. 
Runs like a dream. Call afternoon. 868-
~cc -.JO ask for Jon. $d2, 100 or ·Best of'fer, 
TYPING, WRITING AND GRAPHIC 
DESIGN by PENNAGRAPHICS & 
WRITING ASSOCIATES Resumes, 
reports, . charts an_d graphs 58 Main 
Street, Durham 868-1025. MWF 9-6, Sat . · 
9-2. Up the stairs betwee() Classic Cone 
and Red Carpet. 
I Personals . l ~r 
Sharon·! Sad birthdays are often the.ones 
· that VOL! remember the longest. But that's 
· ·god because then you'll remember us! 
Even thOugh everything didn't turn out 
the way we planned, it was a wild 
weekend nevertheless. Just remember 
we love you nd don't let the big yellow 
bugs bite you. Happy Birthaay, you 
knucklehead! May your so·uI encounter 
Billy '·s, and just hope that he's not inside-
out! Well, vve·11 "pop-out". Now and lie 
under the flourescent lamp ... Love a1ways, 
BeeBop & Jean. PS .. Yay- you're soooo 
·poly!! . 
Karen, · Thanks for the beginr,iing of a 
friendship. I enjoy .talking with you too. 
We w ·ill go.out for lunch sometime. I had a 
great time at the Wedding ra_id Friday. Are 
you ready for Rbll,ing Ridge? Get psyched. 
Lov_e, Ken. 
Warm 6 yr. old girl & 37 yr. old 
professional, dad need very responsible 
. live-in child's companion & housekeeper. 
About 30 hours each week i_n excha.nge 
for room -& board cit our country home on 
lake, with owri erit. and bath. About 30 
miles from Dufham. Contact Brad 
Schwartz, RFD #1 Box 67, Sanford, Me. 
04073 -
Caroline, I can't believe you're leaving so 
soon, and you're not coming -back for 
tb-ree years! · Congreve won't be tahe 
same without you, Thanks_ for listening to 
all my secrets that on one else knows and 
for answereing the questins no one else 
dared answer. Thanks for being t_he friend 
who was slways willing to stay up late and 
talk, and thanks for understanding me 
. and helping me understand myseH. Even 
though you're goir1g to be far far away., I'll 
keep the memory of you close by. don't 
forget how specicll you are- you can do 
anything! So knock those Germans off 
their feet!!! Chris 
UNH NURSING UNIFORMS FOR SALE!F 
PATCHES INCLU[)ED. CALL KATIE FOR 
MORE IN FOR MA fl ON AT 868- 7565 
HIGH-FIDELITY STEREO SYSTEM. 
Pioneer 160 W Speakers, Sony turntable, 
Toshiba Preamp, power amp, tuner, Tape 
Deck, Audio Rack. Like new. Retails at 
$2000. Asking $1150 cash. Call 868-
5998 for ·more info. after 6:00 PM. Will 
not break set. . WILDCAT CHEEl~LEADING TRYOUTS! 
Organizational · meeting, Monday, April 
DRUM SET. Seven - piece Ludwig. Black 2nd ·at 7 PM in the f ield House lobby 
with trap case & accessories Sd500 cash. Practices to be heid April 3rd, 4th and 5th 
.Phone 868-5998. After 6:00 with tryouts on Fr iday, April 6th. Anyone 
FOR SALE - 197.7 Aud i.Fox, FWD, Radi.al.s, _ int~(e_sted pl~il~J:! come. 
New Transmissin, Automatic, Sunroof. -DISPUTE RESOLUTION SERVICES-THE 
NeedspaintJob.Runswell.S1500orBO. UNH MEDIATION PROJECT - ITS 
Call 868-.2801, latenight or 1-434-4494. CONFIDENTIAL AND FREE_! 
UNH NURSING UNIFORMS FOR .SALE! 
PATCHES INCLUDED. CALL KATIE FOR 
MORE INFORMATION AT 868-7565. 
1976 Dodge D@rt Sport Coupe slant six 
·automat ic. PS / air Stereo cassette. Runs 
great. Good paint vinyl roof - Mint interior. 
No rust. 5 new all season radials, new 
shocks etc . Always wel"I ma.intaineds 
Asking 1950 but any reasonable offer 
considered. Call 868-1687. 
1977 Cougar X-R7. 65,090 miles, .Air 
conditioning, AM / FM stereo Black with 
tan inter.ior, spoke wheels, M-int 
condition. Asking $3,300. Call 659-2994 
1979 Honda CM 400. Excellent condition 
- low mileagae, dark green with striping 
$750 or best offer. Call 603-474-2296 or 
207-645-3368. 
Dean Elite Guitar For Sale. Very good 
condition. Tiger Stripe Finish. Top of the 
line with hardshell case. S400. Call Nick · 
or Jeannie 868-5928 or 659-2580 
1976 Dodge Dart Sport Coupe. Slant six 
automatic PS / Sir Stereo cassette. Runs 
great. Good pai·nt, -vinyl roof - Mint 
interior. No rust. 5 new all season radia•ts, 
new shocks etc. Always well maintained. 
Asking 1950 but any reasonable offer 
·considered Call 868-1687 
GREEK CRAFTS. Handmade wool 
sweaters; cotton sweaters; handwoven 
placemats, runners, wall hangings in 
glorious colors; handmade silver & br·ass 
jewelry; hand-engraved brass picture · 
frame-s; original postcards, osters, 
notepaper arid Greek Easter cards. 
Retail / Wholesale For information Call 
431-7623. 
TRAYNOR TS-94 Cabinet~ For sale; 200 
Eatt Capacity. Nine 8" speakers, Excellent 
condition. $200. Call Nick or Jeannie 
868-5928 ord 659-2580. 
1973 Dodge Coronef- Many new parts, 
new battery, complete exhaust system, 
front shocks, water pump and hoses 
Asking $600 or best offer / 868-1460. ask 
foF John 
I Servkeund Repars I [ ~ 
TYPING, WRTffNG AND GRAPHIC 
DESIGN BY PENNAGRAPHICS & 
WRITING ASSOCIATES. Resumes, 
reports, charts and graphs: 58 Main St .,· 
Durham, 868-1025. MWF 9·6, Sats, 9-2. 
ULp the stairs between Classic Cone and 
Red Carpet. 
Papers,. resumes a_nd letters prepared · 
professinally and quickly by 9 to 5 
, Secretarial Service, String Bridge, Exeter, 
NH (603) 772-9585 
P"rofessional federal income tax 
preparation services. Discount with any 
U.N.H. I.D., $5 and up. Call 862-3478, 
Bruce, for appointments. 
Happy 20th Birthday Jeri! As of Monday 
you are legal.-Love, your underaged friend 
Nancy. 
SUMMER JOBS!! If you're in dire need of 
a summer job, corne tal~e a look at the job 
Board on the WP floor of the MUB. 
Positions from all over: 
WILDCAT CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS! 
Organizataional (neeting, Monday, April 
2n·d at 7PM in the Field Hous.e lobby. 
Practices to be held April, 3rd, 4th, and 
5th with tryouts on Friday, April . 6th. 
Anyone intereste·d please come. · 
Counselors: CAMP WAYNE, northeastern 
Penna. Co-ed children's camp. Interested 
in Resident Assistants and other students 
who really love children Our specialty is 
our warm and c~aring atmosphere. 12 
Allevard St, Bido Beach, NY 11561 . 
(Include your telephone number) 
EXPOSE YOUR~,ELF to all the SAF 
. Student Organiz:atins by applying -for 
Student Acti.vity Fee Chairperson. More 
details and applications in room 1_45 of 






lkt\1ccn /\pril 12 and 15 we need to 
cirntal'l 5000 or (lllr customers to inrorm 
thc·m or /special prnmotioniil oiler. We 
ncc·d io people \\ho \\ill \\Ork 20 hrs. We 
\\ ill pa ) ·$6.00 per hour plu~ sales 
inccnti\cs. II:. nu ha\'c sales experience 
nr abilities. and can comnrnnicatc 
cllccti\·cl) h:, --!111onc. pbise rail: 
Ste\·c Bnu~hanl 
Continental Cabk\·i,ion 
( 60.1) 742 -45 Xl) 
.HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO You' 
~ 










From vour· friends 
at Gibbs 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU 
WILDCAT CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS! 
Organizational meeting, Monday, April 
2nd at 7PM in the Field House lobby. 
Practices to be held April 3rd, 4th arid 5th 
with tryouts on Friday, April 6tt-J. Anyone 
interested please come. 
LEARN MODERN GREEK: A course in 
modern Gree.k begins on Tuesday, April 3, 
at the Portsmouth c ·ommunity Center on 
State Street . The emphasis is on spoken 
Greek, but reading and writing will also be 
taught and practiced. Classes wiil meet 
Tuesdays and Thursdays, 6:30-8:00 p.m. 
The instructor, Katia Karas, is a native of 
Greece and has taught both Greek __ and 
English as a foreign language. The Gourse 
is designed for beginners, but is well-
suited for people who vvant to brush up on 
their Greek, or to improve systematically 
and correctly what they may have picked 
up at honie. For enrollment information 
call 431- 7623. 
Three reasons why the UNH Mediation 
Project can assists you with your disputes 
- 1) Mediation services 9re quick 2)The 
sercvice is free 3)The process is 
confidential at all stages. 
H~:- Ralph. ho\\-~ crew central'' Write had: 
anlf tel l me anout It. o"'-' Ciouu luL" "' <1,c: 
race thi~ \\eckcnd: I'll he there!! 
-~n=m, dr~ar 'aanc1ng - yes rreme~Ger. 
Thanks for offering the ride home! It was a 
greatwedding! See you around. Kelly 
Chris of Sigma Nu Hope you enjoyed the · 
cookies Thanks for helping me out, God 
knows I couldn't. Well, hopefully we will 
do other fun things with your house but 1·11 
stay away from the boat races. See you 
around .campus. Kelly 
We ·have the lowest Airfares to Europe 
and -Across America! For Free Color 
borchure, Write To: Campus Trav~I- Box 
11387 St. Louis, Mo. 63105 
8illy robvs, thanks so much for being-such 
a sweety Friday night. I'm glad to know I 
have a gr8at big brother. WEIi f'm looking 
forward to more -great times! I'll see _you 
around I'm sure. Thanks and love, Kelly 
Hey Pee Wee, Yolanda, Patti Shea and 
Lucia, you gymaxochists finally made it! 
Thanks for everything, I love you guys! 
Toby . 
Little D, thanks for making my birthday 
the best ·one ever! You're too goo to me. 
Get set for April 7th. Love D 
Cage - I feel better about the current 
frequency of sharing my beer, candy and 
free time, ·What a pair! D.B.'s Aunt 
Attention all female nymphos for a good 
_ time call Art "Catfish" Kazanjian. for a 
R-A-1-_S_E_Y_O_U_R_G_R_A_D_E_S_!_E_n_g_li-sh_M_a-·J.-o-rw-ill not~so-good time call Mark "The face"· 
Facey. Call, . or don't, anytime at Sigma 
critique your papers, and • help you Beta Fraternity 862"1296 signed, - a 
improve your writing skill$. $4.50/ hr. .. co_- ncerned used female nympho 
Phone Edmond. 862-3270. Typing 
Service also availabale. 75C a page_. John It is a personal Johnny! Supah-and 
. WILD-CAT CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS! it really is Friday - GG 
Organilational meeting, Monday, Aprit Hey you Melbourne Maniace! (Liz, Sue, 
2nd at 7PM in the Fieltl House -lobby. Beth, Linda, Don·na and Julie) I am really 
Practices to be held April 3rd, 4th, ·and 5th sorry that I won't be able to make it to the 
.with tryouts on Frioday, April 6th. Anyone . get . together tonigith. I want you all to 
interested please come. know that l'ha_d·a wonderful time with you 
-IV]ar-ie- being 21 is not all that bad .. Have a in wi-ld and crazy Melbourne. Thanks for 
including me. Certain things are 
Happy Birthday, Kris especially prominent in my memory. Julie 
Get psyched for Bermuda - Captain .f-alling down on the Ferry ... "It looks so 
Remedy & Tenille those Flaming F,agots much like Florida!" ... dancing all together 
(Flamers) \/\{ill they ever get a clue? Kell, at "Jubilations" ... "is this fake?" ... slow 
why _ did you buy 100 copies of the , , gir:i fizzes ... the . Sahara Desert ... and of 
Bermuda Gazette, any particular reason? co'urse, bubcha! I am glad that we will 
Ellie, ·•you know you lead poor Gary on, · alw@y.s shre .athese memories of Spring 
only to have Lynnie turn around and break· Break '81-. Love B 
his heart (we're just ·a bunch of crazy Happy 2c5ih"'B1rtheay,Bruce! (So it's a few 
girls!) Room 91 was just a baahgin- · clays earlyf-~) Hope you have a great day! . 
there ~in't no Jahhgon!! You guys_, it's . 
absolutely urgent that I find out Kevin's L..:,o_v_e-'y:..,a_._-_. _T_r_a_c..:,y __ -'----------
surname ... think we'll ever hear from our Vote Fauske / Landrigan for Student Body 
Columbian men again? I must admit-that I Presidem and Vice President. April 3 & 4. 
am proud of receiving the / Scoop award 
(Even after Glenn 2, yuckie-poo!) Do you . 65 Pony is getting hungry for three ice-
think most of the island hastonsilit.isyet?I · · c_re_a_m_s_. u_n_. _d_ae_s_1 ________ _ 
can 't wait to receive the pornos from Bobby, those boots were made for walkin 
Colin-ooh la la 1 Suey, "I miss you, I love and that's just what they'll do and one of 
you!" Turkey snadwiches, anyone? Even these days those boots are going to walk 
after my little present at Horshoe BAy on to Dunkin Donuts with You! · 
Wednesday . 1 · .was still _ the .• happie?t - Efecome -enlightened! ·_on Wedneday and ~. 
Camper! Thanks for all the great times 
you guys (i e Rum runners, Disco 40_ Thursday, April 4 and 5, the Student 
cocktail parites with the Columbia soccer _Handicapped Organization is holding 2 
team, the booze Cruise, etc) Love from days of Handicap Awareness. Blindfold & 
the happiest camper in Bermuda, XOXO Wheelchair tours or campus will be 
lea ving the MUB every hour from 10-3.on 
Bedroom . eyes: good luck tomorrow I I ·both days, films will be shown in the MUB 
hope this is the beginning of a successful, on Wed. evening from 7-9 and on Thurs at 
exciting season ... but keep in mind that no 7;30 in -the Fieldhouse a wheelchair 
matter how you do, I wil still be mad with basketball game featuring the UNH_ 
lus.t for your bones! Oh, by the way, I jsut Wildcats and Stainless Steelers will· 
inherited a liquor store. When can we highli·ght this 2-day event'. 
celebrate? All yours in a BIG way, chicken 
· lips. 
Jim, so you feel you need a little turmoil in - · 
your life this semeseter, Wefl ttien let's 
· get together - y6u know what a trip I can· 
be. I didn't really have time to write out a 
profound personal so yqu'II hvae to suffer 
throught this one, Gee you're wonderful 
- Can ibe.You / LUV YA, Gorgeous 
CHRIS FAUSKE AND DAN LANDRIGAN: 
The only re.al choice 
We have the- lowest Airfares to Europe 
@nd Across America! For Free color 
Borchure, Write To: Carppus Travel-box 
11387 St. Louis, Mo. 63105 
.I. 
I SUMMER JOB 
Cape Cod, Martha's Vineyard, and 
Nantucket have thousands of good 
paying jobs available to students 
and teachers this sumi'ler. 
A Directory listing thesf! jobs by 
employer also has housing info 
arid job appl ication forms . 
For an immediate copy of tt)e 
1984 Directory, send $3.00. 
(includes 1st, Class Postage and 
handling) to: · 
CAPE COD SUMMER JOB BUREAU . 
Kame and RJ, have a balll Chickie 
To those two wild and crazy UNH Broads 
(yes, · you) Hope you had a super time on 
your trip. How abo·ut we all get -together 
and you can show us you tan lirws!! The 
next semi-honorable ,or whatever, 
weekend is on us in boston. 24 hr party of 
course. See you soon. love ya, Brian and 
Jim 
DEAR MILLIE, I saw you this past 
weekend at that great BEACH party on 
Young Drive. I was watching you all night 
trying to make eye contact but you never 
looked my way. I wanted to let you know 
how sexy you looked in that bikrni of 
yours. I thought I was going to go blind 
staring so much. Well maybe I'll see you 
at the next Young Drive Bash, or m-aybe 
downtown, wherever it is; promise me 






At Douer lee Arena 
Intramural Type Check 
_League 
Wednesday Night Games 
-:-: ' , :" ~-- .. ~ .,;, -~ '~~-~--;;,: 
Ca 11 Dover Arena 
for Information 
at 742-5463 
FOUR TEAM LEAGUE 
Individual and G~oup 
Registrations 
6:50 pm & 8:00 pm games 
. Apr4 Apr 18 -
Apr 11 Apr 25 
Stick Practice Mon-Fri, 11 :30-1 pm 
Ice Rentals Available _.:._ Call 742-5463 · 
. . 
---------JORDAN--------
personable and accessible to 
people ... That's the whole 
meaning of democracy." 
Jordan has come to know the 
character of the American 
people by traveling around the 
U.S.A . . giving speeches and 
poetry readings. An example of . 
her schedule · brings her·: to 
California this Friday after 
leaving UN H theri to Alabama 
that following Monday. 
In . between she will be at 
SUNY teaching courses in 
contemporary women's poetry 
and remedial writing (for those 
who are learning· English as a· 
. second language). Most of the 
students in her writing class are 
< continued from page 3) · 
Asian. Jordan said she finds it the lyrics. The work is about 
very moving that they can't nuclear destruction Jordan 
express themselves well simply said, and all the violence 
because pf a language barrier. threatening our lives. 
ldeall)1, Jordan said she Jordan said . she sees herself 
would like to take a leave of as a privileged, powerful 
absence from teaching in order person and feels hopeful that 
to travel more. ... people will be able to end world 
"Seeing the country is my · destruction. To hold this happy 
lifeblood," Jordan said lighting energy in check she medita~es: 
a ci-garette, ••1t feeds me and not giving much thought to 
keeps me going." · - people who might oppose her 
Back in New York Jordan writings. 
also works with musician and •·Enemies?", , Jordan asks 
composer Adrian Torf. They . laughing, "'People probably 
· are writing a political rock think I 'in incorrigibly radical 
opera titled "Bang Bang Uber and I am. All it m~ans. to me is 
Alles':. While To,rf works on I'm not playing." 
the keyboards · Jordan writes 
------KARI-VAN-----
< continued frorn page 1) 
[ 
Commission that · examined 
· other ·bus svstems -similar to 
<;OAST tha~t had fare boxes, 
UN H decided to go ahe<1d with 
cash fares, Puffer said. 
"'Thev found no evidence 
that fare boxes would increase 
incidents o(assault." he said. 
The Kari-Van has 78 drivers , 
- 75 of which are students who 
drive 10 to 12 hours a week, 
Forbes said. "_They are the . · 
backbone of the system." she 
said. 
Although - Forbes said she 
didn't think cash fares would 
have much affect on university 
riders, it should increase 
ridership from non-university 
- people . 
"Part of the problem ( with 
ridership) is the fact people; 
ha-ve to buy a ticket first," she 
said. Many of these people do 
not know where ticket offices 
are iocated, Forbes .said. 
· Forbes al~o said the owner .of 
Watson Transportation~ a · 
member of COAST; .told het. 
cash fares · would facilitate ·' 
transfers between Kari-Van 
busses and Watson -busses. 
-Kari-Van officials a-re now 
deciding how they will be· 
handling the boxes. Forbes 
said. · 
' "An~' operation that deals in 
ca s h , m u st ha v e c e.r t a i n 
procedures," Forbes said. "We 
must abide by the procedures · 
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v:::::~t~h 4 Coordinators 
1 Business 
...,.::- ··-<::.:> Manager 
Co~pensated Positions 
·Great Prac'tical Experience 
Pick up application in MUB Rm 12~A 
Deadline: April 3, 1984 
April 5 
Days ~t the University 
of New Hampshire 
April 4 & 5, 1984 
UNH Wildcats vs. Granite -State Stainless 
Steelers in wheelchair basketball action: . 
University of New Hampshire ~ieldhouse at 
7:30 p.m. 2$ donation. 
April 4 & 5 
Wheelchair tours of the University of New 
Hampshire 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. Leaving on the 
hour · from the Strafford Room of the 
Memorial Union Building (University <?f New 
Hamp~hire, Durham). Fr_ee of charge. 
Exhibits of modified equipment and vehicles 
in the Strafford Room of the Memorial Union 
Building (UNH). Free of charge. 
April 4-
Films will be presented in the Memoria.I Union . 
Building at th_e University of New Hampsh-ire 
fro~ ·7 p.m. to 9 p.m. F ree of charge. 
1J:4;E, NEW HAIV}-R$HIRE FRIDAY, MARCH 30, .1984 
I 
--a-- ------ -"·"· -·• ··• ... •· - --Y·ALE------ NAv lONAL RECREATI_ON SPORTS WEEK n:'·"~-1'-' 
Apri! 17 in the Hillsboro R~om of the Memorial-U n.iJ n Buildi~g: 4;30, p;0m. ;_ "Nutrition 
and the Runner~· will be a highly informative session conducted by Dr. Sam Smith, UN H .s· 
professor of Biochemistry and Animal Sciences .. Dr. Smith is up on the latrst res~arch in 
( continued from page 28) 
pract~ce. · We w_restle against 
each other in practice and we 
battle as if we were enemies." 
To be ·a wi·estler, a person 
must possess discipline and be 
an.athlete. To win at wrestling, 
a person ·much combine these 
with the ability to rise above the 
competition no matter what the 
circumstance. 
"'Usually by t-he middle of the . 
season I start to get grumpy 
and tired from always losing 
weight right before a match," 
said Yale as he finished off 
another bag of Doritos. 
"'YOU know, its weird that mv 
wrestling career i5 over. l~;'s 
such an intense sport. During 
the season you have to be so 
dedicated. The coach has a 
saying, •you only get out what 
you put in' and he's so right_" 
said Yale. 
Coach Urquhart said, ''He's 
put a lot into wrestling. I'd love 
to have a couple more like him. -
Dave (Yale) got better every 
year and it paid off." 
Dave ·"Bulldog" Yale, ex-
·wr~stler; has a new hobby. "My 
new hobby is eating. It's ,nice, 
I've been O.D. 'ing on food. I 
gained ten pound in a day and 
one-half after my last match," 
said Yale as he eyed another 
candy bar. 'Tm kind ofrelieved 
that ·it's finally over a _nd I can 
start to · live like a normal 
person. Wrestling teaches you 
w be: clbdpli 11c:d. I · know I'll 
benefit from that for the rest of 
my life." 
nutrition. · · · · '·' · · 
April 17 in the Senate Room of the Memorial Union Building: 7:00 p.m.: - "When Your 
Feet Hit the Street" or how to begin a running program. This session wil be conducted by UN H 
head track c;oach Jim Boulanger and Peter Stypes of Nike Shoe lncorported. 
April 17 in Merrimack Room of the Memo~ial U~i~n Buildi~-g: foo p.m. -,-- -~common 
Running Injuries and How to '· Prevent Them" will appeal to any level runner. UNH head 
trainer _Scott Biror:i will present this session. Biron is also.a me_mber of the U.S. Olympic Drug 
Educat10n Committee . . · · · - . 
•· 
April 18 in the Sullivan Room of the Memorial Union Building: 4:30-6:00 P:m. - "The 
Other Half: Mental Skills Training in' Sports" wifl bt:t conducted -by Peter. Greider, a· 
_ competetive tennis ·player for 15 years. Greider has taught mental skills training classes and will 
cover various techniques used by amateur and Olympic athletes . 
April 18 i~ the Hillsbor:o Room of the Memorial Union Building: .4:30-~:30 .m. - "Women 
on the Run" will be conducted by UNH head women's coach Nancy Krueger. Topics covered 
will be. total fitness. training cycles, racing strategy and physiologicar: a-nd _ psychological 
considerations for women. · ·- ·. · · 
April 18 in Lundholm Gymnasium in the Field ·House: 7:00 p.m. _:__ "Bill Rodgers on 
Running" 
-------BASEBALL-----------




Corinne Gubs . of the University of New Hampshire 
worne,n 's,J?asketbaJ.l team has been named to the Kodak All-
Qi st r·i·& ~ bnn"fo-r t fitY~N-ew Eng I and District. , 
· Gulas is the second UNH player to be named to the All-
, District Team. The tither was Theresa Redmond, a 1983 
graduate. · 
HINES WINNER 
Junior goalie Br:u.ce Gillies of the UN H men's hockey team 
has been· named the Paul ·Hines Award winner, given to the 
Most Improved Pl~yer in New England. . _ 
Gillie.s ·0 and . forward Dan Potter were the two UN H 
representatives on the A ll-New England squad, while Gillies 
and Brian Byrnes were nan:i~i:J to the All-EC AC se~ond team. · 
DRAGO NETTI COMMITS 
George Dragonetti has made a verbal commitment to 
attend th~ University of New Hampsryire and play basketball 
for the Wildcats next season. He is the third player to commit 
to UN H. 
The 6-6, 200 pound D ragonetti , 1ed West Morris Mendham 
High School to a 25-3 record fast season, averaging 20-points 
and 11 rebounds a game. He jo-ins 6-7 forward David 
Marshall of Fitchburg, Mass. and 6-3 guard Marshall Tait of 
Jersey City, New Jersey, who played at Topsfield (Mass.) 
High School. 
UNH 1984 S P RIN G TRACK SCH E DULE 
April 
7 at Springfield College 
14 at Maine 
19_-21 at Boston College Relays 
26-28 at Penn Relays ( P hiladelphia, P A) 
29 at Dartmouth Invita tional (Hanover. N H ) 
l•4av · · 
5 at Eastern -Championshi ps (New Britain , CT) · 
12-13 at New Engla nd C ha mpionships ( Ha nover, NH ) 
19-20 at IC AAAA Championshi ps ( Ph ilad elphia, PA) 
28-29 at N C AA _C hampions hi ps (E ugene, Oregon) · 
He~d Coach: J a mes A . Boula nger 
Ass istant Coac h: George Liset 
backed by freshmen Paul 
Profel)no and John Foss-. 
, The second base position will 
be held byjunior Stan Jurkoic, 
who had a team leading 21 
RBIs. Providing depth here 
will be Tom Ferrin arid Steve 
Dessort. 
Captain Walt Pohle has a 
lock on the shortstop position. 
Pohle hit .371 last season and is-
a superb fielder. Scott Negrucci 
will be used as a back-up. 
The team's leading hitter.Bill 
Peach ( .385) is stationed at 
third. Peach banged · out a 
' school record of 12 doubles, led 
the team in hits with 35 and 
runs with 29: His back-.up is 
promising Tom Murphy. 
The outfield has good 
potent~l_and"it showed with its 
. (continued ·rrom page 28) 
good showing in the are the bac_k~ups: 
tournament. In leftfield it wrn ' This-_ year's staff has great_ 
· be either Bob Soucy . o·r Bob balance of,. expehenc_e and\ 
Schuler. Soucy had six RBIs promise; The experience of, 
"in the tournament. · Rew·ucki' ., senior§, -s:Dave Scharf and -
had a great · tournament and Leac-h. Botha re very solid. Thl 
Mike Shriner batted .318 and · potent-iat ·gfoatness is in Jon -
knocked in six run~. Shriner Gilbe'-rt . .., S,.outhpaw Ja ·y:~ 
didn't strikeout . at all last Wickham, who was the 
season. The back-ups will be mainstay of the -bullpen last · 
sophomore Rich Thompson season, will see more starting 
and freshman Steve Larkin. duty this year. Salsman and . 
The catching chores will be McCarthy add depth to this . 
handled by seniors Bob staff. , Freshm"!-n -Craig 
Connor and Jim Masteralexis. Dikeman and Doug Bergstein 
Connor's fine "southern" trip should be able to fill-:in. 
indicates he didn't lose Coach Connor's team will 
anythingfrom'afineseasonlast start their New England 
. year. Masteralexis . batted .296 schedule April I at Providence 
last season and · will ·see more College. The first home game is 
action this· year. Freshmen April 7 against Rhode Island. 
Peter Corneilier and Russ Flint _ · 
The UNH men's track team in action. The spring team will open their season with~ dual meet April , 
7 at Springfield College.( Carolyn Blackmar file photo) · · 
(7" 
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Yale-the tWo-time New England champion 
By Aaron Ferraris 
One of UNH's finest 
competitors finished his career 
March 8 in the NCAA 
Wrestling T ourname_nt - at 
Rutherford, N.J. Senior co-
captain Dave "Bulldog'' Yale, 
two-time New England 
champion at the 158 pound 
~eight class, finished the 1984 
season with a 31-6-2 record in 
lead_ing _ the Wildcats to a 
second place finish in ihe New 
Englands. Yale finished his 
career holding the most career 
victories with 84 wins. · 
Respected both on and off 
· the wrestling mat by friend and 
foe, Yale tooks and acts like he 
attends the school of his name. 
Wrestlers conjure up the image 
of savage brutes. Yale is too 
c0nservative and modest to 
resemble anything other than a 
gentleman. 
Yale attributes his success to 
keeping his pTioritie~ straight. 
·'Wrestling is such a demanding 
sport, for the body and the 
mind, especially-the .body," said 
Yale as he gobbled down a. 
candy bar. · 
Making weight is a term that 
every wrestler is .familiar with. 
There are IO weight classes and 
to qualify for a weight class, a 
wrestler must weigh . no more 
than that weight. Yale's normal 
body weight is 175 pounds. 
During the · season, he must 
weigh in at either the 167 pound 
weight class or the 158 pound 
weight class. For anyone who 
has ever bP,en on a weight-loss 
diet, you know how .taxing it 
_ can be on the body. 
"Dave (Yale) is so dedicated 
to the sport,·~ said his coach, 
Jim Urquha·rt. "He is always in 
shape, whether it's during the 
season or not. Wrestling is an 
:--ndurance sport. You can't 
booze it up or be out carousing 
all the time. Dave (Yale) was 
Dave Yale won the 158-lb class to capture his second -straight New England title. He led the Wildcats to a second place finish 
there.(Wayne 0. Makecknie file photo) · 
willing -and able to make the 
sacrifice and it paid off (as two 
time New England champ)." 
An excellent student-athlete, 
Yale combines the most of his · 
abilities with a desire to do the 
best he can in whatever he does. 
His fellow teammates can attest 
to that. Fellow senior co-
captain-Gi:eg Ludes said, "He is· 
genuinely ready to help people·. 
Whether it's a teammate with a 
problem or a friend in need, he 
is willing to help. But,_ just 
because he's your friend doesn't 
-mean he 'II let up on you in 
YALE, page 27 . 
1Basehall ready for 
New England foes 
By Steve Garabedian 
This yea.r's UNH baseball , 
season looks to be very 
promising. With the loss. of 
only one player from last year's 
starting .ei·ght, the 'Cats are 
more experienced -as -well as 
deeper. UNH ad9ed depth to 
an already solid pitcing staff 
that shows favorable signs. All 
of this potential was evident 
with the recent success. in the 
Sanford Baseball _Tournament 
at Sanford, Florida. · -
UNH sported a 6-2 record in 
the tournament. ~ophomQre 
Jon Gilbert keyed the pitching. 
He won all three . of his 
decisions along with 25 
strikeouts in 17 innings and a 
--·remarkable 1.42 ERA. Dennis 
McCarthy (a transfer), Dan 
Leach and Steve Salsman each 
were creditied with a_ victory. 
The offense was supplied by 
Steve Rewocki and Bob 
Connor, _ Rewuc-ki batted a 
stinging .462 with six runs 
batted in. Connor showed his 
pati_ence · at the plate with his 
· seven bases on balls to go along 
with his .4 I 2 batting average. 
The baseball team in action last season. The Wildcats~ after capturing the Sanford Baseball Tourney with a 6-2 record, are 
sched1:1led to begin New England competition Sunday at Providence.(Jim Millard file photo) 
This year's starting eight is 
very strong . At first bas_e there 
is the vacancy left b:{sernor Jeff 
Stohrer but Scott Chils.on 
(.306) should fill in nicely. He is 
BASEBALL. page 27 
SENATE OVERTHROW 
FA I LS Se~ story, page 3 
PARKING PROBLEMS 
SOLVED, .NO MO.RE 
C H f PM U N I( S See story, page 3 
Vol. 69 #:i FRIDAY, APRIL 1, 1984 ~ 
INNOVATIVE 
· SUB.COMPACT DORM-
_DESI.GN TO ALLEVIATE 
·· HOUSING ·CRUNCH 
See story, page 3 
SUBWAY SYSTEM TO--
BE INSTALLED AT UNH 
See story, page 3 
WEATHER 
Not so hot 
(Details, page 2) 
Paid for by'! 
SEARCH COMMITTEE FREAKS OUT , 
' 
. 
HOWIE' IS PRESIDEIT 
I 
Howie was recently ele~ted 'UNH president. (Generic photo) 
By J. Gum Bee 
After months of interviewing candidates for the 
office of UN H president. the search has finally 
come to an end. Committee chairman Jordan 
Marsh announced that Howie Peas~ had been 
unanimously elected by the search committee. 
""We interviewed hundreds ofapplicants butthe 
perfect candi_date was right under our nose all 
along:· Marsh said. ""His credential_s are 
impeccable, he's a fantastic speaker. and he's a 
real snappy dresser. · What more could you ask 
for... -
Howard Pease, of undetermined age. a multi-
millionaire and chairman of Howie Industries, 
holds- a Masters degree in Gynecology from 
Oxford University and a Ph.d in social relations 
from Stanford University. 
Howie began his illustrious career in 1968 when 
he joined the Nixon administration where he 
became a close aide to Henry Kissenger and is 
credited with bringing· about the end . of the 
Vietnam -war. He is also considered a major 
contributor to the · negotiations of_ the SALT 
treaty. _ 
·• Brernev·s wife just loved Howie," K issenger 
sa-id. ""We never could have done it without him ... · 
Howie went on to start Howie Industries. the 
largest producer of thumbtacks in the world. 
Re~d on, HOWIE, page 3 : 
HENRY iHE HORSE WINS PRESTIGIOUS 
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Smoke .that cigarette to sa1)e your country 
1984 marks the twentieth 
anniversarv or the m_ost 
infamous~ Communistic 
proclomation issued by U nclc 
Sam in an otherwise glo1'ious 
200 y~ar history. I am rcf'cring, 
of cburse, to the "U .S. 
Government Report" which 
states '' Warning: The Surgeon 
General Has Determined That 
Cigarette Sm-oking is 
Dangerous to Your Health." 
Now ; as an,· . rcd-hloodcd 
American kn~ows, cigarette 
smoking is good not only for 
vou hut for vour countrv. Let 
~s examin~ this so-called 
"warning". 
A statisric: out of a U.S. 
population of 240 mtlhon 
citizens, 40 million of us smoke. 
That is over sixteen percent --· 
a - sizeable minority . And 
friends, 40 niillion ~of · vour 
compatriots can't a II he· w,:ong. 
And whether or not 
cigarettes ca USC cancer. the 
smoker can't lose. Note that I 
say "whethei· or not." Because it 
Oh no, n . 
another 
By Moron Shmoe Neil 
Standing amongst th 
cookies · at the UNM .--: 
Gordie Haaland announ 
candidacv for Student 
Presidc~t S~1turda v. 
has neYer hccn conlusivclv . 
proven that smoking cau~e~-; 
cancer. Bclicn~ it or not, this is 
the truth - · a fact that the 
persccuteq ciga rcttc corp.ora-
tions have been telling the Sta~e 
for man, \Cars. Of course, 
there is r~1tl{cr strong evidence 
to support the abo~1c theory, 
but forget about all that -· 
we're d~aling in reality . here, 
not mere frivolous probability , 
And if b'. some wild stretch 
of the imaginati~n,wc w~re . 
,.c;tg 
·a ·· N< 
;:ihccr rcscarch~i' 
iscover a cure f< · 
,within ten ve,:trs;:· 
probl~nr Yo ·· 
cancer. Yo, 
problem ;, , 
But<<wl 
asks, i(~· 
afraid - nay. we arc proud --
to die for our country. God 
Bless America! 
And let\ talk about the 
· mental wcll - hc in!.!. uf the 
smoker·. N9w -tak; it · from 
so·meone w;ho knows' throw.1h 
c.\pericnce - a cigarette cal~1s 
'CHI. It relaxes ,o't1, lreein!..! the 
rnind from the ·da, \ conf~sing 
snarl or acti, ity. in J~"tcL si nc~ 
go bankrupt. The government 
would th us lose even more 
taxes . The employees of these 
companies would suddenh' 
find themselves without a job, · 
and the~- . \\ ()LI Id all go. on 
welfare . And who shells out the 
cash to pay (or those lou~y • 
hums on relief'? }°uu do. my 
fellow ta.\.payer! Then. you 
woi.ild hme less monev to 
spend on consumer goods (and, 
I might add. to support your 
.• ').\Cd- ram i I~-). Ma 11) 
g enterprises would be -
to close for lack ·of 
A vicious circle 
The economy slides! 
! ! Recession!! 
_! ! The govcrnincm 
~n less . We must 
ndi.ng on social 
o . care for · the 
C hungr~. and 
' 'nc ra tcs. F rec 
the · basis or 
It should now he clear to all 
what is happening 111 fhis 
countl"·. The American \\,I\ or 
life is~hein!..! undermined · b, 
millions or K rcml in -ordt ni1e~l 
pinkc; non-smokers \\ h7)se ()ne 
fanatica l (Ybs ,: ssion ts th e 
destruction ol those idea ls ,,e 
nc)W hol_d so dc,1r. Onl, ,,e. the 
kw IO~'al Americans,· and the 
noble, helea!.!Url'd ci!.!,trette 
corpor~1tion. ~s tand h:'t \\ een 
freedom· and the on -. bud1l of 
the communist hoardes . ~ 
So s mo k c , m, I e 11 ow 
Americans. Smoke. ~rnd smoke 
some more . Sn1oke so th~tt out· 
sacred means ol e.\istcnce is 
preserved !"or our chi Id i-cn. ·anti 
their· childre n, HnJ their· .... ond 
theirs. Vote for the impeach-
ment or the Surgeon General, 
the blatant too-I c~· ~c:cr Square-. 
· Buy your - cigarettes by the 
carton, and remember to 
-always :~eep a sizeable 1:cscrvc 
in case, God forbid , there 
should be a tobacco shortage. · 
Teach · ,·our ·kids to sn1e~kc 
before y·ou teach them to walk 
let\ keep our priorities 
· straight. And keep an eye on 
that non-smoking neighbor or 
\ours. Rtn~embe~ -' l~osetalk 
can cost lives. and MoscO\\ has 
ca rs everywhere. -
Gordie's running mat president, , owed that the li!..!ht 
Evvy Handlcrdi'dn'tjo for· school p-ra)er \\otild h~ a 
the announcement as major part of hi j,; campaign 
preoccupied at · a ·· ·r platform.• ,:,. .· .1 - _'; , • · 
party. " I: personal I) .. win.lid like to 
Goi·die chose the cclw barns Gordie proposes eliminating han' Ho wland lead in Gimpt1s-
to deliver his speech because \ the MU_B. This would remove ,s if . BLit what if tiona am .ide prnyer during th e lunch 
"it's ,1 special place I never got student organizations rrom oneisn'tpla·gucd by stress? And spoken 'lour. instead or ha,i'n!..! those 
to sec as interim president," he - campus. what if one t.ruly doesn't rind schools. damne~l hells rin!..!in!..! Lin n1' . 
said rcflectivel v. "I· could ·~we can build a parking lot pleasure in smoking, incompre- _ The amendment rntc wa\56 cars." h rnclri~-rah ~ai<1: · · 
alwavs smell the.manure if the in place of the MUB," Gordie hensihlc as this ma v sceri1? ' · to 44 - I I short ol the rec..1uii·cd Ra;n~ond Quirk, president 
winl blew strongly enough boomed in his Lisual pleasant Whv, then ; s·h~rnld one-'smokc'! tbrcc-qua .. rters majority needed for S\udents .And Teachers for 
around T-Hall. " manner. "That ougbt to silence I'll tell you why. Because you're klr p,tssage"in the Repuhlica_n- I nstit utionali1ed Re·li!.!ious 
To an audience of five those Newmarket Granolas." a citizen of the greatest country controlled Se-natc .. · · Education (SATIRE) sai~l this 
Heifers and P-School student · Gordie s.trcsscd he has no. -that the lord God deemed fit to Jamie Rocker. student hodv ,otc in the US Senate onh 
Wheatie Joe Grain~pu.d, n~gative · lcclings towards place on the surface of" this rn~sidC"nL who has lohh ie~i p rmed that '.'t)ur cou,,tr\ (-; 
Gordie delivered a .platform he Granolas even though he was planet. Because non-snrnkcrs · intensely l'or an o rganiicd being led by: rabid. athe.istic 
built in a UNH woodworking hit in the head bya Hackeysack contribute to the demise of s'choc)I ·prayer. said sLhe felt Con.1munists.·· 
class. ball the other day. democracy. StilL not convinc- disillusioned. Albei"t Snlioker a ; U l\ H 
Gordiesaidhctooktheclass "I don't knowwhv students : ed'!Rcad on. "We muSt hrihg Ciod hack f-ri..'shman. ::: said. he' \\as 
be Ca LIS C .he W a 11 t e d t O waste their time kicking around The lJ .S . government takes i·nto th C picture ol our ca;mpus concerned w'i(;h the cnth i1siasn~ 
· h 1· · d a tenn1·s_·-s:1·z·.ed hall w,.th the1·r 1·11 2.4 b1·111·c)n dollc·11·s ·111 tc·t."es· life. A school pr,·1.~_,,.,. w•_ ,()ttld. I· · · · experience t c rustratrnns an . •" . " t 11s issue pro~oked. 
stresses of being a · UNH knees," Gordie said. from cigarette corporations have been a . great start in 'i Whc1 kndws, the', mi!..!ht 
student. · Student should spend their each year. · Now, imagine for a ridding our Universit, -or it's stah _enforcing parieta.l n~lcs 
· "Now understand why time forming a new newspaper moment, . terrifying as the moral tcrpitude ," Rocker said . again," Snooker said . 
evervone drinks," Gordie said. according · to Gordie . "to prospect may be, that these ln-te1·in~ · President Gorgon New Hampshil'e State 
O~e of Gordie\ goals as replace the current sophomoric corporations went · out of Howland has, in the p~1st, -Scnator ·Gordon Harrumphrcy 
Student Bodv P.rcsi·dcnt w·ould trash being put out now." He bµsiness .tomorrow . what stated a "need to sweep out the was the onh one or twelve New 
be to freq~1ent Nick\ and even is offering to provide would happen'! · nests or vipers infesting the England senators to \Ote for 
Catnip -to interact _wirh money for - the project from Well, rirst of all, th.e moral lives of our students." tbe school prayer amendment. 
students. He feels as interim UN H financial aid funds. government would lose that 2.4 ·~It would be an honor for me "I <fon 't understand what 
president he hasn't had the real "We don't need financial billion faster than vou can sa,, to join with the · Board - or we11t \\rong. We \H.'1:e doing so 
UNH experience. aid," Gordie said . . "With the ··Marlboro Ma~.'~ And th~ Trutccs in writing an official well (w ith the ,ote). on Lthe 
"May he I 'I I- u nd crs ta nd outlandish iu1t1on increases support companies - the school prayer," H~n\l~rnd said. l'loor: c, q-1 the Onion lnu/o· 
UNH better after I have a few studentswon'theablctoallord tobacco farms and the Dan Landrigrab, ca11didate supported us." Harrumph1-c, 
school anyway." packaging companies - - wc)u]d for student hod:, vice - said. · 
SNOOZE BRIEFS· 
Everyone Leaves Beiru_t 
The last remaining · people in Beirut, Lebanon 
who were not part of the multi-nationa-1 peace-
keeping force left the war-torn city today in a 
desperate attempt at bringing peace to the city. 
Lebanese President Gremeyhcl and opposition 
~iliti? l_ca.d~~s- hope that once the city is empty, 
negot1at1ons for a perfiianent cease-fi're may _begin. 
Hai:~. ~-~~~s A pologf 
Democratic Presidential Candidate Senator 
Gery Hart _made a formal apologv to deniocra.ti_~ 
vc~ters this ~eek, saying that he ha,d changed his plan to the nation yesterday at a press conference in 
mmd on the issue, and that he really did not want to t_he Oval Room at the White Ho1.1se, .but reportedly 
run for US president. The senator from Colorado lorgot what he was to talk about. . 
has . (al~en- un_d~r fire recently from expressing ,'} 
confltct1~g op1111ons on several issues, but many 
experts feel that this change of mind should not 
greatly affect Hart's primary Ghanccs. · 
Reagan Proposes , 
Senility Insurance · 
President Ronald Reagan proposed a bill to 
Congress earlier this week, thatif approved, would 
provide social . security .. be.ncfik_ for .. persons 
suf~·ering from senility -~ss~ciat~·d·w:ith ·old age. T~e 
mam components of the bill state that employers, 
including the federal govenmcnt, rnust continue to 
employ worker~ for four years after senility sets in, 
and __ m_ust continue to pay the employees their 
regular wages. The president intended to revcai this 
New Se.arch Committee 
• l . 
· ~.-Formed 
A new; tSCa rch committee has been formed to 
· search Jot , .a _ new UN H President Search 
Commit tee . 
See ing as the.weather is always opposite from what 
I report it to be, I am not going to tell you how it 
·\\.,on 't be today. Please note· that I use reports from 
the National Wcather·Service, sodon't blame me if 
your picnic is ruined. 
----------HO,WIE-----------
Ho\\ ie was reluctant to 
· accept the pc)sitio,i <)f l! NH 
President hut fin,tll\ au1Tcd 
. a!'tcr · the committcc-_mct his 
clem,1 nds. . 
"I wanted a nicely appointed 
office and a nicely appointed 
sc_crctary." H owic said. 
Marsh also named the long 
list of candidates who were 
turned down. 
John Irving, well known 
author and alumnus jof UNH 
was offered the job bce:iuse of 
his close tics with the 
Univcrsit\·. His offer 'A·as later · 
revoked because he \Vanted to 
cha ·nge the name or The New 
England Center to The Hotel 
New Hampshire . . 
As a surprise choice. Student 
Body President. Gumie Socks. 
was unanimousl:,i· selected b) Student Senators laugh at Jamie Sock's proposal to be dictator of the committee as a candidate . 
the senate. (Spot Lung photo) 
Senate thwarts Sock attempt 
By Keester Devo 
"U ngrntcful" is how Student 
Bod\ President Garnie Sock 
desc~·ibed the Student Senate\ 
ddcat last night ot"" her pr<)posal 
to assume sole control or all -
student ornanizations. 
The dictatorship Sock 
proposed last week called for 
the restrict ion or "absolute 
· power o\er the po-licies - a.nd 
actions or ffll Universitv -
1-cco!!ni1ed student ornan i1~1 -
tion;" t·o the office sh,(recl b, 
hcrsc ll and Student Bodv Vicc-
PrL'sident Bo\ Skinncrd~-;oh. 
The maio~·it\ or senators 
app lauded. Sock\ emotional 
speech last \\eek descri_hing the 
proposal as ' her "dut~. ·· to her 
"people". Howe-\er. subs<>· _ 
LJUcnt prote~ts and picketing or 
the Senate office h'.' students 
and trusiees weaken~d senator 
support. 
"If she gets all the power. 
what . meaning will my · lik 
have?" whined Trustee Stuart 
Shanes. "'It\ had enou!.!h that 
the preppy clothes m,~rkct is 
d~ ing." 
Sock st<Hmed out or the 
senate room after the 46 t<) 24 
vote. slammin!.! the door 
heh ind · her. hut student 
on2.anin1tion members were 
ec~tatic <111d tore down a large 
poster · strung actoss - the 
podium \\ hich read "Sock 
R ulcs ... · 
"(i,1mic and I just wantf ci--to 
sh a re Ou r e ., .pert is e \,\ it h 
students. hut if that\ the way 
A new dorm: . 
What else is -new? 
- By N~ggie McCiown dormitory called Bischoff Hall. 
Students. an!.!n at the Senior-ScymourSquashcort 
quality of lik in lh(H residc.nt . said the hall v.·,ts named "not.in 
halls. have huilt their o\,n . honor oL hut fur UNH\ 




By Meswell Heavens 
A subwav svstem, connect-
ing ap of th~ U ~iversity System 
or New Hampshire campuses 
will· be inst-ailed this summer, 
according to USN H Secretan• 
Art Grant. -
Approximate!, $400 
bi1illion in funds was.approved 
bv- the Finance and Bud!.!et 
c<)J11mittee of the USN H Bo.:~rd 
or Trustees _ in a March 28 -
meeting. allowing construction 
to commence in late May. 
f-<.Ht '. -live students both 
male ,;nd female have the 
pri\ ilcgc to use · the dorm 
hetween classes. Despite the 
dorm\ . ~-;i;c. qudents sa\ it is 
otherise more sa,iitan· and 
more de(.:orative than the usual 
UNH doi·matorics. 
"One room with plumbing 
that works is hctter than no 
room at alL" s.iid resident 
Kcvi n Ka riook. 
The hall has a capacity of 30 
people. At night. · the other 
students w'il_l sleep in the woods 
surrounding Bischoff Hall, 
since there isnT ~npugh room 
i n'.'-id c r,_,:· :i l~ 45 rcs1uents. 
C huck Door said "It\ a little 
C(h) l~r v. hen you ha\e to sleep 
ou t?d5.i hut 1\l _ rather camp 
ou r."' 1de around the ·bathroom 
wit l~ 45 reoplc than share one 
roo m in a hu_ild -up witli si.,." 
T he rusidtnts an.: cu,\rently 
the'. \\ant t,o he. lrnc." 
Sk(nncrdson said before 
foll<rnin!! Sock out the door. 
Stu<Jc ... nt Senator Tennis 
1-ettu~ini a supporter or the 
Dan la,-r1 Christine Zeebot 
ticket for Student Bod,. 
President and Vice-President. 
said he supported Sock's idea 
initially. hut voted against it 
because of "The wild look" in 
· Sock\ e\-CS vcsterda\. 
"I fi!!tired-out that'she mi!.!ht 
postp(~nc graduating if lier 
. proposal went through." 
1-ettucini said. "Then we'd ha\c 
to fund a revolt. .. 
There .has been cons id era hie 
contnncrs\. this \Car · over 
Sock\ attempts to ·Zontrol the 
sttidcnt newspaper\ -&liiorial . 
policy. censor Student Press 
publications-. and regul_i;ttc 
WUNH programmin!:h-
"This \\·asn't the ·first and I 
si1spcct · i"t isn't the las·t we've 
heard or G,imie\ Cci'ri,m·~;nist 
tendencies," said a grinnin!.! 
Naggie McClc;wn. editor-in'=-
chicf or The Neir Hampster. 
Asked what he thought 
ahOLit the decision. UNH 
Herald Editor- in-chief Gwan 
Hammon sai.d. "Oooh. I'm 
ps):c:hed!" 
"We wish to remind the 
Bclard that their approval is"not 
necessary when aw:1rding 
contracts . '' said (>au! 
Hollo\\a'.. chairman or the 
1-i na nee ·;111d Budget commit -
tee. 
tr) Ill " to work out a pla11 with 
the University in order to hire a 
janit o r and a person to put a 
comhination lock on the door i 
to Bischoff Hall. 
Committee members have 
been debating the merits of 
transport system since it was 
first propsed at a January 15 
( continued from page 1) 
"We thou!!ht she'd make an 
excellent ,pr;sident heca use or 
her . close · relationship with 
UN H students and members or 
the administration." said 
Marsh. 
Socks turned down the offer 
because_ she didn't want to liv'c 
in the president\ house which 
is a I-ClJUircment for the job. 
'Td love to take the joh. hut 
there just wasn't enough closet 
space.and the colors were just 
icky." Socks said. 
One _ candidate who has 
remained .nameless, was 
considered but was later turned 
down bccase she bore a striking 
resernhlanmcc. to lormcr UNH 
President, Eve!, n Handler. 
There wascl ~ rear hv the 
committee that poepel ·would 
thing Hand !er had never ldt. · 
"We were afraid pcciplc 
might have gotten th_c wrong 
idea and thought the : search 
co m in i t t e e w a s n · t d o i i1 g 
anything." Marsh said . 
New Hampshire governor, 
John Subaru was also 
considered tor the job. "We 
didn't think he'd make a good 
president, but we figured it 
would be a hell of a lot easier to 
pass our ' budget in Concord 
next year if the governor was 
also presi.dcnt or · the 
University." Marsh said. 
Subaru turned down the job 
bemuse the salary was too low. 
"I l a u g h t e d w h en t h e-
c om mitt ce told how much the 
job paid," Subaru said. "It\ 
about time the University 
stopped thinking about the 
qua lit) of their presidents ·and 
gave some thought to the 
s,1l:-1rie, th 1-'v p:,iv , " he ~;nid. · 
Prcside~tial Candidate 
Jesse Jackson was gi·ve~ . 
considerable consideration 
artcr his numerous visits to the 
campus. The committee was 
impressed with his well though 
Read on, HOWIE, page 7 
UNH to pave 
college woods 
· By Kinky Mold 
In a surprise announcement-
yestel'day. BonBon Haltosis 
told the University he planned 
to pave college woods to solve 
UN H \ parking problems. 
"This is the best possible ,vay 
to solve this pressing problem." 
Ha ltosis said. · 
The decision to -pave the 
woods, came after an earlier 
decision to require all students 
and faculty to flip their cars on 
their sides when parking was 
defeated in the academic 
senate. 
.Haltosis said the project 
could be done bv U nive,:sitv 
personnel and students to sav~ 
money . 
"Yeah. like this will give 
those little beavds in the 
forestry department a chance 
to play with their chainsaws 
again." he said. 
Haltosis said he also planned 
to purchase "more than I .000" 
basketball hoops and nets to be 
mounted in the lot for use bv 
the women\ basketball team." 
"That should make those 
equal righter types who say we 
don't spend an)' money on 
women\ athletics happy." he 
said-. 
The lot would be lined for 
compact cars. mid-sized 
American cars. and old heaps 
that just sit there all semester 
and do nothing. 
Clairol TickedofL head of 
residential life. said she was 
going to ask for a "good 
portion" of the lot to be marked , 
off into tent sized lots. 
"This should help with 
overcrowding and also provide 
a space for thcoutdoors types." 
she said. "Students will have 
the option of either parki.ng · 
their cars on their space or 
erecting· a tent on it and living 
. there." 
Read on, SliBWAY. page 7 
- Anothe r resident said. "The . 
one th\ ng we all liked ahout th:~c' 
U N H dorms W L' I e t h ose. ' 
combination locks. It\ a real 
_hassle when you're in a hurry 
and you can't find .your key." 
Two residents of Bischoff Hall, the new UNH outhouse. (Dim Mallard photo) 
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Ediotorial 
Nick's nixed 
Main Streel was chaotic this weekend, 
especially on Friday night. UN H students felt 
lost as they wandered ai~lcssly on Main Street 
aft~r discovering that theit" local watering hole. _ 
·Nick's. was closed. 
blasters, despite police efforts .to disperse the 
crowd. 
Cat Nip, The Franklin. and Tin Pal,icc. 1n 
. order to shcnv their respect for 1\ick\. 
· Nick\ was closed one week ago after hockey 
playe1; Stan Heeman was arrested for doing a 
sthptcase on a bar in the Paradise Loun!.!C. 
Heeman protested his arrest saying, "I \\~as 
really only doing a class act." 
Susie Cupcake. head super sister or MRS 
_sorority said "'It's just not fair that one person 
has to ruin it for the re-st of us. My Daddy 
bought me tons or clothes so I could go to 
Nick\ on the weekends. It\ a total hummer. 
totally." 
Members of the Nick's crowd arc 
ckkrmi _nod to i.:hn\\ thci,· dii.;~1rrroval of -the 
har\ closing .. They have agreed -to boycott all 
other Durham b~trs and restaurants. especially · 
There is a good side and a had sick to ~ti! of 
this. Unfortunately it is nearly impossible to 
leave Durham via Main Street \vhen the har is 
in operation. It is also hard on the cars to ha\·e 
to listen to the disco tunes"' hen going to cash a 
check at .Jodi\ . .Jodi even sa:,s he\ hecn · 
keeping hi•s door closed ·lately. 
llundrcd:-; of :,tudcnt:-; und frutcrnitv ulun1ni 
congregated in the middle or Main Street. in 
front of Nick's. chanting and dancing to ghetto 
Litter 
Jordan's 
T() the Fditor: 
I \\ot1ld like to s.r, tlwrc arc 
some strong prohknis \\ith thQ 
student nl'\\spapcr. I ama higstore 
O\\ ncr and so I kcl it is 111'. d ut, a-. 
a con1munit \ leader to ;ho,," m\ 
opinion on L~crtain paper policic;. 
First or all. I did not' like\\ here · 
~ ou placed n1~. ad in last Tucsda: \ 
edition. It was placed opposite thl· 
. lcature\ page. You. as editor. 
should be reminded th~:lt my 
c-loth1ng is• ·not chca ·p :or casual. I ·. 
kl·I the placement or the ad 
direct!~ opposite the kature\ page 
n1ade a statement that nw clothes 
\\L'rl' just lo\\ 4i1alit~. ~ · casual 
a ppa rl'l. 
Second I:,. 711£' i\'t'I\' /t(ll11/JSl£'1" is 
_alwa) s making fun of the Student 
Senate. Those\\ onderful peopte in 
the Student Senate arc . m, 
huddics. I \\ould nc:ver sdl an~ 
an.!, k sweater ,est~\\ itho111 tlwn{ 
I think your paper should either 
stop picking on t11c Senate or the 
entire editorial hoard (a'nd ·,.cs. 
that includes '-OU. Miss cditor--in-
chicl) should i·esig11 immediatl'ly. 
I am an important man in this 
commun-it\ \\ith a lot or mone\'. I 
just \\an'tc~r, ou tn kno\\ that. · 
· Nm,. stra[ghtei1 up or ship out. 
Jordan- Marsh. President ol Co. 
(not the lurn1turc store) 
Moonies 
To the Editor: 
I don't 'sec why everyone is so 
sore ah()Ut us. We give peopc a 
place to lin:. a philosophy to 
embrace and take them off 
, unemployment. The Rev Moon.is 
a nice guy. really. and I don't kn~nv 
why people dl)n't like him. Selling 
. flowers i_s a grca t way to ma kc a 
living.especially if yo_u're a liberal 
arts major looking for a _joh. The 
Unification Church. we're just not 
a job . .we're an adventure. 
Carrie Br~inwashed 
Drink up • 
To the Fditor: To the na1TO\\-rninded sports 
-I hate the alcohol polic: at editor: 
UN H. l\e been drinkinl! a case or We - a-re sc,crl: disappoinll'd · 
hccr e,cry Friday and~Saturda~ . despite Holl: (;ardncr\ lctll'r or 
nii!ht since I was a freshman in No,cmhcr 4. that ~.ou persist in 
hiQh school. Now. l\e left home refusing to uncr the sport orintcr-
an~d Mom and Dad hut LINH has collegiate horse slio\,s . 
decided to rcpl~tce good 'oil' Mom Wh, should , our readers ha\L' 
with the fat girl in Levi-\ ancl'arm~ to- rel~ on national puhlications 
boots who lives down the hall.Jkr < such .is Sports 1//ustrtlled artd the 
name\ something like !\re !\ye. .\jJorting 1Ve1D for the results_ ol 
Who would name their kid that these iniportant C\cnts; 
an,·wav'? Not on!) do .>ou neglect to print 
i ju;t ·go home t<) drink now. the _important stats (')r -these 
!\.A. Swiller matches. hut;- OU also dcrri,e: our 
Probably 1995 graduate rl·atkr or knm, in!.! th l· most 
important thing or all - the horse . 
To the Editor: 
\Ve haH· \l'l to Sl'l' one horse 
quotcd•_in; l;ur ·sport-. p.1gc (male 
or knw le). Mall\ oJ us ·\\ ould like . 
to kncf\\ \\hat it i"s that d;·iH·s those · 
four-lc~-gcd lettermen to compl'll' . · 
Mm \\C sU!.!!.!.est ·a fc\\ inll'rl·-.tin!.!. 
topres: Ho,~ ~do till·~ arrange thci~-
1 am writin!.! in 1-C!.!.ards to this practice timl· around thl· ri!.!.ornus 
Papcr\_[!l"OSS!;C_!.!.li.!.!e;ccorcl,cr_, · l'1'.·t, . I ) ~ _ - - J 1--. r · coll rsc .oad '. HO\\ d c1cs 
important sport. Wh;- isn't ,arsit~ their lkdication clkct their social 
thumh wrestling eo\cred'! M) son lire·! Arc these hlH'-e" . 011 
has been a member or this team for scholarships'! ( !\re there an-_ undn 
· three ,cars at UN Hand I know the the stall induccmrnts'!) Do ihl·, !.!Ct 
sport ·combines physical prowess. rrl'c rides·.> · ~ 
mental fitness. and endurance. We hope in the· future ~ ou will 
The team has succcsslull, beat all rectil: .this error · in sports 
the teams in its league. with all four · judgement. . 
teari1 members named to the All 
East Thumb Wrestling team. I will 
\\ithdraw '11Y alumni support to 
this . school if you don't start · 
co,cring this important sport. · · 
Bully Charles. '56 
Kc, in Baker 
-,··odd Bair 




However. t-he J,!ond Ntrt is· that the Nick\ 
crowq has left behind the Cat Nip and Tin 
Palace for the rest or us. 
Don't read or write 
for sports, features, 
. news or forum for 
W.e have _enc,ugh dumb_ pf?ople 
-breaking ~ypewrite-rs-
and ~riting strange 
stories down here. 
position anyway'? They must all 
want to take up resident in the 
MU B. meet with trustees. 
luncheon with Jacu!'ty etc ... 
There is a -.impi·c sot'uti'on to the 
problem or .. chosing_. the next . 
student ho.cl:,, presicjen't. Since -the ( 
Universitj' has already decided to 
To the EditM: -elec.t -~1=1owi·c as UNH . president. 
What's all this nonsense abclut wh~, doesn't 1-!e also take over as 
debates for student body president student body president at the same 
and vice president? Why arc so time? Howie\ for the students. He 
, many people running for that needs vour wrire in vote. 
- Yawn Doovis 
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Oddhall spots 
U.F.O.''s at U.N .. H. 
By Dim Mallar 
· Sixteen days after publishing 
his thesis on U FO's. Doh HaU 
Oddball presented The New 
Hampster with these exclusive 
photos which he and several 
colleagues claim prove the 
existence of extra-terrestrial 
life. Oddball said the ph'.otos 
were taken in the circle in the 
lower . quad on Thursday 
March 22. When asked about 
the remarkable similaritv of his 
"space ship" to a VW .,Beetle·. 
Oddball dismissed such · 
comments as the foolishness of 
. skeptics. The Air Force declincd1 
to · comment on the reported 
incident. 
Don Hall Oddball's photo of what he claims is a space ship.The circles indicate 
where one can see the· extra-terre~trials· in their, vehicle. according to Oddball. 
The landing of what Don Hall Oddball called the greatest race in the 
universe. Oddball claims that he took this photo while the ship, also 
pictured here, was making its landing in the Lower Quad on the 
U.N.H~campus,: I ~'-• ~~ € 
_, ·: 7 __ ; I 
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1984 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 
Republican Party / Democratic Party Independent 
I 
□ RONALD REAGAN □ WALTER MONDALE · □ INTERIM PRE.SIDENT 
□ ,GARY HART 
□ JESSE JACKSON 
MAKE YOUR CHOICE! 
- -
Mr. D announces 
UNH college plans 
By Roseannadanna Ho~·t 
S,P. in!.!. "Don"t h,1ssk. 1111: 
,nck~r_ .. ~tck\ is ion star Mr. D 
.)r the 1-- lc,llll announCL'd his . 
• , ithdr,l\\a l lrom the MDC . 
1rn!2.rn11.1 to en-roll in colk!.!.L' at 
, h c~ li n i \L' rs it\ o I Kn~ 
f-lct m psh ire. · · . 
I) s,1id he pl,1nnnl pit) lin his 
. ·olk!2.L' education h\ either 
L'<1cl;in!2. commando:sun:i\a-
. is't \\ 7nks.hop~. getting a 
·oothall sc·holarship or 
1e(:om in!2. hod'. t.!Uard for the 
1n, lJ l\ J-t prL<i&'nt. . 
II' this !ails D s~tid hL' \\Otild · 
. Jawn SOlllL' ol his gold chains 
ind ma11;,1clcs. 
When asked whathc planned 
-o· stu<.I\ ,tl the shcopL D said 
hat hc·\\,tnkd to. he a w·ritcr. 
"I .i, in·!.!. in the !.:!hl'lto teaches ' 
(Ht 'hotTt lire. l~)ol." D said. 
·and them poets write 'hout 
· ik . 
··t hcen writing pol'lry for 
·. cars. sucker. Nohod\ eonna 
_!arc laugh at Mr. D\p~K'tr~.so 
Jwt , our face, fool. M \ lirst . · 
)~)em is called "Beat up your I 
'\ici!!.hhor". It !2.0cs lil,.;c this· 
lk,~L Heat. tfcat up ~<iur 
1eighhrn' . '_' 
I) told reporters that he 
llanned lt) live in the dorms 
rnd hoped the dining halls 
'\'lHtld ha,c ell()ll!!.h food fo 
.red him. He didn~'t think his 
"•ccentric · clothing. moha\\ k 
1,ii rdo. or _choice o!' _ic,, cir~, 
TV star Mr. -D. 
\\<Hild allert prL'PP~ . l il\H 
:--.t udcni-- · perception ol hih1 . 





\ hat Are You? 
:- :l\' D Records 
i\ltn ,,a-llo\.\in!!. in ohs\.·urit\ 
i~r se,cra :I :,e~trs as th~· 
.; C .\\ \pa-perm C n ( t llL' ~ d id 
c1\L'rs ()I songs h:, the 
.L't tcrmcn) ,t nd then cha n!2.i n!2. 
~lL'i r name to The H m,. '=-11,~-
\'h\. ·1 he When. and ·1 he 
v'hcrc. in th~tt order. The What 
. ,I\L~ l'inall~ .settled <;n a name 
nd -a st\ k. 
·1'1Ji:-'fotcst album C<)Jltains 
u c h t u· n c s a s · · Ba ha 
1'Whatly". "Wo1i't Ciet What 
.!2.ain'!" ,111d "Ma!lic Wh,1t". 
i hik trying to make ,t splash 
n thL' music sccnL'. The What 
,t\L' resorted to use ol such 
nstruments" ,ts the\ ihers!(1p. 
ashhoards . the nci!!.hhor\ 
trh,t!!.L' can ,1'r1d dot! t,1us. ·1 hc,. 
1sist ~that the\ arc~onl\ a Ii\~' 
. i1,,\tion ha1i~I. hut thL·: do 
:·ing at least one ljUL'siion to . 
1i11d. What's l\c:,t'! . 




'I hL' first ol the Mid-List\ 
hL·an metal hcad-han!!.crs. 
DL'lc~·.1tion has picked up on 
the ,111imal maiming concept 
st.1rtcd h\ other meta l h,111ds. 1• 
In !act. thL') lul\c racked this -
alhuni not on!~,, ith e.\:ploding 
drums. roarint.! t.!Uit,trs. and all 
t hL· sou ndsol ,I~ ll~l~clc,t r \\ a r. hut 
also ,,ith ;,1 honus hlood\ do!! 
part. 'I llL' cop~. th L''., sent t~) n,;, 
i\'n, · 1/amesr('I' containL·d a 
•·1)ohcr1rn111 \ L'al'~. 
lh·IL:l'ation·s throu!lhlul 
:--.o_n!:'-s inclu<.k "Ne~. (iL·1;1a:.,1l. 
You·rc l\ot M,t'. Idol". "(iin.' 
- Mc Back M-, l.~·lt lbnk .. and 
-~one .Guerilla. ·1 \\() (iu~r~l,1,/·. 
Watch lor theni on tour soon . • 
Dates in.cJudc the , lr,111 , lrat.! 
\\,tr and the Circcn LinL' . ~ 
.I. IH 1 B 
Read Arts ~nd ·Farts _ 
The atmospheric party room at I Phelta Thi,perfect for dancing and sampling beer. 
(Jo~ Longlense photo) .· · . . 
Get happy at I Phelta Thi ,, 
By Conswilly CongreveHall and tllL'll t\\ o more. 
No food. scant service. one The h,tr is <.h)\.\nstairs. dimh 
beer draue.ht is what the I lit ,,ith no \.\indo\.\~ an~! 
Phelia Thi ( I PT)' happy hour-.- recking o(hL·cr. ThLTL' ,lrL' long 
on t)ccasional i:-rida,s rrorn 3 - 1 lines aJ the ~,tr. ,,ith hf othcrs 
:7 on Strafford roa~I oilers. Ir pouring out the onl~. hccr 
the hca utilul people a re here. offered. Bud \\ciscr on d rit ught. 
they arc hiding. Standing room onl:, is the 
order ol the da,. as there arc no 
Entering the· large_ run d<nvn 
IPT hous; can hc\ke walkin!!. 
tlfrough a mi.ric field. Brothers~. 
hccr bottles. and thin!!.s too 
grotesque .to he mcntio1ed in 
print arc strewn ,tcross the 
lawn. A hrothcr in dar.k 
stingbss-scs · stands at the 
entrance to collect the co,cr 
price. $2 . !'or !2,Uys and $ I for 
ladies. ·fhc hrothcr will then 
mark, our hand a-nd ui.,e \ nu ,1 
large .pU1stic ' cup·. ·fliis .price 
CO\'ers ,ts man\ hccrs as\ ou ·c,111 
pc)ss(hle hun\~1nly \\·ithstand. 
• ta hks. The \.\ ails a re decorated 
\\ it h hccr mirrors and I PT 
composities ol ·h.rothcrs past 
and present. 
• The patrons arc all li NH 
students \\itl1 an occasiona.1 
hit.!h school !2.irl mi.\:ed in. There 
· is \omc da1;cin!!. on the small 
tlanCL' l'loor. hut the main · 
ent.~Tta i nmcnt seems to hL' 
lt1rchin!2. · around with haff-
cfoscd L~~es and_ spillfog _hccr on 
others. 
hen \\ ith the <.krndcnt 
,ttmosphLTL'. no complaints 
,thout lack ol on2.ani1,1t io11 
could hL' O\LThcard.~Thc main 
con\L'rsati ()lUs \\L'H.' ."So ,, hat 
maior · arL' '.Ou." and "\.\'h\ 
doi1't :<HI c·omc hacl,.; tom~ 
room to sec m:, ,, a ll'r hcd ... 
·1 he rest I:<H)l1l lacilitics arc to 
he a\ oidcd at all costs. ·1 he~ arc 
unisex. \.\ith !!iris !2.Uardin!!. the 
doors for !2.iT·ls a~d ho\~ !or 
hoS S. Toik~t pa per is seldom 
arnilahlc. a11d soap is . nc,cr 
present. 
I PT happ:, hour is a no frills 
drinking · L'.\pcricncc !or the 
!:itout ol hca rt mid ,, ca k ol 
mind. dress c,1su,tll~ .. unless 
\ ou h,t\ e JH) concern for hce·r 
~tains on ruined sl~oc kathcr. 
Don't let ~·our mother kno\.\ 
· that :nu\e hL'Cn here . 
~ichae!. Jackson is show~ here in a scene fr?m his _ _latest- multi-million dollar ·14 minute video 
I m _c>_n Fare for you .Baby." Reportedly filmed ma soda factory ,all the women he fantasizes about ; 
tur~ into n~ar h~man mon.ster_s with huge eyes and lopg teeth. ( Jackson pioductions photo) 
-------SUBWAY-----
meeting of the In-ipractical and 
ll n 11 e c e s·s a r ~ Ac qui sit i o 11 s 
Committee. 
Construction will he hand led 
h, the John Mannsficld 
1(shcstos Corporation. 
The rirst station \-,ill he 
c o n s t r u c t e d \\ h c r e t h e 
McC(nrncl l Hall Kari -Van stop 
rH~\\ stands. heatin!! and a ir-
co 11e.l it i on i n !! (a c i Ii t i es w i 11 
climate cont~ol the system. and 
a·n L'.\tra ~878.000 \\as rcrrn t l~ 
appropriated . !or · decor;1t i,e 
!!lass mosaics. 
~ Trains. which will tra,el at . 
top speeds in e.,ccss of 210 
trained in sccuri.tY ta hie service, 
maid service. and emcrgenc~-
third -rail repair." Fisk said. 
The onh detail still 
undecided. according to Fisk. 
is whether the c<timatcd $99.80 
one-wm fa re vv ill he payable by 
ticket o·nh. ()r if cashho.,es arc 
to be inst;tllcd. 
This space is !?_enerou.,·(r 
donatec~ to ' the star\'inK 
chickadees of f...J-JpinK h_r the 
.\-ta.fr ,nemhers of The New 
flampster. 
Women whistle 
.at frat hods 
mph. will he equipped with By Ke.ester Devo pain inflicte·d on him when one 
dining facilities cate red by the Universit\' officials shut of the women rated himasonlv 
MUB. a game room. and a full down the ·women\ Center a six on a scale or one to 10.- : 
bar. office ~1esterday following 'TII hitve to spend hundreds 
Plush executive cm1ches will charges of male sexual or dollars on beer alone to get 
he provided to trans-port harrassment. nw self confidence back." said 
Trustees to the various Acco , ding to Dean of th~ visibly shaken Lovett. 
camp uses ro r fu 11 boa rd. Students Gregg Sandybirth, Mimi Plecze, the woman 
committee. stib -committce. four members or Tai Wun identified by Lovett a~ making 
sub-sub-committee. and lone Coun fraternitv rushed into hi.s the rating said he actually 
rool meetings . office in · H·uddleston Hall deserved a five. 
The coac~hcs will re,1ture a yestcrdav afternoon "clear!\ "Mv roommate has better 
conkrcncc room. computer ~,psct ;nd under severe bicep~ than that wimp." Pleeze 
tcrmin;1l. ,idco displa:,- emotiorialduress." said. -
tc rm i na I. wore.( p roccss i ng "The young men said they Asked why they harrasscd 
cc1uipmcnt. Swedish m::isscusc. walked into a lecture by the men. Women\ Center 
and hot tuh. feminist Andrea Dor-fa whc.n a President Jill Tedd said they'd 
'Tm proud or the wa y the group or eight women from the just returned from the Wildcat 
Hoa rd has or!!a ni1ed this'· car\ Women\ · Center surrounded. ·and were "looking for some 
hud<Tet to ~accomodatc· the them in the b~tck of the Carol fun." 
s, st;m ... said interim President Bich up room." Sa ndybi rt h "Hey. we didn't rate anyone 
cjordon Haaland. "It is my said . lower than a four!"Tcdd noted. 
understanding that the system One of the men. who Sandvbirth said all eight 
will p1:actically pay for itselL" requested anonymity for his women-will appe~p- bdo,:e the 
"It damn we!~, should." sa)d - <iwn · s"afctv. said one of the judicial h'oard nexls week when -. 
one Trustee. -who \\-is-hcd ~to larger wor;;en pinched him and ·the men wi.11 be · required to 
remain unnamed. "Tickets arc told him he had "nice buns." recount yesterday's events. 
gonna cost a #f;\ @~! mint. "I was never so humiliated in A chart ratingovcr200 UNH 
· Faculty and staff .positions mv life," said the brother. men was conriscatcd from the 
\\ill be cut in half. Haaland "Being a TWD brother, I value wall of the Women\ · Center. 
sai·d . . when students hcgi'n mv. dignitv. After all I have the Sandybirth said it will" he used 
fu !J ilhng , .general .- ad ur a ti,on . _, oc;()d ,~ naifue or · the house to -as evidence at the hea-ring. 
requirements at other USN H • · ~ phold." · "These women a re clc::frly a 
campuses. Another · brother. Hugh hazard to the sexual welfare of . 
Lennard Fisk. vice-president Lovett. says he ma~, sue the the male student population-. 
for Financial Affairs and Women\ Center for"millions" Noone rated hightcr than an 
PAGli, :Sli:V~'N. ,, 
UNH's new subway system. 
The First Annual 
DENNIS BELUCCI · 
Contracting Out A ward 
Condit ions: 
I ) ;\ p p I i ca 11 t s m us l.111.: ,t"· I u 11 t i m c .st u d c 11 t a t lJ 1' H 
.2)s;\pplicants -must he instrumental in gi,ing a 
\ a I u_a hie st udcnt set:\ in.' . to " profit m,1 king concern. · 
Qt1C L'tTs: ll l\ H Book st ore. c o Barnes & l\ ohlc. N. Y .. 
N.Y. 
Adrpinistration endorsed the· because or the psychological eight." Sandybirth said. 
systern. p"ointing out the new ---------------------------------...---------------------.... work-stud~ positions created 
b~ the subway's operation. 
"Work stud~ students can be 
-HOWIE-
(continued from page3) 
>ut rlans for his administration 
vhich called· f6r bringing the 
a i nbow coalition to UN H. 
Jackson said he would call a 
tudent meeting and have all 
rndcclared majors come to the 
ront of the rc)()m. Then he'd 
narch them all down to T-H,:ill 
nd sign them up for a field of 
tud,. . 
ln.terim President Gordoi1 
1ollandaisc. who has been 
cting president for almost a 
car w~ts the first choice hy ·thc 
ommittee. 
H ollandai"sc was rclucta nt to 
cccpt the job because he qidn't 
✓ ant to deal with the 
ransi1ional pressure in 
witching johs. _ .. 
"I'd really love to be 
' resident. but I 'vc gotten used 
o my present job. Its a bother 
;) have to retrain you1'scl!' for 
not her posit ion so I've 
ccided to keep my job as 
1tcrim pr'csidcnt. "_ 
Hollandaise said. 
lnothcr UNH officiaL Dean of 
tudents .J. Gregg Sanborn, 
ras ~tlso considered: bt.1t the 
ommittce had problems with 
is name. Marsh said . 
· "We round out his name was 
.1st plain Gregg Sanborn and 
e had added the initial. T." 
1arsh said. 
The UNH Presidential- Search Comm•ittee is now[ 
accepting applications for the office of 
UNHPRESIDENT 
This 1s a PAID position 
You will be responsible for: · 
•Making a speech at your inauguration 
•Making a speech .at graduation 
•Making a speech at your farewell reception, . andrningling at parties in your OWN 
presidential mansion. 
Great practical experience. A stepping stone to a real job. 
You'll meet John Sununu and learn to hate him. 
Pick up an application in Room 315 - Thompson Hall 
Deadline is .June 1, 1986 (We might extend it) 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE JOB .-. 
1) s ·e· able to act like you have a:genUine concern for the student body. 
2) Ability to have respect for student government . 
3)Sucker po~itians into giving th~ University grants . . 
4)Be a~le to reprimand the student -body on the evils of drinking when your half in the bad. 
j 
• I 
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A"t_ht->lete Profil,~ _ 
HenrY the. Horse: 
a ·-real winner 
Bl .Joe F. SportscdHor 
·l·L'\\ stulknt athL'ktL'S \\Mk'. 
:is h,tnL ()f' ptit as much int() 
thL' ir rcspl'l·ti\L' sp()rls ,,s 
IHHSL;s .. l i1\H this \(.',tr h;1s ()Ill' 
ur tlil" hL' '>( l1Pi°' '>C ,tthlL-.l1.: .-., in lhl· · 
countn in Hc11r'. lhL' H()rse. 
th L' , , i 1i n L' r n I t h is ·, e" r \ l\ C /\ 1\ 
· I r i !..! !..! L' r a \\ ,1 r ·d . ,, s t h l' 
ourst,;ndin!..! colk!..!i,1k ·ll()rsl'. 
'"I'm rL:alh lwnorcd to 
rL'l'L'i \L' till' · 1 ri!..!!..!L' i·:· said 
Henn It\ S()llll't h11;!..! l\l·. hl'l'll 
,,ork\n!..! tlrn,1rds ,tltm-_ lik ... 
HL·n1~, ~-,'irned the ·1 r;!..!!..!L'r h'. 
s\\l'l'pi1ig thL' FC/\C ~l lors~' 
·1 ournal1ll'lll in the raL·ing. 
trntt in1:2-and plo\\ingl'\L'nt< lk 
had some still coml'tition lrnm 
last •:L•;ir\ L·h;1mp Shining St.tr 
ol J>cnn Stall' anti ;ilso lrom 
strnn!..! nL'\\COt11L-r lklnwnt Bill 
lr~)lll ~CPrt1l'll. 
--·1 hi.TL' ain·t no horsl' c,111 
hL'at ·cm."s-aid lo.ng-timc l 1 l\H 
st,1hk l-.:l'epc-r Mutt M.illard. 
"RL',tl clean horse too. don·t 
hard!'. ha\L' to L·hangc his h,t) 
· 'ccpt ·once a month.·· 
Sittin!..! in h~s modest!\ · 
lurnishcZt stall. \\atchinu rt.·rt111s 
ol the prL',tl-.:ness on hi~ VCR. 
Henr, rdlccts on the \Cars ol 
toil a;1d s\\cat it tO()k to.heu~mc 
;1 clwrnpion. -
.. It took " !(lt ot t()i I imd 
s\\l',tt to hLTOll1l' a ch;1mpiop.·· 
hl: "a id. .. 1\.1 ost . pl·opk here 
don ·t rl·,·l!i1L· that \\L' horses 
l1.i \ L'. [() l'tl IT\ l Ill' "" 111L'. l'()l[l'SL' 
In.id as l'\lT\Onl· l'isL·.--· 
· lksidcs h·L·inL'. ,, !Pp nnll'h 
at hl:kk. H L'n n ~is a, L'krtw ri.i n 
nwjor "ith a \ 7.'.i ,,,l·i°·;i!..!l'. 
i1,:i11, iL'l'iS thc1t . ·, ... l:iJH.'. ,I 
min()J"it;, . ( rl'(1nk (lll(!1lll1;hL'r 
h(H'-.L'S h, ;1 illW'>l -~4 (() I nn till' . . 
L'illllrus) \\;1'> !H t ! ;1 rr()l,km lo r 
him but is l()r '>Ol11l' ()I hi:,, . 
" l\ l(>'>t h()l'SL'" ha\l' t() t'.th.l· " 
i()t ()I n.tp.'' hl' ~,tid 
\\ hik trnini.n:2. l knr~ puts 
hirnsL·l1 011 a strict dil't (,I ,,hok 
\\ hL·at hrL·c1d \\ iih pl·,tnut huttn . 
Ill' !..!rinds himsL·lt". 1\l"tL'I' 
_inggi~1111 his (\\Che mile-, ,tnd 
!:'-na,, in!:'- on his hridk !or up to 
t\\O hours a da,. iknn l'njo\s 
"u ch k i" u r L' · "ct i, i ·1 i L-s' :1 s 
s\\ im1ning ,ind FL'ljllL'thall. 
l knr> is \\L·II kiH)\\ n around 
c,tmpl!'>. ,tnd IO\L'S to p;irt: ;ind 
111L'L'l J1L'opk (.or ll()l'SL'S). His 
tuturl· pl,tn'> inL·lutk rur:,.,uin!:'- ,, 
c,tl'l'LT in \L'll'rtwri.111 mL·dicinL·. 
()l' \\()rkin!..! c1s a nwtkl in 
11wg,11i11e s~1ch ;1s -, /lone "/lc(J{. 
Hcnr~ the Horse wo·n the prestigious Trigger award as top 
(ollegiate horse for 198.J-84.(Wa> no Sta~ withmetonitc photo) 
lkucr lli>r.\£'-' and (,arc/en:\. 
and llorsL' lllust1',tll'd. 
·1 hanks l() ·•knr,. 111:111' 
n;11T0\\-111imkdpL'opi'l' no,, ;,r~· 
;1\\,trl' ol thL' r,wi11.1tint'-, sport or 
ilorsl' CnmpL·t iti on. 
--110,l· l'()111pl'liti,l·.tthL·ktic'> 
.111d I lo\l' thi" l 1ii,LT'>it,. '>:tid 
lknr~.- I think I rru, l:d (llll' 
thin1.1.. h(ir"L''>,trl·11·t :111, dumbl·t 
111;111 PL' ()rk ... . · 
SCOREBOARD 
) to J 
I J to 7 
56 to 09 
69to69((fl) 
And a rarti~il srtnc: 
,t i 8 ,,;-
Jocks get 
free ride· 
By Babe Ruthier 
The academic requirements 
for UN H student atheletes have 
been changed to allow them 
more time to p-lirsue athletic 
excellence, according to 
Andrew Mooronian. Athletic 
Director. 
"Most atheletes aren't the · 
greatest sudents anyway. no. 
waiL don't write · that. I 
· mean ..... the atheletes arc a 
very important ·representative 
0 r t h e u n i Ve rs i t y . ". s a rel 
· Mooronian. "They need the 
support and encouragement of 
this Univcrsitv. There. that\ 
better." · 
Student athclctes arc now 
required to take only one 
course a semester. . and 
maintain a 2.0 average for at 
least one month each semester. 
The ne w standards were 
~111nounced after the Trustees 
declared . that $1 .3 million 
dollars would be taken out of 
Student Activit:r money and 
. put into the football and 
· hocke y programs. 
"The football and hocke" 
teams do more fo thi·s scho<;I 
than ~tny st_upid student 
newtipaper or radio sta-
tipn,.'.\aid· ~ rustec T.J. -Max,x. 
"Athcletes d<:) what their told. I 
like. that." 
Hockey players defect, ·bring new Detente . 
By Eric Stratton 
US Foreign policy suffered a 
major blow this morning as two 
UNH hockey players announc-
ed that they are defecting to 
Chccloslovakia to play on the 
National hockcv team there. 
Paul Barton and Dan Potter 
announced that thev have 
asked the Prague gov~rnment . 
for political asylum. and a 
trvout with the ' Chck hockev 
tc~im. The ann~rnncement sen·t-
9 i r I om a t i c s h o c k w a v es 
throui .. diout the free world ,tnd 
.the W~hitc House. 
"The President is deeply 
saddened h\·u Paul and Dan\ 
decision.-a rid he would like to 
see them back in the US_ ·where 
they belong."sai·d White House 
Spokesman Larr>· Speaks . . 
T<~p White House aides 
would not confirm rumors that 
. CIA agents had been posing as 
. players on the BU and HC 
hockey teams in order to gain 
information about Barton\ 
and Potter\ tics ,, ith the 
Communist Bloc~ 
"It\ real!\ not all that had." 
said U N
1
H l1ead coach Charlie 
Holt. ~-or COLISC \\.c'd like to 
hate them sta\·, hut the\ ll he 
playing some. great cornpeti-
tion. It\ a chance for them to 
play some great hockey." 
Potter and Barton are now at 
the Albanian Emhass, in 
Washington. 'Mt.iting a reply to 
their request from the 
Chee koslava k iitn government. 
soon cross the Iron Ctirtain.(Wayno StaywithmL'tonitc photo) 
·1 hn rclused to comment on 
thL·ii· defection-. hut did issue 
the followinu statement: 
"1.t\ som~thin!..! we kit we 
had to do. We'll be playing 
some real !.!.OOd hocke\'. We kel 
hockey pr~grams supp~H·tcd h~ -
t he capitalist market 
mechanism are doonicd to 
l"ailurc. We'd Like to S,:l' hello t() 
our fri~nds at lJNH . We're 
sorn Karl." 
P~)tter and Barton are hoth 
alle!..!edh related to Checko-
sl(n;1ki,;n Communist Part\ 
bider Vlurnh ldhenje,. , -1 he 
Chd leader has denied ~these 
alle!..!ations. s,n in!..!. "I am not 
related. in a,i._ ~a-.... to · the 
Americans. Lfc~I if the\· \\ant to 
come to ·this c·ounti·,. their 
!2,()\ ernmcnt shou Id a I li)W t.hcril 
that riuht. as we do 111 
Chccko~lo\akia. Annv,n. 
the> ·11 get to play some r'eitl 
~ood hockey." 
Because or the ddection. -
Hocke,, East has decided to 
inYite -the Russian. Chccko-
. slovakian and East .German 
Hodn teams to join their 
league· in order to· promote 
greater exchange or pla~. ers 
het,,cen the East and West. 
"\Ve feel that the\ (the 
Communist hloc t~arns). \.\ ill 
impro,e the lc,el of pla~ and 
• make !or some great rivalries:· 
said Hode\ East (\rn1mis-
sioncr · Lou· Lamorello. --w·e 
h,ne a lot of similarities: we 
both spend exorbitant amounts 
of mone\ to stock our teams 
with the· hest players around. 
The onl~ prohlcni coukl he 
tran·I. hut I'm sure the pla)ers 
\\ill he ahlc ·to maintain their 
hiuh acadernic standards.and 
o,;c nice thine is \\.C can still he 
calkd Hocke~ Fast." 
Harton and Potter's 
ddection has- opened ur 
diplomatic relationship 
betwt:cn 'Communist and non-
- Communist nations. accordinu 
to a statement issued h~ 
Secretary of State George 
Schultz in which he summed up 
the situati(m. 
"This marks a -new era in the 
history 'or Detcnte. the Era of 
Real Good Hockey." 
C:1hi11 M_mph>. llou,.,ton Rockl'h . '5T" 
I ddiL· ( i,tL'<kJ. · St. I .()llis Brn,, ns. 3 ·71/ 1 ·· 
St11111r1 lvlill'lil· II. ·1 hr ('i(,l(kl. ~·i1 ·· 
